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VOYAGES
Our buyers have been scouring the northern hemisphere to 
find delicious wines to offer members. They also keep their 
ear to the ground to find out what’s new, as well as report 
back on the qualities of each region’s vintage.

We’ve managed to hold prices on the majority of our range 
despite cost pressures. However, significant spring frosts 
impacted much of France, reducing yields, especially 
for white wines. In Burgundy, the combination of smaller 
volumes and growing demand has unavoidably led to price 
increases. As a result, the 2021 Society’s White Burgundy is 
increasing in price. We took early action and have a delicious 
alternative: Le Stopgap chardonnay from southern France.

We are also launching a new own-label white, The Society’s 
Côtes-du-Rhône Blanc. From Austria, we have mouthwatering 
grüner veltliners from the excellent 2021 vintage, and we’re 
excited to see the return of The Society’s Exhibition English 
Sparkling wine, which offers incredible value.

Over the next few pages, you’ll see a selection of wines  
from each buyer – with their in-depth region reports 
published online. 

Pierre Mansour
DIRECTOR OF WINE

Vineyard

Read our BUYERS’ 
REPORTS IN FULL ONLINE
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Altamente Volalto  
Monastrell, Jumilla 2020
An expressive and plump 
monastrell from 30-year-old 
vineyards located 900m above 
sea level in Jumilla, about an hour 
from Alicante. This organic Spanish 
red is full of plummy fruit flavour, 
smooth and completely delicious. 
Drink this year and next. 14.5%

Ref SP17351  D

£12.50 bottle | £150 dozen

Secreto, Ribera  
del Duero 2018
A beautifully crafted Spanish  
red from Ribera del Duero, 
famous for its fine, intense 
wines from tinta del pais (aka 
tempranillo). Secreto is layered 
with blueberry fruit and ripe 
tannins. Drink now to 2026. 14%

Ref SP17071  D

£17.50 bottle | £210 dozen

López de Haro Edición 
Limitada, Rioja 2019
A classically styled Rioja from the 
young team at López de Haro  
who have fine vineyards in 
San Vicente de Sonsierra. This 
spicy and plump Rioja, mostly 
tempranillo with a touch of 
mazuelo, is aged for 14 months 
and is intense and complete. 14%

Ref SP17541  D

£9.95 bottle | £119 dozen

Maruxa Godello,  
Valdeorras 2021
A peachy, soft and round example 
from this underrated grape grown 
in Galicia in Spain’s north-west. 
There is no oak masking the 
elegance, freshness and poise 
which is typical of good godello. 
Drink this year and next. 13.5%

Ref SP17561  2
£10.95 bottle | £131 dozen

2

SPAIN

There is a new generation of winemakers who are skilfully 
modernising their approaches while retaining the historic 
attributes of the country’s vineyards. New is meeting old  
and the results are better than the sum of these parts.  
This is the case for all wine styles: whites, reds, rosados  
and sparkling. Rioja is a hotbed of brilliance and Ribera  
del Duero continues to fine-tune its style. Garnacha 
continues to impress at all levels, as does monastrell.

Pierre
    M A N S O U R
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Touraine Sauvignon Blanc, 
Domaine Guénault 2021
From the Bougrier family’s own 
property, where the chalk soils,  
and this fresher vintage, imbue 
a classical Loire minerality to the 
wine, making it a great alternative 
to Sancerre and other Central 
Vineyards sauvignons. 12.5%

Ref LO17151  1   
£8.95 bottle | £107 dozen

Chinon ‘Le Temps des 
Cerises’, Domaine de la 
Noblaie 2020
Refreshing cabernet franc with bright 
fruit and supple tannins, this is a 
great example of modern Chinon 
made with a light touch. Drink now  
to 2024. 13%

Ref LO16711  C
£11.50 bottle | £138 dozen

Riesling Grand Cru Saering, 
Domaines Schlumberger 2019
From one of the great cellars in 
Alsace, this is a wonderful young 
riesling in a great vintage for the 
grape and for grands crus, its strong 
seam of acidity guaranteeing it a long 
life ahead. Accessible and generous, 
with pure, racy minerality and fine 
length. Drink now to 2030. 14% 

Ref AL16451  2  
£23 bottle | £276 dozen

PORTUGAL |  ALSACE |  LOIRE

In Portugal, look out for invigorating 2021  
whites, and continue to enjoy the run of 
generous red vintages. In the Loire go to 2018 
and 2021 vintages for a fresher Loire style,  
to 2019 and 2020 for more concentration. 

2021 in Alsace favours pinot blancs, rieslings  
and sylvaner. 2020 was an easier vintage 
looking accessible quite early. 2019 wines have a 
refreshing acidity and balance and more of these 
wines will be released over the coming year.

Joanna
    L O C K E  MW

Casa Ermelinda Freitas  
‘Sino Grande’, Península  
de Setúbal 2021
From the producer of our Portuguese 
Red, this light and aromatic, 
flavoursome and versatile dry white 
is even more refreshing in the new 
vintage, and cracking value. 12.5% 

Ref PW9571  2  
£6.50 bottle | £78 dozen
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BURGUNDY

Volumes in 2021 were tiny across Burgundy, especially for the whites, due 
to poor weather during the growing season. Supply and demand pressures 
inevitably lead to price increases, and as a result the 2021 Society’s White 
Burgundy, our best-selling wine, has unfortunately seen a sizeable price 
rise, from £9.95 to £12.95 a bottle. Thankfully, the quality of this year’s 
blend is excellent. Finding good entry-level red Burgundy (below £26 is 
entry level in Burgundy!) is like searching for the Holy grail – It’s all but 
impossible. So, imagine my surprise when I found a superb trio from 
Caroline Bellavoine, Gautier Desvignes and Domaine Changarnier.

Domaine Caroline Bellavoine, 
Bourgogne Pinot Noir 2020
Lovely black-cherry fruit aromas and 
a rich and full palate with a fresh 
finish. About 60% is matured in 228 
litre pièces for 12-14 months, while 
the remaining 40% is kept in tank to 
preserve the fruit. Excellent quality for 
a Bourgogne. Drink now to 2026. 14%

Ref BU79541  C

£17.50 bottle | £210 dozen

Domaine Desvignes,  
Givry 2019
An excellent new discovery. Ripe  
yet fresh-tasting Burgundy. Attractive 
black-cherry aromas and a round and 
juicy palate. Drink now to 2029. 14.5% 

Ref BU79521  C

£21 bottle | £252 dozen

Domaine Nicolas Perrault, 
Maranges Premier Cru  
Clos des Loyères 2019
This is a lovely wine made  
with 100% whole bunches and 
matured 18 months in barrel. Ripe  
yet fresh wine with smooth tannins 
and considerable finesse. In the  
right hands, top Maranges like this  
is a lovely and attractive wine with  
no rough edges. Drink now to  
2028. 13.5% 

Ref BU80201  C

£25 bottle | £300 dozen

Domaine Changarnier, 
Monthélie Rouge 2019
Pretty red-fruit and black-pepper nose. 
Light yet intensely flavoured Burgundy 
with fine-boned palate and gentle 
tannins. Drink now to 2030. 13.5%

Ref BU79501  C

£26 bottle | £312 dozen

Toby 
    M O R R H A L L
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Marcel 
    O R F O R D - W I L L I A M S

Tavel Cuvée Prima Donna 
Rosé, Domaine Maby 2021
Tavel is always a deep-pink,  
full-bodied Rhône rosé, inevitably 
designed to accompany food.  
It copes well with heat and spice  
and is stunning with ratatouille.  
Drink now to 2025. 14%

Ref RH63731  2  
£12.95 bottle | £155 dozen

Spätburgunder ‘ JS’,  
Jean Stodden 2019
Lovely barrel-aged pinot from a top 
estate from the tiny Ahr district on the 
Rhine near Bonn, with fine balance 
between fruit and oak, and a long 
finish. Drink now to 2029. 12.5%

Ref GE14891  C

£30 bottle | £360 dozen

 NEW 

Le Stopgap Chardonnay,  
Vin de France, Jacques 
Depagneux 2021
In a year when the vineyards of France 
were blighted by frost, we’ve been 
able to create a chardonnay using fruit 
from three sources in the Languedoc 
including Limoux and a splash from the 
Mâconnais for a touch of class and a 
dry, crisp, ‘je ne sais quoi.’ 13.5%

Ref FC42041  2  
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

 NEW 

The Society’s Côtes- 
du-Rhône Blanc 2021
A refreshing, flavoury white from 
the southern Rhône and made for 
us by the enterprising Perrin family 
of Beaucastel fame. This would be 
good with fish and chips or a pasta 
carbonara. 13% 

Ref RH63831  2  
£9.95 bottle | £119 dozen

It was clear early on that The Society’s 
White Burgundy would be in short supply, 
so we looked for alternatives. Le Stopgap 
Chardonnay is made using three sources 
from the Languedoc, and most importantly 
one source from the Mâconnais, giving 
this a touch of class. The new Society’s 
white Côtes-du-Rhône is not made from 
chardonnay but is clean and crisp tasting 
and will appeal.

Read our BUYERS’  
REPORTS ONLINE

SOUTHERN FRANCE |  RHONE |  GERMANY

2021 Rhône whites look to be very good 
but in short supply. The reds revert to a 
style not seen for some time with more 
modest alcohol levels. Richard Maby is 
thrilled with his Tavel Rosé – ‘the best I 
have made’ he said to me. There’s lots to 
enjoy about German wine recently, some 
of the greatest wines have been  
reds from pinot noir.
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ITALY  |  USA
Compared to the tricky vintage conditions 
encountered elsewhere in Europe, 2021 was  
a very good year for Italy, particularly in the north. 
In Tuscany, the 2019 reds are showing great cellar 
potential, while further south, yields were up,  
with plenty of exciting wines for members.

We can breathe a sigh of relief as across California 
in 2021, they experienced a relatively trouble-
free harvest. Cabernets and zinfandels from 2018 
continue to offer real pleasure, showing good 
ripeness yet elegance and balance.

The Society’s Exhibition 
Langhe Nebbiolo 2019
Enrico Dellapiano makes this 
exclusive nebbiolo for us  
from young vines in otherwise 
entirely Barbaresco-certified 
vineyards. It is aged for 12 
months in large oak barrels 
before release, creating an 
elegant wine with an incredible 
perfume of rose, violets and 
cherries with spice developing 
on the tart red-fruited palate. 
Drink now to 2025. 14% 

Ref IT33011  D

£13.95 bottle | £167 dozen

Paris Valley Road  
California Zinfandel 2018
Blueberry and damson fruit 
compôte on this full-bodied  
vibrant zinfandel. Well balanced  
by judicious use of oak and 
refreshing acidity. Drink now  
to 2025. 15%

Ref US10501  D

£11.50 bottle | £138 dozen

Vittoria Pinot Grigio,  
Delle Venezie 2021
This charming grapefruit and 
pineapple-scented pinot grigio 
has plenty of fruit without being 
overpowering, and with a 
mouthwatering crisp finish, this  
is a great white to have ready  
in the fridge. 12.5%

Ref IT34251  2  
£7.50 bottle | £90 dozen

Chianti Classico,  
Castello La Leccia 2019
Succulent sangiovese from 
organically grown grapes in a 
splendid site at Castellina, looking 
south towards the beautiful city 
of Siena. This Chianti Classico is 
perfumed with cherry and dried 
cranberries, with a medium body, 
tart red fruit and balsamic spice, 
balanced by fine tannins.  
Drink now to 2026. 14%

Ref IT34481  D

£13.50 bottle | £162 dozen

Sarah 
K N O W L E S MW
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BORDEAUX  |  BEAUJOLAIS 
The 2021 Bordeaux reds are lighter and less 
concentrated than those from the three previous 
vintages, but the good news is that we still have 
stocks of the excellent 2018s, 2019s and 2020s.  
We have also managed to find some lovely parcels 
of more mature Claret to tempt members. 

Beaujolais sales continue to go from strength  
to strength, and we have plenty of scented,  
food-friendly examples.  

Château Lary Tagot, Bordeaux 2019
Ripe, fleshy and satisfying, this is an 
impressive claret at this price level. 
Unoaked to ensure maximum fruit 
expression. 14.5% 

Ref CB6391  D

£7.95 bottle | £95 dozen

Château Pierbone,  
Haut-Médoc 2010
From the superlative 2010 vintage,  
this is a perfectly ready-for-drinking 
blend. With deep colour and an 
appealing cedar and leather bouquet, 
the wine has lovely balance, despite 
the heat of the vintage. Smooth and 
satisfying. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

Ref CM23591  C

£14.95 bottle | £179 dozen

Régnié, Domaine  
de la Plaigne 2020
Sweetly perfumed, crunchy fresh  
fruit character from the youngest  
(and least-known) cru in Beaujolais. 
Good value. Drink now to 2023. 13.5%

Ref BJ9231  C

£10.95 bottle | £131 dozen

Moulin-à-Vent Les  
Thorins, Domaine du  
Moulin d’Eole 2020
This ripe, generous cru Beaujolais  
was matured in concrete vats for 
maximum fruit expression, with 
mouthwatering results. A pure and 
well-balanced Moulin-à-Vent with real 
charm. Drink now to 2026. 14%

Ref BJ9261  C
£13.50 bottle | £162 dozen

Tim 
S Y K E S
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The Society’s Australian 
Chardonnay 2021
Made exclusively for us by  
Wirra Wirra, the quality of the  
2021 vintage shines through 
here, and thanks to tweaked 
winemaking, this wine is better 
than ever. The nose is fresh;  
white fruit, citrus and flint-driven 
and the palate is crisp, textured 
and refreshing. Smart and 
focused chardonnay. 12.5% 

Ref AU24411  2  
£8.50 bottle | £102 dozen

Grove Mill Marlborough 
Chardonnay 2020
Really smart chardonnay  
which punches well above  
its weight in terms of the 
complexity, poise and elegance 
that it offers. A hint of flint and 
struck match on the nose lead  
to a fine, precise palate which 
leads with flavours of crunchy 
green apple and deliciously 
mealy texture. 14%  

Ref NZ13311  2  
£9.95 bottle | £119 dozen

Ferdinand Mayr Exklusiv 
Grüner Veltliner 2021
A great example of ‘bistro’ grüner 
veltliner from Austria. Thanks to the 
vibrancy of the stone-fruit, citrus and 
pepper in this simple and charming 
white, it’s great with or without food, 
any day of the week. 12.5%

Ref AA3681  2  
£7.95 bottle | £95 dozen 

Domäne Wachau ‘Gneis + 
Löss’ Grüner Veltliner 2021
Light, crisp and fresh grüner veltliner 
from the outstanding Wachau co-
operative. Seldom sold outside of 
Austria, this wine is a delicious taste 
of the region, with succulent lemon, 
spritzy peach and a twist of spice. 
Light in alcohol but full of zest. 11.5% 

Ref AA3761  2  
£9.50 bottle | £114 dozen

AUSTRIA
2021 is an outstanding vintage in Austria, the best I have 
worked with, surpassing even the excellent 2019s. Early 
tastings have shown wines with mouthwatering ripe fruit 
marked by additional finesse. The entry level wines are 
deliciously refreshing. Winemakers are keen to show off 
the wines, and there will be lots to get excited about. 

The shortfall in white Burgundy makes this a great time 
to explore alternative chardonnays – Australia and New 
Zealand produce some fantastic value options, see below.

Freddy 
B U L M E R
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ENGLAND  |  GREECE  |  HUNGARY
Our Exhibition English Sparkling wine returns 
and we believe represents incredible value, so 
we can’t wait to re-offer this to members. Greek 
whites, especially from the Peloponnese, such 
as The Society’s Greek White 2021, are richer 
in fruit than in previous vintages. Some of the 
finest wines I’ve tasted have been from the high- 
altitude vineyards such as at Tetramythos winery 
with its malagousia and roditis. In Hungary the 
wines show impressive concentration and,  
weight, especially the reds.

Matthew  
H O R S L E Y

Kékfrankos Reserve, 
Heumann 2016
Rich, warming and generous 
kékfrankos from Villány, one of 
Hungary’s finest regions for red 
wines. Brimming with dense dark 
cherry, plums and sweet cedar, 
with ripe yet structured tannins. 
Drink now to 2024. 14.5% 

Ref HU1521  D

£16 bottle | £192 dozen

The Society’s Exhibition 
English Sparkling Wine NV
Produced exclusively for us by 
Ridgeview in Sussex, this classic 
method sparkling wine uses  
the three Champagne grapes 
– of pinots noir and meunier, 
and chardonnay. Further time 
on the lees gives extra savoury 
character alongside the taut 
citrus and apple notes. Perfect 
for celebrating the English  
spring and summer. 12%

Ref SG3511  2
£24 bottle | £288 dozen

The Society’s  
Greek White 2021
Leonidas Nassiakos produces 
this gloriously aromatic blend 
of moschofilero, which provides 
rosehip aromatics and refreshing 
acidity, and roditis, which provides 
the stone-fruit character and weight 
on the palate. Ideal unoaked white 
for anyday drinking. 12.5% 

Ref GR2241  2  
£8.95 bottle | £107 dozen

Saint George Nemea 
Agiorgitiko, Skouras 2020
Full-bodied, sweetly-fruited 
and aromatic agiorgitiko from 
George Skouras, a master of the 
grape, whose careful use of oak 
provides added richness and spice 
complexity. Drink now to 2024. 14.5%

Ref GR2451  C

£11.95 bottle | £143 dozen
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MAY LIST EDIT REDS
A six-bottle case containing one  
bottle of each of the following wines: 

• Château Pierbone, Haut-Médoc 2010
• Secreto, Ribera del Duero 2018
• Domaine Caroline Bellavoine,  

Bourgogne Pinot Noir 2020
• The Society’s Exhibition Langhe Nebbiolo 2019
• Kékfrankos Reserve, Heumann 2016
• Paris Valley Road Califonia Zinfandel 2018

MX22141 | £89

Mixed
   C A S E S 

MAY LIST EDIT WHITES
A 12-bottle case containing two bottles  
each of the following:

• Vittoria Pinot Grigio, Delle Venezie 2021
• Le Stopgap Chardonnay, Vin de  

France, Jacques Depagneux 2021
• Domäne Wachau ‘Gneis + Löss’  

Grüner Veltliner 2021
• Grove Mill Marlborough Chardonnay 2020
• The Society’s Greek White 2021
• Touraine Sauvignon Blanc,  

Domaine Guénault 2021

MX22142 | £105

Mixed cases are the ideal way 
to explore our range, whether 
it’s making new discoveries 
or enjoying a selection of old 
favourites. Our List edit mixed 
cases cover classic styles from  
the northern hemisphere as  
well as further afield.
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Mixed
   C A S E S 

MAY LIST EDIT MIXED DOZEN
Explore the range and find some favourites old and new with  
this 12-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

WHITE

• Casa Ermelinda Freitas ‘Sino Grande’, 
Península de Setúbal 2021

• Touraine Sauvignon Blanc,  
Domaine Guénault 2021

• Vittoria Pinot Grigio, Delle Venezie 2021
• Le Stopgap Chardonnay, Vin de France, 

Jacques Depagneux 2021
• Ferdinand Mayr Exklusiv  

Grüner Veltliner 2021
• The Society’s Australian  

Chardonnay 2021

RED

• Moulin-à-Vent Les Thorins,  
Domaine du Moulin d’Eole 2020

• López de Haro Edición  
Limitada Rioja 2019 

• Chinon ‘Le Temps des Cerises’,  
Domaine de la Noblaie 2020

• Chianti Classico, Castello La Leccia 2019
• Paris Valley Road Califonia Zinfandel 2018
• Château Lary Tagot, Bordeaux 2019

MX22143 | £115
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The Wine Society is a mutual 
organisation, so our members' 
satisfaction is paramount. 
Wine discovery should be fun, but if for any 
reason you haven't enjoyed a wine, we want to 
hear about it. You can get in touch either online or 
via our Member Services team and we'll happily 
offer a credit, a replacement or a refund. Whether 
you believe a wine to be faulty, not as you had 
expected, or simply not to your taste, please contact 
us to put things right. This promise applies both to 
wines that you have purchased recently as well as 
wines bought some time ago from The Society but 
are still within the recommended drink date and 
have been stored in suitable conditions.

W I T H  C O N F I D E N C E

REPORTS
Buyers’

Find out what’s been happening across Europe and 
the USA with our in-depth reports from our buyers.
thewinesociety.com/vintage-reports-may2022

Uncork
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THE SOCIETY RANGE
These are the wines our members buy and re-buy the most, and which our buyers

spend most time sourcing and often blending to ensure they are ‘best in class’.

SPARKLING WINE & CHAMPAGNE * 6 for 5 bottle price

Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen Page

SG1661 1 The Society’s Cava Reserva Brut NV £8.95 £107.00 29

SG1061 2 The Society’s Saumur Brut NV £10.95 £131.00 29

SG2201 2 The Society’s Prosecco £10.95 £131.00 29

SG1071 2 The Society’s Saumur Rosé Brut NV £11.95 £143.00 29

SG3211 1 The Society’s Celebration Crémant de Loire 2018 £12.95 £155.00 30

CH331 1 The Society’s Champagne Brut NV £34.00 £170.00 * 31

CH341 3 The Society’s Champagne Demi-Sec NV £36.00 £180.00 * 31

CH3281 1 The Society’s Champagne Rosé NV £39.50 £197.00 * 31

RED
Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen Page

CL261 The Society’s Claret 2020 £7.25 £87.00 38

CL251 The Society’s Côtes de Bordeaux 2019 £9.95 £119.00 39

BJ8771 The Society’s Beaujolais-Villages 2020 £7.95 £95.00 47

RH60311 The Society’s Côtes-du-Rhône 2020 £7.95 £95.00 50

RH60411 The Society’s French Syrah 2020 £7.95 £95.00 50

FC40041 The Society’s French Pinot Noir 2020 £7.50 £90.00 56

FC40761 The Society’s Corbières 2019 £8.50 £102.00 57

FC41301 The Society’s French Grenache, Côtes Catalanes
2019

£7.50 £90.00 58

IT32411 The Society’s Montepulciano d’Abruzzo 2020 £7.50 £90.00 68

IT33281 The Society’s Sicilian Reserve Red 2018 £8.50 £102.00 69

IT33501 The Society’s Chianti Rúfina 2019 £9.50 £114.00 70

IT32851 The Society’s Valpolicella Ripasso Superiore 2019 £10.50 £126.00 72

IT31941 The Society’s Barbera d’Asti Superiore 2019 £7.95 £95.00 74

PW9351 The Society’s Portuguese Red, Penı́nsula de Setúbal
2021

£5.95 £71.00 75

SP16941 The Society’s Southern Spanish Red, Jumilla 2020 £5.95 £71.00 78

SP17451 The Society’s Rioja Crianza 2018 £8.50 £102.00 79

SA17001 The Society’s Cabernet Sauvignon-Cinsaut Cape
Heritage Blend, Coastal 2018

£8.50 £102.00 82

AU24751 The Society’s Australian Cabernet Shiraz 2020 £8.50 £102.00 84

AU24171 The Society’s Australian Cabernet Sauvignon 2020 £8.50 £102.00 84

AR4471 The Society’s Argentine Malbec 2021 £8.50 £102.00 89
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Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen Page

CE11591 The Society’s Chilean Carmenère Rapel Valley 2020 £7.95 £95.00 91

CE11661 The Society’s Chilean Cabernet Sauvignon, Maipo
2020

£7.95 £95.00 93

CE12241 The Society’s Chilean Pinot Noir, Leyda 2021 £8.50 £102.00 94

US9371 The Society’s California Old-Vine Zinfandel 2019 £8.50 £102.00 96

ROSÉ
FC41951 1 The Society’s Rosé, Pays d’Oc 2021 £6.95 £83.00 98

FC42181 1 The Society’s Corsican Rosé 2021 £10.50 £126.00 101

WHITE
BU82501 2 The Society’s White Burgundy 2021 £12.95 £155.00 104

BW7181 1 The Society’s Bordeaux Sauvignon 2021 £7.95 £95.00 103

BU78901 2 The Society’s Chablis 2020 £14.95 £179.00 106

LO16821 2 The Society’s Muscadet Sèvre-et-Maine sur Lie 2020 £7.95 £95.00 108

AL16061 2 The Society’s Vin d’Alsace 2019 £9.95 £119.00 112

RH63831 2 The Society’s Côtes-du-Rhône Blanc 2021 £9.95 £119.00 115

FC41971 1 The Society’s French Dry White 2021 £7.25 £87.00 117

FC42171 2 The Society’s Picpoul de Pinet 2021 £9.50 £114.00 118

FC42371 2 The Society’s Côtes de Gascogne 2021 £7.25 £87.00 120

AA3691 2 The Society’s Grüner Veltliner 2021 £8.50 £102.00 122

EN1751 2 The Society’s English White 2021 £9.50 £114.00 124

GE15091 2 The Society’s Ruppertsberg 2021 £7.50 £90.00 124

GE13571 3 The Society’s Saar Riesling 2019 £11.50 £138.00 126

GR2241 2 The Society’s Greek White 2021 £8.95 £107.00 128

IT31521 1 The Society’s Verdicchio Classico 2020 £8.50 £102.00 130

IT34661 2 The Society’s Sicilian Organic White 2021 £8.50 £102.00 130

IT33521 1 The Society’s Gavi 2021 £9.95 £119.00 131

IT33901 2 The Society’s Falanghina 2021 £8.95 £107.00 130

IT33731 1 The Society’s Pinot Grigio 2021 £8.50 £102.00 130

PW9531 2 The Society’s Vinho Verde 2021 £6.95 £83.00 133

AU24411 2 The Society’s Australian Chardonnay 2021 £8.50 £102.00 138

AU24041 1 The Society’s Hunter Valley Semillon 2021 £8.95 £107.00 139

NZ12951 2 The Society’s New Zealand Marlborough Sauvignon
Blanc 2021

£10.50 £126.00 142

CE12091 2 The Society’s Chilean Limarı́ Sauvignon Blanc 2021 £7.95 £95.00 145

CE12101 2 The Society’s Chilean Limarı́ Chardonnay 2021 £7.50 £90.00 145

FORTIFIED, SPIRITS & BEER
SH571 2 The Society’s Fino £6.95 £83.00 158

SH381 3 Litre of The Society’s Medium Dry Amontillado Blend £10.95 £131.00 159

PN121 7 The Society’s Port £10.95 £131.00 160

PT2431 7 The Society’s LBV Port 2015 £13.50 £162.00 161
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Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen Page

MA21 7 The Society’s Full Rich Madeira, 3 Years Old £14.50 £174.00 162

WY521 Litre of The Society’s Blended Scotch Whisky £22.00 £264.00 163

WY531 The Society’s Speyside Blended Malt Scotch Whisky £20.00 £240.00 163

BY381 The Society’s Cognac VSOP £29.00 £348.00 165

GN281 The Society’s London Dry Gin £17.00 £204.00 166

GN351 The Society’s Gin High Strength £22.00 £264.00 166

VA31 Litre of The Society’s Vodka £21.00 £252.00 167

VE75131 3 The Society’s Chambéry White Vermouth £9.50 £114.00 167

BE1911 The Society’s English Lager £2.50 £30.00 168

Discover the joy of good wine
The Joy of Wine Experience Home Tasting Kit is the perfect 
way to guide the wine curious through the techniques and 
pleasures of tasting. Ten carefully selected bottles from 
our Society Range, paired for fascinating comparisons, are 
accompanied by easy-to-follow notes, guidance and links to 
videos that will make discovering the joy of wine easy and 
fun for beginners and old hands alike.

The Joy of Wine Experience 
Home Tasting Kit
ref XC2118  £96

Scan here to order
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THE SOCIETY’S

EXHIBITION RANGE
OUTSTANDING EXAMPLES FROM THE WORLD’S FINEST VINEYARDS
The Exhibition range is sourced from the world’s finest growers in some of the

greatest wine-producing regions on the planet. The wines are from more closely

defined geographic areas than The Society range, and reflect the typicity of their

region or commune. Our buyers work incredibly hard on this range: they are heavily

involved in the selection and, often, the blending processes, all to provide members

with flagship bottles to buy with confidence. Where appropriate, we keep Exhibition

wines in our cellars and only release them when ready.

SPARKLING
Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen Page

SG3511 2 The Society’s Exhibition English Sparkling Wine NV £24.00 £288.00 30

RED
Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen Page

CM27751 The Society’s Exhibition Haut-Médoc 2017 £16.00 £192.00 41

CM23281 The Society’s Exhibition Saint-Julien 2018 £21.00 £252.00 41

CM27481 The Society’s Exhibition Pauillac 2017 £22.00 £264.00 41

CM22331 The Society’s Exhibition Margaux 2016 £24.00 £288.00 42

BJ9241 The Society’s Exhibition Fleurie 2021 £11.50 £138.00 49

BJ8901 The Society’s Exhibition Côte de Brouilly 2020 £9.95 £119.00 48

BJ9041 The Society’s Exhibition Moulin-à-Vent 2020 £11.50 £138.00 49

RH60561 The Society’s Exhibition Crozes-Hermitage 2020 £13.95 £167.00 52

RH64161 The Society’s Exhibition Châteauneuf-du-Pape 2020 £24.00 £288.00 52

IT33011 The Society’s Exhibition Langhe Nebbiolo 2019 £13.95 £167.00 74

IT33621 The Society’s Exhibition Barolo 2018 £27.00 £324.00 75

PW9111 The Society’s Exhibition Douro 2019 £14.95 £179.00 76

SP17221 The Society’s Exhibition Rioja Reserva 2017 £16.00 £192.00 80

SA17441 The Society’s Exhibition Pinotage, Stellenbosch 2019 £11.95 £143.00 83

AU25171 The Society’s Exhibition Victoria Shiraz 2020 £14.95 £179.00 85

AU24201 The Society’s Exhibition Margaret River Cabernet
Sauvignon 2019

£16.50 £198.00 86

NZ12871 The Society’s Exhibition Central Otago Pinot Noir
2020

£17.00 £204.00 88

AR4501 The Society’s Exhibition Mendoza Malbec 2020 £11.50 £138.00 90
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Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen Page

CE12201 The Society’s Exhibition DO Colchagua Andes
Carmenère 2020

£10.95 £131.00 92

CE12121 The Society’s Exhibition Alto Maipo Cabernet
Sauvignon 2020

£17.50 £210.00 93

US9701 The Society’s Exhibition Sonoma Coast Pinot Noir
2019

£14.95 £179.00 97

WHITE
BU79171 2 The Society’s Exhibition Pouilly-Fuissé 2020 £22.50 £270.00 105

BU80921 2 The Society’s Exhibition Chablis Premier Cru
Montmains 2020

£22.00 £264.00 106

LO17081 2 The Society’s Exhibition Pouilly-Fumé 2019 £17.00 £204.00 111

LO17261 1 The Society’s Exhibition Sancerre 2021 £17.50 £210.00 111

AL16321 2 The Society’s Exhibition Alsace Gewurztraminer 2018 £16.00 £192.00 114

GE13961 2 The Society’s Exhibition Rheingau Riesling 2019 £13.95 £167.00 126

GR2211 1 The Society’s Exhibition Santorini Assyrtiko 2020 £14.95 £179.00 128

IT32991 1 The Society’s Exhibition Soave 2020 £13.95 £167.00 132

SP17601 2 The Society’s Exhibition Albariño, Rı́as Baixas 2021 £14.95 £179.00 135

SA17381 2 The Society’s Exhibition Chenin Blanc, Western Cape
2020

£13.95 £167.00 137

AU24951 1 The Society’s Exhibition Tasmanian Chardonnay
2020

£14.95 £179.00 138

NZ13041 2 The Society’s Exhibition Marlborough Sauvignon
Blanc 2021

£11.50 £138.00 142

CE12111 2 The Society’s Exhibition Limarı́ Chardonnay 2021 £10.95 £131.00 145

SWEET & FORTIFIED
SH411 4 The Society’s Exhibition Mature Medium Dry Oloroso

Blend
£12.95 £155.00 159

SH421 7 The Society’s Exhibition Mature Medium Sweet
Oloroso Blend

£12.95 £155.00 160

PN111 7 The Society’s Exhibition Tawny Port, 10 Years Old £17.50 £210.00 161

PN231 7 The Society’s Exhibition Crusted Port, Bottled 2013 £17.00 £204.00 161

PT2671 7 The Society’s Exhibition Vintage Port 1980 £62.00 £744.00 161

SPIRITS
WY481 The Society’s Exhibition Speyside Single Malt Scotch

Whisky, 12 Years Old
£32.00 £384.00 163

WY791 The Society’s Exhibition Islay Single Malt Scotch
Whisky, 8 Years Old

£32.00 £384.00 163

BY501 The Society’s Exhibition Grande Champagne Cognac
XO

£72.00 £864.00 165
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Discover the full range online           thewinesociety.com/gifts

Wine is always a welcome gift and The Society’s Gift Service makes sending presents 
anywhere in the UK straightforward and affordable. 

This is a selection of our bestselling gifts, the majority of which are packed in attractive 
gift boxes and all include detailed case notes, as well as the option to add a personal 
message.

Members can also send any of the wines, spirits, accessories or other items from The 
Society’s full-range as gifts. Order via thewinesociety.com or call Member Services on 
01438 741177 who can also provide advice about a suitable gift to send.

CHAMPAGNE & CHOCOLATES £34

 A TASTE OF THE SOCIETY’S GIFT RANGE

G
IF

TS

FIZZ & CHOCOLATES £21

A bottle of Jules Camuset Brut NV and and a 110g box of assorted Belgian chocolates 
from Amelie.

Price includes presentation gift box. ref SC22219

A bottle of The Society’s Saumur Rosé Brut NV and a 110g box of assorted Belgian 
chocolates from Amelie.

Price includes presentation gift box. ref SC22220

GIFTS

Good friends don’t let each other miss out on great wine…

Wouldn’t you like to be the one to introduce your wine-loving friend or relative 
to The Wine Society?
Buy a gift membership for £40 and your chosen recipient will get a lifetime 
share in The Wine Society – as well as £20 off their first order!

MEMBERSHIP: THE PERFECT GIFT FOR WINE LOVERS

• Buy a gift at thewinesociety.com/join

• Call 01438 741177

18
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Need help or advice selecting the right gift? Call Member Services on 01438 741177

THREE VINTAGE CLARETS £34

SIX VINTAGE CLARETS £63

G
IFTS

Three favourite clarets that are lovely now. Containing one bottle each of:

Château Pey La Tour Réserve, Bordeaux Supérieur 2018
Château Monconseil Gazin, Blaye Côtes de Bordeaux 2019
Château Bel Air Perponcher Rouge Réserve, Bordeaux 2019

Price includes presentation gift box. ref SC22223

Double up with a six-bottle case containing two bottles each of the above three wines.

ref SC22224

THE SOCIETY’S CLARET & WHITE BURGUNDY £21.50 

A bottle each of two of our most popular wines:

Bordeaux: The Society’s Claret 2020
Burgundy: The Society’s White Burgundy 2021

Price includes presentation gift box. ref SC22221

thewinesociety.com/gifts

19
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Hundreds of additional wines available online at thewinesociety.com20
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MIXED CASES
Our selection of mixed cases provides members with an easy way to restock the wine

rack and with a good opportunity to explore wines from our range.

All cases come with notes about the wines.

MIXED RED AND WHITE CASES

TOP SOCIETY SELLERS £96

Equivalent to £8.00 per bottle

The most popular wines bearing The Society label, offering an authentic view of a

much-loved wine region.

A 12-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

RED
Portugal: The Society’s Portuguese Red, Penı́nsula de Setúbal 2021

Bordeaux: The Society’s Claret 2020

Italy: The Society’s Sicilian Reserve Red 2017

Spain: The Society’s Rioja Crianza 2018

Beaujolais: The Society’s Beaujolais-Villages 2020

Rhône: The Society’s Côtes-du-Rhône 2020

WHITE
South of France: The Society’s French Dry White 2021

Italy: The Society’s Pinot Grigio 2020

New Zealand: The Society’s New Zealand Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc

2021

South of France: The Society’s Picpoul de Pinet 2021

Loire: The Society’s Muscadet Sèvre-et-Maine sur Lie 2020

Portugal: The Society’s Vinho Verde 2021

Ref. S-SC22203
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MEMBERS’ FAVOURITES £92

Equivalent to £7.67 per bottle

Where better to look for new go-to treasures for your wine rack than among your

fellow members’ most prized, and frequently ordered, wines?

A 12-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

RED
Bordeaux: Château Lary Tagot, Bordeaux 2019

Spain: Navajas Crianza, Rioja 2016

Italy: Baccolo Appassimento Rosso Veneto 2019

Rhône: Ventoux Les Traverses, Paul Jaboulet Aı̂né 2020

Rhône: Côtes-du-Rhône, Domaine Jaume 2020

South of France: Domaine Laborie, Pays d’Oc 2021

WHITE
South of France: Les Pierres Bordes, Marsanne-Viognier, Pays d’Oc 2021

Chile: Lascar Classic Central Valley Chardonnay 2021

New Zealand: Grove Mill Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021

South of France: Duo Des Mers Sauvignon-Viognier, Vin de France 2021

South Africa: Percheron Chenin Blanc-Viognier, Western Cape 2021

Italy: Grillo Sicilia Isola della Fiamma, Cantine Rallo 2020

Ref. S-SC22204

EXHIBITION MIXED CASE £90

Exemplary bottles from top-class producers with whom we are proud tocollaborate.

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

RED
Rhône: The Society’s Exhibition Crozes-Hermitage 2020

Bordeaux: The Society’s Exhibition Haut-Médoc 2017

Australia: The Society’s Exhibition Margaret River Cabernet Sauvignon 2019

WHITE
Italy: The Society’s Exhibition Soave 2020

Loire: The Society’s Exhibition Pouilly-Fumé 2019

Australia: The Society’s Exhibition Tasmanian Chardonnay 2020

Ref. S-SC22214
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HALVES CASE £70

Equivalent to £5.83 per half bottle

Good-value wines in handy 37.5cl bottles.

A 12-bottle case containing two half bottles of each of the following:

RED
Bordeaux: The Society’s Claret 2020

Rhône: Ventoux Les Traverses, Paul Jaboulet Aı̂né 2020

Italy: Valpolicella, Allegrini 2020

WHITE
Bordeaux: Château Bel Air Perponcher Blanc Réserve Bordeaux 2021

Italy: Pecorino Abruzzo, Contesa 2020

South of France: Jurançon Sec Chant des Vignes, Domaine Cauhapé 2019

Ref. S-SC22206

ADVENTURERS’ CASE £57

Equivalent to £9.50 per bottle

A treasure trove of hidden gems and exciting finds for wine lovers who like to add

a little magic to their wine rack by straying off the beaten track.

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

RED
Greece: Saint George Nemea Agiorgitiko, Skouras 2020

Austria: Familie Mantler Zweigelt 2019

Italy: Nerofino Rosso Vigneti delle Dolomiti Castel Firmian 2018

WHITE
Hungary: Tokaji Dry Furmint, Pajzos 2020

Bulgaria: Bulgarian Heritage Misket, Via Vinera 2020

Italy: Fiano Sicilia, Mandrarossa 2021

Ref. S-SC22211
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FLAVOURS OF SPAIN £104

Equivalent to £8.66 per bottle

It’s hard to narrow down such a diverse and dynamic country to just six wines but

enjoy our introduction to Spanish flavours below.

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles each of the following:

RED
Papa Luna Garnacha-Syrah-Mazuelo, Calatayud 2018

Bodegas Medievo Crianza, Rioja 2018

Parcelas Ecológico Monastrell, Yecla 2019

WHITE
Saleta Moscatel-Sauvignon Blanc 2021

The Society’s White Rioja 2020

Pazo de Villarei Albariño, Rı́as Baixas 2020

Ref. S-SC22207

INTRODUCTION TO FINE WINE £85

Proof that spending just a little more can open up a world of complexity and flavour.

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

RED
Italy: Chianti Classico, Brolio 2019

Argentina: Mendel Mendoza Malbec 2019

Bordeaux: Château Pierbone, Haut-Médoc 2010

Loire: Chinon ‘Le Logis de la Bouchardière Les Clos’, Domaine Serge et

Bruno Sourdais 2014

WHITE
Rhône: Vacqueyras Blanc Les Clefs d’Or, Clos des Cazaux 2020

USA: District 7 Monterey Chardonnay 2020

Ref. S-SC22212
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PARTY MIXED DOZEN £84

Equivalent to £7.00 per bottle

A dozen perfect wines to serve without preparation or hesitation.

A 12-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

RED
Spain: Cruz de Piedra Garnacha, Calatayud 2019

Chile: Lascar Classic Carmenère 2021

Bulgaria: Bononia Estate Gamza 2020

Portugal: Adega de Redondo Real Lavrador, Alentejano 2020

Bordeaux: Château du Puch, Bordeaux 2018

Italy: Barbera del Piemonte, Amonte 2021

WHITE
Australia: Bulletin Place Australian Chardonnay 2021

South Africa: Percheron Chenin Blanc-Viognier, Western Cape 2021

South of France: Les Pierres Bordes, Marsanne-Viognier, Pays d’Oc 2021

Italy: Vermentino Sicilia, Mandrarossa 2021

USA: Peltier Ranch Californian Sauvignon Blanc 2020

Loire: Muscadet Sèvre-et-Maine, Famille Bougrier 2020

Ref. S-SC22218

PARTY REDS £77

Equivalent to £6.42 per bottle

Good-value easy-drinking reds ideal to have on standby.

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles each of the following:

Chile: Lascar Classic Merlot 2021

Spain: Sabina Tempranillo, Navarra 2020

Italy: Sangiovese-Primitivo Cielo Via Mare, Puglia 2020

Bordeaux: Château Massieu Boutet, Bordeaux 2019

South of France: Duo du Midi, Pays d’Oc 2021

South Africa: A Fistful of Schist Reserve Shiraz-Cinsault-Mourvèdre, Swartland

2021

Ref. S-SC22216
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RED MIXED CASES

SOCIETY REDS £92

Equivalent to £7.67 per bottle

Our buyers spend more time sourcing and blending the wines in The Society’s

range than any others, as evidenced by this delicious selection.

A 12-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

Bordeaux: The Society’s Claret 2020

Spain: The Society’s Southern Spanish Red, Jumilla 2020

Rhône: The Society’s Côtes-du-Rhône 2020

South Africa: The Society’s Cabernet Sauvignon-Cinsaut Cape Heritage

Blend, Coastal 2018

Italy: The Society’s Barbera d’Asti Superiore 2019

Australia: The Society’s Australian Shiraz 2020

Argentina: The Society’s Argentine Malbec 2021

South of France: The Society’s French Grenache, Côtes Catalanes 2019

Chile: The Society’s Chilean Cabernet Sauvignon, Maipo 2020

Portugal: The Society’s Portuguese Red, Penı́nsula de Setúbal 2021

Beaujolais: The Society’s Beaujolais-Villages 2020

USA: The Society’s California Old-Vine Zinfandel 2019

Ref. S-SC22201

CLARET FOR DRINKING NOW £93

Equivalent to £7.75 per bottle

Upfront, ready-to-drink reds from Bordeaux’s right bank and Entre-Deux-Mers.

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles each of the following:

Château La Haille, Bordeaux Supérieur 2018

Château Lamothe Saint Germain, Bordeaux 2020

Château Canada, Bordeaux Supérieur 2019

Château La Grave de Bertin Réserve, Bordeaux 2020

Château du Puch, Bordeaux 2018

Château Lary Tagot, Bordeaux 2019

Ref. S-SC22215
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BEAUJOLAIS CASE £69

Six benchmark Beaujolais from excellent sources.

A six-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

Château de Lacarelle, Beaujolais-Villages 2020

Domaine de la Plaigne, Régnié 2020

Stéphane Aviron, Beaujolais Quincié 2021

The Society’s Exhibition Fleurie 2021

The Society’s Exhibition Moulin-à-Vent 2020

Juliénas Beauvernay, Domaine Joseph Burrier 2020

Ref. S-SC22208

WHITE MIXED CASES

SOCIETY WHITES CASE £105

Equivalent to £8.75 per bottle

A dozen delicious fresh whites from some of our best growers. Discover your

favourite.

A 12-bottle case containing one bottle each of the following:

Bordeaux: The Society’s Bordeaux Sauvignon 2021

Alsace: The Society’s Vin d’Alsace 2019

Australia: The Society’s Hunter Valley Semillon 2021

Portugal: The Society’s Vinho Verde 2021

Loire: The Society’s Muscadet Sèvre-et-Maine sur Lie 2020

South of France: The Society’s Picpoul de Pinet 2021

Italy: The Society’s Falanghina 2021

Chile: The Society’s Chilean Limarı́ Sauvignon Blanc 2021

Spain: The Society’s White Rioja 2020

New Zealand: The Society’s New Zealand Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc

2021

Rhône: The Society’s Côtes-du-Rhône Blanc 2021

Austria: The Society’s Grüner Veltliner 2021

Ref. S-SC22202
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PARTY WHITES £78

Equivalent to £6.50 per bottle

Great-value whites to savour with or without food.

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles each of the following:

South Africa: A Fistful of Schist Reserve Chenin Blanc, Swartland 2021

Loire: Sauvignon Blanc ’Pure Vallée’, Vin de France, Famille Bougrier 2021

South of France: Cantoiseau Blanc, Vin de France 2021

Italy: Piemonte Cortese 2021

Chile: Lascar Classic Central Valley Chardonnay 2021

Spain: Cruz de Piedra Macabeo, Calatayud 2021

Ref. S-SC22217

SAUVIGNON BLANC CASE £108

Equivalent to £9.00 per bottle

Summer without a refreshing glass of sauvignon blanc just wouldn’t be summer for

some! Explore this range of styles from both northern and southern hemispheres.

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles each of the following:

Bordeaux: Dourthe No 1 Sauvignon Blanc, Bordeaux 2021

Loire: Touraine Sauvignon Blanc ‘Les Hauts Lieux’, Famille Bougrier 2021

South Africa: Quando Sauvignon Blanc, Robertson 2021

Australia: Hesketh ‘Bright Young Things’ Limestone Coast Sauvignon Blanc

2021

Chile: Concha y Toro Corte Ignacio Casablanca Sauvignon Blanc 2021

New Zealand: Lowlands Heritage Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021

Ref. S-SC22209
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ROSÉ CASE £94

Equivalent to £7.83 per bottle

Full-flavoured, versatile rosés to enjoy on their own or with a multitude of dishes.

A 12-bottle case containing two bottles each of the following:

South of France: The Society’s Rosé, Pays d’Oc 2021

Loire: Touraine Rosé, Domaine des Echardières 2021

South of France: Rosé Duo des Plages, Pays d’Oc 2021

Italy: Basilicata Rosato Le Ralle, Alovini 2021

Greece: G & L Moschofilero Roditis Agiorgitiko Rosé, Kintonis 2021

Spain: Muga Rosado, Rioja 2021

Ref. S-SC22210

BEERS

BEERS CASE £36

A mixed case specially selected for sunshine sipping, with lower alcohol levels to

allow for ‘session drinking’. It includes an extra-special collaboration between The

Wine Society, Anspach & Hobday brewery and comedian Phil Wang, where 50p

from each can sold goes to The Orangutan Foundation. Also available individually

on page 168. For our full range, head to thewinesociety.com/beer
A 12-brew case containing two of each of the following:

Helles Lager, Braybrooke Brewery, Leicestershire 4.2% 330ml bottle

Helles Lager, Cloudwater Brew Co, Manchester 4.2% 440ml can

Arise Session IPA, Burning Sky, East Sussex 4.4% 440ml can

Table Beer The Kernel Brewery London 3% 330ml bottle

OrWanguTang Mandarin Gose, Anspach & Hobday, Bermondsey 3.5% 440ml

can

Allott Pink Lemonade Sour, Thornbridge Brewery, Derbyshire 4.8% 330ml can

Ref.S-SC22213
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SPARKLING WINE
From complex and elegant English fizz, through light, pear and lemon-scented

Prosecco to traditional food-friendly Lambrusco, there’s a bottle here to suit any and

every occasion.

Sarah Knowles MW
Buyer for Italy, Champagne, North America & Spirits

Ref C new vintage key to codes on page 156 Bottle Dozen

SG2571
2

Hortas do Caseirinho Frisante
A delightful semi-sparkling Portuguese white in a similar

style to a light Prosecco – vibrant and citrusy. 10.5%

£7.50 £90.00

SG1661
1

The Society’s Cava Reserva Brut NV
Fragrant, appley Spanish fizz with delicate fruit flavour and a

mouthwatering finish. 12%

£8.95 £107.00

SG2191
2

Prosecco Brut I Duecento
Fresh and gentle with a pleasing touch of green apples on

the nose. A great, and great-value, Italian party wine. 11.5%

£9.50 £114.00

SG1061
2

The Society’s Saumur Brut NV
From Gratien & Meyer, this Loire house sparkler is fresh,

fruity and very easy to drink, on its own or as a mixer. 12.5%

£10.95 £131.00

SG2201
2

The Society’s Prosecco
A delicious growers’ Prosecco from the best vineyards

belonging to the Adami family. Pure and light in style. 11%

£10.95 £131.00

SG3351
C 1

Blanquette de Limoux Réserve, Antech 2019
From the world’s first sparkling wine region. A lovely, crisp,

and fruity French fizz from the Languedoc. Drink now to

2024. 12%

£10.95 £131.00

SG3461
1

NEW Crémant de Die Brut, Cave Poulet
From the Drôme Valley made from a blend of clairette,

aligoté and muscat. Dry, fruity, delicate and refreshing. 11.5%

£10.95 £131.00

SG1071
2

The Society’s Saumur Rosé Brut NV
A refreshingly fruity Loire rosé that is gentle on the palate,

with a refined mousse. Good on its own and with food. 12.5%

£11.95 £143.00

SG3451
6

NEW Clairette de Die Tradition, Cave Poulet
Made using a majority of muscat with a little clairette for

freshness and complexity by the ancestral method, so just

one fermentation. Delightfully fresh and a little sweet. 8.5%

£11.95 £143.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

SG2231
1

Vecchio Moro Lambrusco Grasparossa Rinaldini
This classic Italian red sparkler has deep-purple colour and

fragrant, dry cranberry-fruit flavour. 12%

£12.50 £150.00

SG3211
1

The Society’s Celebration Crémant de Loire 2018
Chardonnay for finesse, chenin blanc for freshness, and a

little pinot noir and cabernet franc for structure and body.

Refined fizz from Gratien & Meyer. 12.5%

£12.95 £155.00

SG321
2

Crémant d’Alsace Cuvée Julien, Dopff au Moulin NV
Dopff au Moulin specialise in Crémant and this is a typical

Alsace blend of pinot blanc and auxerrois, with gentle

mousse. 12%

£13.95 £167.00

SG3301
1

Cava Conde de Haro Brut 2018
Seriously good Cava from Muga in Rioja, fermented in bottle

and aged for two years just like Champagne, giving it similar

depth and complexity. 12%

£13.95 £167.00

SG3321
2

Villiera Tradition Cap Classique Brut NV
Villiera’s first Cap Classique, now one of the Cape’s

favourites, a classic blend of chardonnay and pinot noir

(70:30) with nice toasty richness. 12%

£13.95 £167.00

SG3201
2

Hunter’s MiruMiru Marlborough Brut NV
This is a New Zeland blend of Champagne varieties

chardonnay, pinot noir and meunier and is made using the

Champenoise method too. 12%

£18.00 £216.00

SG3221
2

Franciacorta Brut, Ferghettina NV
This traditionally made sparkling wine is from the rolling hills

of Franciacorta, in Lombardy and is a blend of 85%

chardonnay and 15% pinot noir. 12.5%

£19.00 £228.00

SG3511
2

The Society’s Exhibition English Sparkling Wine NV
Produced exclusively for us by Ridgeview in Sussex this

traditional-method sparkling wine has spent further time on

the lees to give extra savoury character alongside the taut

citrus and apple notes. 12%

£24.00 £288.00

SG2131
1

Nyetimber Classic Cuvée Brut NV
Full-flavoured sparkler from the Sussex Downs using the

classic Champagne mix of grapes. 12%

Halves available see page 148

£31.00 £372.00

SG3481
C 2

Black Chalk Classic, Hampshire 2018
Grown on Hampshire’s chalky soils this chardonnay-

dominant cuvée is elegant, citrus-driven and mineral with a

precision and structure that will allow it to age beautifully.

Drink now to 2027. 12%

£34.00 £408.00
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CHAMPAGNE
Our List is divided into sections – our Society label, celebratory party styles, ‘grandes

marques’ representing the larger houses, ‘Grower’ Champagnes from smaller,

predominantly family-owned houses and last but not least, vintage Champagne.

Champagnes are packed in cases of six, with special six-for-five prices on Society-
label, Celebration, Grower, and grandes marques Non-Vintage Champagne sold
in 75cl bottles.

Sarah Knowles MW
Buyer for Italy, Champagne, North America & Spirits

SOCIETY-LABEL CHAMPAGNE
Alfred Gratien is not only our longest-standing supplier by a country mile, but also

the best-kept secret in Champagne. Chef de cave Nicolas Jaeger is on top form,

crafting wines with a fine mousse and great depth and length of flavour.

Ref key to codes on page 156 Bottle 6 Bottles

CH331
1

The Society’s Champagne Brut NV
Extraordinarily fine, poised Champagne, made from 45%

chardonnay and equal parts pinot noir and pinot meunier by

experienced boutique producer Alfred Gratien.

Fermentation in small oak casks and additional bottle age

give the wine great depth of flavour and a long, luxurious

finish. 12.5% £28.33 equivalent bottle price.

£34.00 £170.00
6 for 5 price

CH332A2
1

Half bottle of The Society’s Champagne Brut NV 12.5% £17.50
per half

CH334
1

Magnum of The Society’s Champagne Brut NV £69.00 £414.00

CH341
3

The Society’s Champagne Demi-Sec NV
The Gratien style works admirably in its sweeter version.

12.5% £30.00 equivalent bottle price.

£36.00 £180.00
6 for 5 price

CH3281
1

The Society’s Champagne Rosé NV
Delicately pink but serious rosé Champagne, rich and fresh

on the palate with a hint of strawberry fruit. 12.5% £32.83

equivalent bottle price.

£39.50 £197.00
6 for 5 price
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Ref key to codes on page 156 Bottle 6 Bottles

CH335
1

Jeroboam of The Society’s Champagne Brut NV
Equivalent to four bottles. A methuselah (eight bottles)

CH336 at £299, and salmanazar (12 bottles) CH337 at £499

are also available. 12.5%

£139.00 £834.00

CELEBRATION CHAMPAGNE
All Champagne is for celebrating but the selection below focuses on wines that are

light, refreshing and keenly priced. Easy on the palate and pocket.

CH3761
1

Jean de Foigny Brut Premier Cru NV
Premier cru Champagne at a party price. This has a lovely

lemony, toasty nose, green apple and flint on the palate and

a fine mousse. 12.5% £19.50 equivalent bottle price.

£23.50 £117.00
6 for 5 price

CH771
1

Jules Camuset Brut NV
This has toast and lemon on the nose, fine bubbles, great

lightness of touch and finesse, and a refreshing finish. 12%

£20.83 equivalent bottle price.

£25.00 £125.00
6 for 5 price

CH761
1

Marc Hébrart Cuvée de Réserve Brut NV
This great Champagne from the ever-conscientious Marc

Hébrart is delicious, with a touch of preserved lemons on

the light but complex nose and a long finish. 12.5% £25.00

equivalent bottle price.

£30.00 £150.00
6 for 5 price

GRANDES MARQUES NON-VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE
These are some of the great houses that have been sparkling at the forefront of

Champagne production for years. They represent style, consistency and class.

CH3391
1

Castelnau Réserve Brut NV
A rich, round and full Champagne from this Reims-based

house established in 1916. 12.5% £27.50 equivalent bottle

price.

£33.00 £165.00
6 for 5 price

CH461
1

Boizel Brut Réserve NV
Evelyne Roques-Boizel always makes a charming and chic

brut Champagne. This has an irresistible touch of brioche on

the palate. 12% £30.00 equivalent bottle price.

Magnums and halves available see pages 148 and 150

£36.00 £180.00
6 for 5 price

CH3581
1

Henriot Brut Souverain NV
This chardonnay-dominant blend has had three years on its

lees to give great depth of brioche and honeysuckle

flavours, which last well on the long finish. 12% £30.00

equivalent bottle price.

£36.00 £180.00
6 for 5 price
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Ref key to codes on page 156 Bottle 6 Bottles

CH3511
1

Henriot Blanc de Blancs Brut NV
Henriot specialise in blanc de blancs (i.e. made purely from

the white chardonnay grape). This is round and intense with

the elegance and class of chardonnay from Champagne’s

finest vineyards. 12% £35.00 equivalent bottle price.

£42.00 £210.00
6 for 5 price

CH11
1

Pol Roger Brut Réserve NV
Winston Churchill’s favourite tipple. Classy and pure. 12.5%

£35.83 equivalent bottle price.

Magnums and halves available see pages 148 and 150

£43.00 £215.00
6 for 5 price

CH1891
1

Boizel Rosé Brut NV
The secret to this deliciously full and fruity pink Champagne

is the addition of very ripe pinot noir to the final blend. 12%

£36.67 equivalent bottle price.

£44.00 £220.00
6 for 5 price

CH2761
1

Deutz Classic Brut NV
Champagne Deutz has enjoyed historic ties with the UK and

makes gentle Champagne in a dry, graceful and delicate

style. 12% £38.53 equivalent bottle price.

£46.00 £230.00
6 for 5 price

CH2871
1

Charles Heidsieck Brut Réserve NV
This is one of the best-performing grandes marques in a

style that is full-flavoured and complex. Full-bodied and

toasty with a touch of maturity. 12% £38.53 equivalent bottle

price.

£46.00 £230.00
6 for 5 price

CH40201
1

Bollinger Special Cuvée Brut NV
One of the great non-vintage Champagnes; full-bodied and

rich. 12% £40.83 equivalent bottle price.

Magnums available see page 151

£49.00 £245.00
6 for 5 price

CH3691
1

Gosset Grande Réserve Brut NV
A bright and crisp Champagne with a very precise

mouthfeel, pin-head bubbles and a fine toasty finish. 12%

£40.83 equivalent bottle price.

£49.00 £245.00
6 for 5 price

CH1741
1

Pol Roger Pure Extra-Brut NV
Delicious and refined bone-dry Champagne with zero

dosage. Refreshing and wonderful with food. 12.5% £43.33

equivalent bottle price.

£52.00 £260.00
6 for 5 price

CH4401
1

NEW Louis Roederer Collection Cuvée 242 Brut NV
A new release from Louis Roederer, a ‘multi vintage’ blend

of chardonnay 42%, pinot noir 36% and pinot meunier 22%.

Each cuvée will be numbered to show the number of blends

made in the history of the house since 1776, and it now has

44% reserve wines from a réserve perpetuelle that was

begun in 2012. 12% £43.33 equivalent bottle price.

£52.00 £260.00
6 for 5 price
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GROWER CHAMPAGNE
These Champagnes are from smaller producers, who often only work with the

vineyards they or their family own. They focus more often on sub-regions of

Champagne, championing a Burgundian model and creating wines of style and

distinction as a result.

GROWER CHAMPAGNE CASE £165

SAVE £22

A mixed case demonstrating the differences in these terroir-expressive wines.

A six-bottle case containing a bottle each of the following:

Louis Brochet Brut NV

Laherte Frères Ultradition Brut NV

Pierre Gimonnet Premier Cru Brut NV

Olivier Père et Fils Cuvée Origine Brut NV

Jeaunaux-Robin Le Talus de Saint Prix Brut NV

P. Louis Martin Bouzy Grand Cru Extra Brut NV

Ref. S-SC22205

Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle 6 Bottles

CH4471
2

NEW Olivier Père et Fils Cuvée Origine Brut NV
The Vallée de la Marne is a sub-region of Champagne, east

of Epernay, famous for its pinot meunier, which forms 80% of

this cuvée. The Olivier family have 11ha of steep, free-

draining, south-facing slopes in the commune of Trélou-sur-

Marne on the right bank of the River Marne and produce this

plummy characterful Champagne. 12% £22.50 equivalent

bottle price.

£27.00 £135.00
6 for 5 price

CH3951
1

Louis Brochet Brut NV
This much sought-after Montagne de Reims-based producer

has crafted a very fine Champagne. Pinot-dominant and

generously perfumed with a gentle, fine mousse drawing

the fruit and brioche notes on to the finish. 12% £25.83

equivalent bottle price.

£31.00 £155.00
6 for 5 price

CH4571
1

NEW P Louis Martin Bouzy Grand Cru Extra Brut NV
New to our range, this rich pinot-heavy grower Champagne

has great concentration of brioche, plum and fresh pastry.

Well balanced, dry and showing its class. 12% £25.83

equivalent bottle price.

£31.00 £155.00
6 for 5 price
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle 6 Bottles

CH3781
1

Jeaunaux-Robin Le Talus de Saint Prix Brut NV
This blend of 60% pinot meunier, 30% pinot noir and 10%

chardonnay has a rich mirabelle-scented nose, with toast

and lemon-curd notes on the elegant palate. 12% £26.67

equivalent bottle price.

£32.00 £160.00
6 for 5 price

CH4481
2

NEW Christophe Brut Tradition NV
This grower Champagne house is based in Colombé-le-Sec

in the heart of the Côte des Bar in the Aube, which is known

for its pinot noir. This Brut Tradition is 100% pinot noir, and

has pink-apple, plum and pastry notes, and a very

refreshing, fruit-driven, charming style that is perfect for an

aperitif. 12% £26.67 equivalent bottle price.

£32.00 £160.00
6 for 5 price

CH4091
2

Pierre Gerbais Grains de Celles Extra Brut NV
For eight generations the Gerbais family have nurtured a

rare portion of pinot blanc which makes up 25% of this

blend, with 50% pinot noir and 25% chardonnay. A complex

and generous Champagne. 12.5% £28.33 equivalent bottle

price.

£34.00 £170.00
6 for 5 price

CH2111
1

Laherte Frères Ultradition Brut NV
Aurélien Laherte works this small, scattered vineyard

outside Epernay. Pinot meunier provides the base and

explains the wine’s precision, fruitiness and joie de vivre.

12.5% £29.17 equivalent bottle price.

£35.00 £175.00
6 for 5 price

CH4561
C 1

Pierre Paillard Les Parcelles XVIII Grand Cru Extra Brut
NV
Les Parcelles is a blend of 22 plots exclusively sourced in

the Montagne de Reims Grand Cru village of Bouzy, and as

such is a pinot-dominant (70%) blend with chardonnay. The

base vintage is 2018, with 30% reserve wines and four years

on the lees leading to a plum-scented and savoury

Champagne. 12.5% £29.17 equivalent bottle price.

£35.00 £175.00
6 for 5 price

CH3841
1

Lilbert Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs Brut NV
A classic grower Champagne with character and expression

of terroir. This poised 100% chardonnay is a super aperitif

with green apple, preserved lemon and mineral notes. 12%

£31.67 equivalent bottle price.

£38.00 £190.00
6 for 5 price

CH4231
2

Lilbert Grand Cru Blanc de Blancs Perlé NV
An exquisite Champagne, scented and pure in flavour with a

gentle mousse and light touch. 12% £37.50 equivalent bottle

price.

£45.00 £225.00
6 for 5 price
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VINTAGE CHAMPAGNE
Vintage Champagne is the cream of the crop. The wines have to age for longer and

the flavours have greater depth, complexity and persistence. These are wonderful

wines to mark special events, with or without food. We list many more vintage

Champagnes at thewinesociety.com/champagne

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle 6 Bottles

CH4251
1

Alfred Gratien Blanc de Blancs 2015
Champagne that is 100% chardonnay can be referred to as a

blanc de blancs. The best are elegant and poised and this

Alfred Gratien cuvée has notes of green apple, lemon pith

and brioche now, and will develop a deep flinty richness

with time. Drink now to 2025. 12.5%

£39.00 £234.00

CH4521
1

NEW Pierre Gimonnet Cuvée Gastronome 2016
Beautifully fresh, finely tuned Champagne which is bottled at

a lower pressure, resulting in tiny, gentle bubbles and

making it perfect for food. From a mixture of grand cru and

premier cru vineyards in the Côte des Blanc, and disgorged

in March with only 5g/l dosage, the 2016 is expressive,

creamy and mineral. Drink now to 2026. 12.5%

£40.00 £240.00

CH4191
1

Alfred Gratien Brut 2012
Nicolas Jaeger declared the 2012 as an "exceptional

vintage". The wine, which has just been disgorged, has,

struck match and lemon rind on the nose, fine persistent

bead, an elegant yet intense brioche and green apple core

with mouthwatering acidity lengthening the concentrated,

long, balanced finish. A stunning Champagne. Drink now to

2032. 12.5%

£49.00 £294.00

CH4421
C 1

Lanson Gold Label Brut 2009
The 2009 vintage followed the exceptional 2008, though it

is arguably a vintage that is showing more now. A warmer

year, offering fuller, richer styles of Champagne. This Lanson

Gold Label is drinking particularly well now with a full-

flavoured fig, plum and brioche style. Drink now to 2025.

12.5%

£49.00 £294.00

CH4211
C 1

Champagne Boizel Grand Vintage Brut 2012
An exceptional vintage of this, one of the most elegant

Champagnes that we know. Boizel is a Wine Society

favourite, and this 2012 has such razor sharp precision and

pin point bubbles. Youthful and fine on release, it will age

and develop beautifully over a decade. 12.5%

£60.00 £360.00

CH4351
1

Louis Roederer Vintage Brut 2014
Louis Roederer’s vintage style is full, generous and fruit and

brioche-laden. This is achieved by a 70% pinot noir and 30%

chardonnay blend, 30% of which is matured in oak, before

four years’ maturation on lees in bottle. This Champagne is

really delicious now on first release. Drink now to 2029. 12%

£64.00 £384.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle 6 Bottles

CH4341
1

Pol Roger Vintage Brut 2013
This classic vintage from Pol Roger is made from the proven

blend of 60% pinot noir and 40% chardonnay from only

grand and premier crus vineyards in the Montagne de Reims

and the Côte des Blancs and has been aged for seven

years in Pol’s chalk cellars. A wonderful poised, complex

and concentrated Champagne. Drink now to 2028. 12.5%

£72.00 £432.00

CH4541
C 1

Henriot Millésime 2012
A blend of 54% chardonnay and 46% pinot noir from six

premier and grand crus this fantastic vintage Champagne is

wonderfully intense and balanced with great length. Drink

now to 2032. 12%

£85.00 £510.00

Get involved! Join us on Social 
Media and The Community
Keep up-to-date with exclusive content, announcements 
and inspiration by following us on Instagram, Facebook 
and Twitter.

Follow our expert buyers on Instagram for their personal 
insights and a behind-the-scenes glimpse at their exciting 
world of wine.

Share your love of wine with fellow members. Join our 
friendly online Community for tips, recommendations 
and discussion.

community.thewinesociety.com 

Scan for more info
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RED WINE

BORDEAUX: CLARET
Bordeaux’s maritime climate creates great variation in weather and harvest

conditions, and consequently vintages offer a range of contrasting styles. In the

following pages you will find a good selection from recent vintages, all of which are

ready to drink, and a number of wines with more bottle age, many of which we have

matured in our cellars before releasing.

Visit our website for more mature wines and a wider range. For halves and magnums

please go to page 148.

Tim Sykes
Buyer for Bordeaux, Beaujolais & Sherry

2020
2020 completes a hat-trick of very good vintages for Bordeaux. Quality is excellent at

all price levels, so there’s plenty to look forward to.

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CB6421 Château Lamothe Saint Germain, Bordeaux 2020
Well-balanced and appealing blend of 75% merlot and 25%

cabernet franc with pure, fresh fruit character and supple

texture. One of the best vintages we’ve tasted from this

consistently reliable château. 13.5%

£6.95 £83.00

CL261 The Society’s Claret 2020
Merlot-based fruity and unoaked claret supplied for over a

quarter of a century by family-owned Maison Sichel.

Deliciously ripe and appealing in the 2020 vintage. 13.5%

Halves available see page 148.

£7.25 £87.00

CB6401 Gentleman Vigneron Merlot, IGP Atlantique 2020
With bags of ripe merlot fruit and rounded tannins, this is

from the Furt family’s vineyards at Grave de Bertin. Vibrant

unoaked merlot with pure, appealing fruit character. 14%

£7.95 £95.00

CB6411 Château La Grave de Bertin Réserve, Bordeaux 2020
A savoury, traditionally styled claret from the respected Furt

family. Mainly merlot, with cabernets franc and sauvignon for

balance. 14%

£7.95 £95.00

CS12241
C G

Château Côtes de Chambeau, Lussac Saint-Emilion 2020
Deep-coloured, generous merlot from a family-owned

property on the border of Montagne and Lussac Saint-

Emilion with soft ripe tannins and hints of black cherry and

spice. 14%

£9.95 £119.00
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2019
The second excellent vintage in a row. The 2019s are juicy and approachable,

bursting with fresh red-fruit character.

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CB6451
G

Château Picheron, Bordeaux 2019
Made from two-thirds merlot and the balance cabernets

franc and sauvignon, this is a well-priced, vibrant, unoaked

claret from the fine 2019 vintage. Easy drinking and with

plenty of Bordeaux character. 14%

£6.95 £83.00

CB6391
C G

Château Lary Tagot, Bordeaux 2019
Ripe, fleshy and satisfying, this is an impressive claret at this

price level. Unoaked to ensure maximum fruit expression.

14.5%

£7.95 £95.00

CB6441
G

Château Vircoulon, Bordeaux Supérieur 2019
Vircoulon is a well-respected, family-owned property with

vineyards neighbouring Castillon. It is a full, ripe merlot-

based claret which is best enjoyed with hearty stews and

roasts. 14.5%

£7.95 £95.00

CB6361 Château Malbat, Bordeaux 2019
With attractive fresh, vibrant fruit, this delivers juicy and

approachable merlot character with a distinct note of cassis

on the finish. 14%

£7.95 £95.00

CB6351
C

Château Canada, Bordeaux Supérieur 2019
Delicious, well-priced claret from a small area between

Côtes de Bourg and Fronsac. Majority merlot with 30%

cabernet sauvignon providing freshness and backbone.

13.5%

£8.50 £102.00

CB6461 Château Monconseil Gazin, Blaye Côtes de Bordeaux
2019
A scented and harmoniously balanced claret made by the

highly regarded Jean-Michel Baudet. Two-thirds merlot with

the balance cabernet sauvignon and a splash of malbec for

added depth. Superb value Blaye from the excellent 2019

vintage. 13%

£9.95 £119.00

CL251 The Society’s Côtes de Bordeaux 2019
A deeply coloured, ripe claret from the vineyards of member

favourite Château de Pitray. Rich and appealing, with plump

merlot fruit on the palate. 15%

£9.95 £119.00

CB6471 Château Bel Air Perponcher Rouge Réserve, Bordeaux
2019
A plump, juicy blend of mainly merlot, with 15% cabernet

sauvignon for added structure and finesse. Lovely cassis

perfume and soft, ripe fruit on the palate. Drink now to 2024.

13.5% Halves available see page 149.

£10.50 £126.00

2061194 0 Trimmed page size: 210x148mm  (Defined by small dashed line)
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CB6121 NEW Château de Pitray Cuvée Cabernet Franc, Castillon
Côtes de Bordeaux 2019
It’s unusual to see 100% cabernet franc wines in Bordeaux,

but Pitray produces a cracker. A harmonious, ripe yet

refreshing wine that will marry well with the Sunday roast.

Drink now to 2028. 15%

£12.95 £155.00

CS12251
C

Château Morillon, Saint-Emilion 2019
A fleshy, satisfying Saint-Emilion Grand Cru from the

excellent 2019 vintage. Polished red fruit and vanilla notes

with tannin adding structure to the finish. Drink now to 2028.

14%

£13.50 £162.00

2018
This will go down as one of the great Bordeaux vintages of the last few decades. A

rich, ripe vintage, there were excellent wines made at all levels, including at the

modestly priced end of the spectrum.

CB6341
G

Château Mazeau, Bordeaux 2018
From a family-owned property just north of Cadillac, this

displays cedar and dark fruit notes on the nose, with good

fruit density on the palate. Good anyday Bordeaux with an

attractive creamy texture. 14.5%

£6.95 £83.00

CB6051
G

Château La Perrière, Bordeaux 2018
A rich, ripe claret from the Entre-Deux-Mers and the

excellent 2018 vintage. The wine displays smooth texture

and vibrant red-fruit character on the palate. 14%

£7.25 £87.00

CB5901
G

Château du Puch, Bordeaux 2018
Fresh-tasting, supple claret. Mainly merlot with 20%

cabernet sauvignon which adds structure and grip. 13%

£7.50 £90.00

CB6011
G

Château La Haille, Bordeaux Supérieur 2018
A well-balanced, silky claret with polished tannins and plenty

of charm. Appealing and easy drinking. 14%

£7.95 £95.00

CB5831
G

Château Passedieu, Côtes de Bourg 2018
Purity and freshness of fruit are the hallmarks of this

attractive offering from the Bourg. A Bordeaux that

impresses with its notes of plums and black pepper, and

refined texture on the finish. 14%

£8.50 £102.00

CB6491 NEW Château de Camarsac, Bordeaux Supérieur 2018
Full, ripe old-school claret from Thierry Lurton’s imposing

right bank property. Mainly merlot, the wine has good

concentration and plenty of grip on the palate. Decanting

recommended. 14.5%

£9.95 £119.00

CB5741 Château Pey La Tour Réserve, Bordeaux Supérieur 2018
Few wines deliver the character, consistency of quality and

value for money of Pey La Tour Réserve. Pure and supple,

with rich merlot fruit and a lingering finish. Drink now to

2027. 15%

£11.50 £138.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CM27791 NEW Château Lacour Jacquet, Haut-Médoc 2018
A blend of 50% merlot, 45% cabernets and small amount of

petit verdot, aged for 12 months in barrel, this is an

appealing, well-balanced Médoc from brothers Régis and

Eric Lartigue. Perfect with steak-frı̂tes. Drink now to 2027.

14%

£12.95 £155.00

CS12181 Jean-Pierre Moueix, Saint-Emilion 2018
A plush and succulent merlot-based claret with polished,

dark-fruit character and a long, satisfying finish. Classic

Saint-Emilion from specialists JP Moueix. Drink now to 2025.

14%

£13.95 £167.00

CS11861 Château de la Commanderie, Lalande-de-Pomerol 2018
This wine’s plummy, ripe merlot nose gives way to medium-

weight, supple fruit texture, soft tannins and a note of dark

chocolate on the palate. Appealing right-bank claret. Drink

now to 2026. 14%

£16.00 £192.00

CM23281 The Society’s Exhibition Saint-Julien 2018
From the younger vineyards of one of the commune’s best-

known châteaux, this is a lovely, approachable wine with

dense, polished fruit and the hallmark depth of flavour and

dark-fruit notes associated with good Saint-Julien. Drink now

to 2027. 13%

£21.00 £252.00

2017
A challenging vintage for many due to devastating spring frosts. Thankfully quality

was unaffected, and those who timed their harvest right produced bright, user-friendly

wines.

CB6101 Château Le Clos du Notaire, Côtes de Bourg 2017
Attractively fresh Bourg with cool, supple fruit texture and

fine, grainy tannins. From a brilliantly sited vineyard directly

across the Gironde river from Margaux. Drink now to 2026.

14%

£10.50 £126.00

CM27751
C

The Society’s Exhibition Haut-Médoc 2017
An attractive Haut-Médoc from Château Beaumont. Supple

with fine tannins, and appealing, perfumed fruit. Easy-

drinking left bank claret which hits the spot. Drink now to

2028. 13.5%

£16.00 £192.00

CM27481
C

The Society’s Exhibition Pauillac 2017
A stylish, classically structured wine with hallmark notes of

cassis and vanilla spice. Benchmark Pauillac and a wine of

considerable class, from one of Bordeaux’s most famous

properties. Drink now to 2028. 13.5%

£22.00 £264.00
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2016
A lovely vintage across Bordeaux and consistent at all price levels, 2016 offers

mouthfilling supple fruit and ripe tannins.

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CM23691 Château Cap L’Ousteau, Haut-Médoc 2016
An appealing, very well-priced claret from vines located in

the Lamarque commune, between Margaux and Saint-

Julien. The wine displays the hallmark balance and

freshness of the 2016s. 13%

£8.95 £107.00

CB6181 Château Thieuley Rouge, Bordeaux 2016
A pure, beautifully refined blend of 70% merlot, 25%

cabernet sauvignon and 5% petit verdot from the highly

respected Courselle family property in La Sauve. An

outstanding wine that is starting to drink well – we

recommend decanting 30 minutes before drinking. Drink

now to 2025. 13%

£10.50 £126.00

CM27771 NEW Château Grand Bertin de Saint Clair, Médoc 2016
Clean-cut cabernet fruit from this little-known cru bourgeois

property owned by the Compagnet family. This is classic

2016 in style, with restrained fruit, ripe tannins and

harmonious balance. Drink now to 2024. 13%

£10.95 £131.00

CB6381 Clos Sainte-Anne, Premières Côtes de Bordeaux 2016
A ripe and appealing blend of 90% merlot, with 10%

cabernet franc to add finesse and structure. Deliciously

drinkable Côtes de Bordeaux from the Courselle family.

Drink now to 2026. 13%

£11.50 £138.00

CM27711 Château Cap de Haut, Haut-Médoc 2016
A blend of 60% cabernet sauvignon and 40% merlot, aged

for 12 months in French oak barrels, this displays a lovely

scented bouquet of bilberries and a hint of creamy vanilla

oak. Drink now to 2028. 14%

£13.50 £162.00

CM23431A Château Citran, Haut-Médoc 2016
With a lovely fragrant bouquet and polished fruit texture on

the palate, this is almost Margaux-like in its purity. A velvety

claret from the top-notch 2016 vintage. Drink now to 2030.

13.5%

£23.00 £276.00

CM22331 The Society’s Exhibition Margaux 2016
Made by top château Brane-Cantenac, this is a beautifully

fresh, plushly textured claret with notes of dark fruits and

chocolate. Fine, scented Margaux. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£24.00 £288.00

CS11871 Château Bel-Air, Pomerol 2016
Classic Pomerol from a small, family owned property in the

heart of the appellation. Made from 100% merlot, and aged

in oak for 18 months, the wine has all the richness and ripe

fruit character associated with good right bank clarets. Drink

now to 2031. 14.5%

£25.00 £300.00
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2015
2015 ranks among the top handful of vintages of the last quarter of a century. Lots to

enjoy.

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CM19541 Château Tour Saint Bonnet, Médoc 2015
With ruby-red colour and a bouquet of cassis and cedar, this

consistently good estate has come up with a benchmark

Médoc in the excellent 2015 vintage. Drink now to 2024.

13.5%

£13.95 £167.00

CM19301 Château Dutruch Grand Poujeaux, Moulis-en-Médoc 2015
With deep colour and plenty of sweet, brambly fruit, this is a

top-notch Moulis from a property we have followed for over

40 years. Classy claret from a fine vintage. Drink now to

2031. 13%

£20.00 £240.00

CS10031A
C

Château Grand Corbin Despagne, Saint-Emilion 2015
A fresh and vibrant wine with silky tannins and plush merlot

uit texture. Owner François Despagne believes passionately

that wine is produced in the vineyard rather than the winery,

and the 2015 certainly bears this out. Drink now to 2033.

14%

£35.00 £420.00

2014
An attractive vintage producing benchmark, well-priced wines.

CB4661 Château Ampélia, Castillon Côtes de Bordeaux 2014
A classy wine from a small, well-run estate close to Saint-

Emilion. Mainly merlot, but with some excellent old-vine

cabernet franc, which adds depth and complexity. Drink this

year. 13.5%

£13.95 £167.00

CM27781 NEW Château Belle-Vue, Haut-Médoc 2014
A deep-coloured, modern-style claret from a top cru

bourgeois property displaying notes of cassis and graphite.

Polished, satisfying and ready to go. Drink now to 2028.

13.5%

£17.50 £210.00

CM24921 Château Coutelin-Merville, Saint-Estèphe 2014
Saint-Estèphe from the excellent 2014 vintage, this has

attractive savoury fruit character with a hint of leather and

good tannic grip. It can be enjoyed now, but has plenty of

life ahead. Drink now to 2028. 14%

£21.00 £252.00

CM23371 Château Lalande-Borie, Saint-Julien 2014
A blend of almost equal parts cabernet sauvignon and

merlot, this is a lovely expression of Saint-Julien. It stands

out for its supple dark fruit and savoury spice on the finish.

Drink now to 2028. 13.5%

£29.00 £348.00
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Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CM25191 Château Prieuré-Lichine, Margaux 2014
Starting to hit its stride now, this is a well-balanced, polished

cru classé Margaux with the hallmark fragrance associated

with the best wines from the commune. Decant to enjoy at

its best. Drink now to 2030. 13.5%

£44.00 £528.00

2010
A top-quality vintage throughout Bordeaux that is now at its peak.

CM23591 Château Pierbone, Haut-Médoc 2010
With deep colour and an appealing cedar and leather

bouquet, this has lovely balance, despite the heat of the

vintage. Smooth, satisfying claret. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£14.95 £179.00

Get more from your glass

Join one of our award-winning tasting events
The Tastings and Events Team invite you to join our 
programme of in-person events around the country as well 
as continuing our award-winning online events. 

Our events, whether online and in the comfort of your own 

exciting opportunities, including:

Meet the winemakers
Ask questions and hear stories directly from those who have 
made your favourite wines.

Taste our wines
Our events feature a wide range of wines, 
including exciting new releases and 
old favourites.

Food and wine pairing
Be it cooking at home or a specially matched 
meal, we will tantalise your tastebuds and 
help you find your perfect match.  

Learn from our team
Learn from our buyers and experienced 
Tastings Team through masterclasses and 
tutored tastings designed to help you 
appreciate the wine you drink. 

thewinesociety.com/tastings

Scan for more info

home, or in person with fellow members, offer a range of
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BURGUNDY: RED
Red Burgundy is relatively expensive because yields are very low. Finding good

wines below £30 is perhaps one the the biggest buying challenges I face. I am

therefore delighted to introduce Domaines Desvignes and Changarnier, some of

whose wines fall into that category. Caroline Bellavoine’s 2020 Bourgogne is her best

yet, as is Nicolas Perrault’s 2019 Maranges Clos de Loyse.

There are also many more Burgundies online at thewinesociety.com/finewine, most

of which are available in quantities too small to feature here.

Toby Morrhall
Buyer for Burgundy, Argentina, Chile & Uruguay

2020
A ripe, concentrated year which nevertheless has a certain freshness to it.

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

BU79541
C

Domaine Caroline Bellavoine, Bourgogne Pinot Noir 2020
This comes from the Couchois area, close to Maranges.

Lovely black-cherry fruit aromas and a rich and full palate

with a fresh finish. About 60% is matured in 228 litre pièces

for about 12 to 14 months, while the remaining 40% is kept in

tank to preserve the fruit. Excellent quality for a Bourgogne.

Drink now to 2026. 14%

£17.50 £210.00

BU79841
C

Domaine Clos Salomon, Givry Premier Cru Clos Salomon
2020
Ripe, black-cherry fruit and medium-bodied, round palate

with soft tannins. An old established property, Clos Salomon

can trace its history back to 1403. Drink now to 2029. 13.5%

£29.00 £348.00

2019
A powerful yet balanced year with sweet tannins.

BU79521 Domaine Desvignes, Givry 2019
An excellent new discovery. Ripe yet fresh-tasting

Burgundy. Attractive black-cherry aromas and a round and

juicy palate. Drink now to 2029. 14.5%

£21.00 £252.00

BU80201 Domaine Nicolas Perrault, Maranges Premier Cru Clos
des Loyères 2019
A cool site in a warm year spells balance. This is a lovely

wine made with 100% whole bunches and matured 18

months in barrel, ripe yet fresh with smooth tannins and

considerable finesse. Post-global warming and in the right

hands top Maranges like this is a lovely and attractive wine

with no rough edges. Drink now to 2028. 13.5%

£25.00 £300.00
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BU79501 NEW Domaine Changarnier, Monthélie Rouge 2019
Pretty red-fruit and black-pepper nose. Light yet intensely

flavoured Burgundy with fine-boned palate and gentle

tannins. Drink now to 2030. 13.5%

£26.00 £312.00

2017
A warmish vintage giving ripe, medium-bodied, harmonious and balanced wines.

BU71491 NEW Jean-Marc Vincent, Bourgogne Rouge 2017
From a well-balanced vintage, this is an attractively black-

cherry scented wine with good depth of flavour. Low yields

explain the high quality for a Bourgogne. Drink now to 2027.

13%

£23.00 £276.00

BU69991 NEW Domaine de Bellene, Beaune Premier Cru Grèves
2017
Beaune’s forward and friendly style is often unfairly

underrated. Made from a wonderful vineyard planted in

1904, whose delightful old-vine texture adds even more

grace to the silky opulence of the vintage. Drink now to

2026. 13%

£50.00 £600.00

2016
A beautiful, fine and pure vintage magically combining the intense aromas of a cool

year and the ripe tannins of a warm year.

BU68211 NEW DomaineTawse, Gevrey-Chambertin 2016
A cuvée of eight parcels including La Justice, Clos Prieur

Bas and Combes, it is ripe, soft and fruity in 2016, with

Gevrey’s broad, generous palate. Made with 15% whole-

bunch fermentation and 20% new oak. Drink now to 2027.

13%

£43.00 £516.00

BU70561 NEW Domaine Berthaut-Gerbet, Vosne-Romanée 2016
Amélie Berthaut inherited from her aunt and mother two

parcels of village Vosne, Aux Réas and La Rivière, from

which this is made. A lovely balanced wine which is fresh

and ripe, with a silky texture. Drink now to 2030. 13.5%

£54.00 £648.00

2014
BU60541 Domaine de Bellene, Vosne-Romanée Quartiers de Nuits

2014
Light and fragrant Vosne from a cool, medium-bodied

vintage. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£46.00 £552.00
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2013
Lovely fresh yet ripe wines from a year with a weather pattern similar to 2012 and

2010: low yields, a cool summer and with ripening taking place in the cool of the

autumn.

BU58011 Domaine Jean Chauvenet, Nuits-Saint-Georges Premier
Cru Damodes 2013
From a tiny holding of just 0.28ha comes this lovely, ripe

and rich Damodes from the northern (Vosne) side of the

appellation. Drink now to 2028. 13.5%

£59.00 £708.00

BU59341 Louis Jadot, Chambolle-Musigny Premier Cru Les Baudes
(Domaine Gagey) 2013
Lovely depth of flavour and considerable power from this

well-situated vineyard just below grand cru Bonnes-Mares.

Drink now to 2029. 13%

£79.00 £948.00

BU58701 Domaine Denis Mortet, Gevrey-Chambertin Mes Cinq
Terroirs 2013
This year Arnaud Mortet has amalgamated the standard and

the vieilles vignes cuvées. Principally made from Au Vellé,

En Motrot, Combes du Dessus, En Champs and En Deré.

Ripe with lovely density of fruit, rich yet not heavy, this is

beautiful Gevrey. About 30% new oak. Drink now to 2027.

13%

£80.00 £960.00

BU59361 Louis Jadot, Gevrey-Chambertin Premier Cru Clos Saint-
Jacques (Domaine) 2013
Of all the wines in the cool Combe de Lavaux this is the

greatest. A candidate for grand cru, this is a wine of great

distinction, impressing with its exquisite flavour and perfect

proportions. All five producers have rows running from the

top to the bottom of the slope which perhaps explains its

balance. Drink now to 2031. 13%

£120.00 £1440.00

BEAUJOLAIS: RED
Beaujolais is enjoying a renaissance having fallen out of fashion amongst UK wine

consumers in recent years. Today there is growing interest in wines that are medium-

bodied, with soft tannins, that aren’t overly alcoholic. And with the wines of

neighbouring Burgundy beyond many drinkers’ pockets, now is the time to rediscover

the wines of this beautiful region.

Tim Sykes
Buyer for Bordeaux, Beaujolais & Sherry

Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

BJ8771
E

The Society’s Beaujolais-Villages 2020
With intense and vibrant black-fruit perfume, this is a classic

Beaujolais-Villages with good balance and a ripe yet fresh

palate. 13.5% Halves available see page 148.

£7.95 £95.00
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BJ8881 Chénas Cuvée d’Antan 2019
A remarkably well-priced cru, this is juicy fresh and

appealing and ideally served lightly chilled. 13.5%

£7.95 £95.00

BJ9071 Domaine des Joséphins, Beaujolais 2020
Soft, rounded and very appealing indeed, this Beaujolais

comes from a small domaine which produces benchmark,

juicy, accessible Beaujolais for early drinking. 13%

£7.95 £95.00

BJ8811 Château de Lacarelle, Beaujolais-Villages 2020
Fleshy, ripe and fresh, this is a lovely example of the open,

inviting Beaujolais style, full of uncomplicated charm. Perfect

for summer quaffing. 14%

£8.50 £102.00

BJ8951 Beaujolais-Villages Cuvée Annie, Jacques Dépagneux
2020
A supple and upfront Beaujolais with crunchy red-fruit

character. Well balanced and with appealing freshness.

13.5%

£8.50 £102.00

BJ8761 Beaujolais Les Pierres Dorées, Cuvée Louis Dépagneux
2020
A juicy, easy-drinking Beaujolais from the southern part of

the region, this wine has all the softness and vibrant fruit you

could wish for. 12.5%

£8.95 £107.00

BJ8841
G

Château d’Emeringes, Beaujolais-Villages Vieilles Vignes
2020
This château, now sadly in disrepair, is high up in the

northern hills near Juliénas. The cool spot makes an intense,

deeply coloured, refreshing style of Beaujolais that can

outshine many a cru. 13.5%

£8.95 £107.00

BJ9251
C

Stéphane Aviron, Beaujolais Quincié 2021
From Quincié, considered one of the finest of the Beaujolais

villages, this has a bouquet of crushed raspberries, a burst

of ripe fruit on the palate and a bright clean finish. 13%

£9.50 £114.00

BJ8901 The Society’s Exhibition Côte de Brouilly 2020
Produced for us by Les Vins Aujoux, this showcases dark-

cherry, blackberry and spice flavours with a full,

concentrated palate and supple tannins. 14%

£9.95 £119.00

BJ9141 Côte de Brouilly Cuvée d’Antan 2019
This barrel-aged gamay from a hot and sunny vintage has

great length of flavour and its dark-cherry fruit, spice and

concentration stand up very well to the oak. An ideal choice

for feathered game. Drink this year and next. 14%

£10.50 £126.00

BJ9231
C

Régnié, Domaine de la Plaigne 2020
Sweetly perfumed, crunchy fresh fruit character from the

youngest (and least known) cru in Beaujolais. Good value.

Drink this year and next. 13.5%

£10.95 £131.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

BJ9241
C

The Society’s Exhibition Fleurie 2021
Attractive, floral Fleurie, in keeping with its name, with

scented red-fruit notes on the palate. A fresher style in 2021

than in recent rather warm vintages. Drink now to 2024. 13%

Halves available see page 149.

£11.50 £138.00

BJ9041 The Society’s Exhibition Moulin-à-Vent 2020
Concentrated, richly fruity and succulent, this is a delicious

example of Moulin-à-Vent. One-fifth of the wine was aged in

used oak barrels, more to round out the tannins than to

contribute any oak aroma. Drink now to 2024. 14.5%

£11.50 £138.00

BJ8941 Fleurie Vieilles Vignes, Maison de la Madrière, Stéphane
Aviron 2020
From old vines located on the steep slopes of the famed La

Madone vineyard, this has a fine, perfumed bouquet and

plenty of freshness. The texture is silky, with a pure, juicy

finish. Drink now to 2024. 13%

£11.95 £143.00

BJ9081 Chénas Artisans 2020
Juicy and appealing cru Beaujolais with plenty of red fruit

perfume, and the structure to develop well in bottle. This

example is from an alliance of Chénas’ ten top growers and

gets to the essence of the appellation. Drink now to 2024.

13.5%

£12.50 £150.00

GIVE THE GIFT OF A LIFETIME OF GOOD WINE 

thewinesociety.com/join

Scan for more info

Gift membership
Give the gift of a lifetime of good wine 

Buy a wine-loving friend a share in our unique, 
member-owned wine co-operative for just £40. 

award-winning wines and services for life.
They’ll get £20 off their first order and access to our
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

BJ9091 Fleurie Origines, Domaine Grégoire Hoppenot 2020
An appealingly floral wine from well-located vines in the

heart of Fleurie. Bags of pleasure for drinking now and over

the next two to three years. 13%

£12.95 £155.00

BJ9061 Moulin-à-Vent, Château du Moulin-à-Vent 2018
A dense, spicy and appealing wine from the excellent 2018

vintage which is now showing its class. From a property that

is now realising its full potential under the ownership of the

Parinet family. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£17.50 £210.00

BJ9171
C

Juliénas Beauvernay, Domaine Joseph Burrier 2020
Full-flavoured Beaujolais, with plenty of vibrant red fruit

character. Textbook Juliénas which would be perfect with

steak-frı̂tes. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

£17.50 £210.00

RHÔNE: RED
The Rhône Valley is split into north and south. Northern Rhônes (Crozes-Hermitage,

Saint-Joseph, Côte-Rôtie, Cornas and Hermitage) are all made from the syrah grape.

These tend to be full-flavoured, deeply coloured wines, with spicy flavour and are

medium to full-bodied. Southern Rhônes, which include Gigondas and Châteauneuf-

du-Pape, tend to be made from several grape varieties with grenache often a major

component. These are usually less intense in colour but fuller in body, rounder and

richer. We offer a good range of wines from all corners of the Rhône both in the

pages below and online at thewinesociety.com/rhone

Marcel Orford-Williams
Buyer for Rhône, Southern and regional France & Germany

2020
RH60311

E
The Society’s Côtes-du-Rhône 2020
Ripe, fruity grenache-syrah blend from an outstanding

producer in Vinsobres. The colour has depth and the nose

is beautifully marked by raspberry and redcurrant fruit. There

is nothing heavy here, just loads of vibrant fruit. 14%

Halves available see page 148.

£7.95 £95.00

RH60411
E

The Society’s French Syrah 2020
This is a northern Rhône syrah, with elements from both

banks including an element from Brézème, a micro-region a

few miles to the south of Crozes-Hermitage. Plenty of colour

and rich, spicy fruit, in this ripe vintage. 13.5%

£7.95 £95.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

RH60801
E

Côtes-du-Rhône Rive Droite, Rive Gauche 2020
A stunning, fruit-packed wine with easy charm. The name

was conjured up because this wine is sourced from both

banks of the Rhône, with the grenache coming mainly from

the left and the syrah from the village of Daumazan, near the

Pont du Gard. 14.5%

£7.95 £95.00

RH60401 Côtes-du-Rhône, Domaine Jaume 2020
Three generations of the Jaume family farm some 200 acres

of vineyard in the village of Vinsobres. The climate here is

influenced by Alpine foothills so that cooling breezes play

on the vines, preserving fresh fruit flavours in the wines.

Easy-drinking, yet full-flavoured and food friendly. 14%

£8.50 £102.00

RH64541 Domaine Camp Galhan, Les Frigouliers, IGP Cévennes
2021
This comes from near the beautiful town of Uzès in the

Cévennes. 100% grenache, this is round, overwhelmingly

fruity and not heavy. Best served on the cool side. 13%

£8.95 £107.00

RH60831
C

Ventoux Les Traverses, Paul Jaboulet Aı̂né 2020
The 2020 vintage of this delicious red is lusciously fruity and

ripe and is a reflection of the long, hot summer. Cool August

nights helped ensure a certain freshness in the taste. This is

an absolute winner of a red Rhône. 14%

Halves available see page 148.

£8.95 £107.00

RH60321 Costières de Nı̂mes La Ciboise, Chapoutier 2020
From a stony plateau outside Nı̂mes, this is an exuberantly

fruity grenache-syrah blend, rich and full-bodied with a touch

of spice and a flavour of ripe plums. 14.5%

£9.50 £114.00

RH61441 NEW Côtes-du-Rhône, Garrinèce, Domaine Saint-Estève
2020
Such is the quality of the syrah produced here that a

majority syrah cuvée was produced in 2020 to reflect the

warm and sunny vintage. This is ripe and concentrated with

oodles of blackberry-like fruit. 14.5%

£9.95 £119.00

RH64011 NEW Côtes-du-Rhône, Domaine Roche 2020
Full-bodied and fruity southern Rhône using Cairanne fruit, a

blend of 50% grenache with equal amounts of syrah and

carignan. There is dark fruit with lots of matter, spice and

length here. 14.5%

£9.95 £119.00

RH64531 Duché d’Uzès Les Perrasières, Domaine Camp Galhan
2021
Tucked away among the foothills of the Cévennes, this is

one of the least well-known districts of the Rhône Valley, yet

produces some very good-value wines. This one is syrah

dominated, full-flavoured, soft and delicious. Drink now to

2024. 14%

£10.95 £131.00
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RH61551 NEW Ventoux Rouge Terrasses, Château Pesquié 2020
Thanks to its relatively cool microclimate, Ventoux is one of

the best areas of the southern Rhône. This is a full-flavoured

grenache-syrah blend, with a spicy and long finish. Drink

now to 2024. 14%

£10.95 £131.00

RH64071 NEW Côtes-du-Rhône, Bout d’Zan Mas du Libian 2020
A beguiling mix of ripe blackberry, liquorice and olive from

an estate close to the Gorges de l’Ardèche. There is great

purity of fruit here. Drink now to 2028. 14%

£10.95 £131.00

RH64061 NEW Syrah, Les Graviers, Vin de France, Domaine Julien
Cécillon 2020
Gorgeous, deeply coloured, fragrant northern Rhône syrah

from a Franco-American husband-and wife-owned estate

with vines in Crozes and Saint-Joseph. This is a thrilling red

that shows well the style of the beautifully balanced 2020

vintage. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£11.95 £143.00

RH64251 NEW Séguret Côtes-du-Rhône Villages Tradition,
Domaine de Mourchon 2020
From hillside vineyards above the decidedly pretty Rhône

village of Séguret, this is a full-flavoured, gutsy red for

drinking with a well-proportioned steak. Drink now to 2027.

14.5% Available mid June

£12.50 £150.00

RH60561
C

The Society’s Exhibition Crozes-Hermitage 2020
A gorgeous evocation of very ripe syrah from the northern

Rhône in a vintage marked by a long, hot summer. All

blueberry and blackberry with a sprinkling of spice. Drink

now to 2026. 13.5%

£13.95 £167.00

RH64481 Crozes-Hermitage Les Papillons, Domaine Gilles Robin
2020
After the weight of the 2019 comes a much fresher-tasting

syrah, delightfully balanced with gentle, slightly smoky fruit.

13.5%

£14.50 £174.00

RH64161
C

The Society’s Exhibition Châteauneuf-du-Pape 2020
Dark and fruity Châteauneuf, refined and richly textured with

a flavour of ripe fruit and gentle spice. There are hints of fig

and bay leaf. Perfectly rounded and ready to drink. Drink

now to 2031. 15%

£24.00 £288.00

2019
RH57161 Grignan-les-Adhémar, Delas 2019

A grenache-syrah blend from the Tricastin at the northern

end of the southern Rhône. Amazingly good value from on-

form Delas. This is dark, vibrant and richly flavoured. 14.5%

£8.95 £107.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

RH64281 Côtes-du-Rhône Sablières, Domaine des Escaravailles
2019
This is a grenache-dominated Rhône red blend from the

village of Rasteau, full-bodied, packed with plums and spice,

and very ripe in this especially sun-drenched vintage. 14%

£9.95 £119.00

RH60421 Cairanne Peyre Blanche, Famille Perrin 2019
The Perrins have excellent holdings in Cairanne and

consistently make fine, full-bodied wines. Glorious in 2019,

very ripe, intense, concentrated and rich. A lovely bottle.

Drink now to 2025. 14.5%

£10.95 £131.00

RH60211 Lirac Rouge La Fermade, Domaine Maby 2019
Bold, Mediterranean flavours in this full-bodied red from the

southern Rhône that is both spicy and very elegant. Lirac is

not the best known of the Rhône crus but it shares a lot with

Châteauneuf. Drink now to 2028. 14.5%

£12.95 £155.00

RH60291 Ventoux, Les Cinq Puits 2019
A fine, elegant red, full and spicy nonetheless, and exuding

Provençal summers with hints of fig and herbs. The vines are

owned by Keira Knightley and James Righton while Luc

Guénard of neighbouring Château de Valcombe makes the

wine, which has gorgeous, ripe fruit in 2019. Drink now to

2025. 14.5%

£13.50 £162.00

RH57831 Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Clos du Calvaire 2019
This is a lovely Châteauneuf: ripe, round and designed to

give pleasure in its youth. It would be a serious contender

for the perfect partner to go with grilled meats, or maybe a

richly flavoured dish of Mediterranean vegetables. Drink

now to 2026. 15%

£30.00 £360.00

2018
RH55781 NEW Signargues, Côtes-du-Rhône Villages, Domaine de

Pierredon 2018
This comes from the excellent co-operative at Estézargues

which has supplied us with one of our bestselling Rhônes.

Syrah is key here and accounts for half the blend. Full-

flavoured with dark fruit and spice. Drink now to 2029. 14.5%

£10.95 £131.00

RH55851 Vinsobres Altitude 420, Domaine Jaume 2018
A cracking Vinsobres from this fine family operation. Made

with very little oak and, as the name suggests, from grapes

grown on slopes that rise to 420m altitude to keep their

freshness, this is full of dark-berry fruit and spice. Drink now

to 2028. 14.5%

£10.95 £131.00

RH61381
C

Côtes-du-Rhône Rouge, Guigal 2018
This exudes class, richness and concentration of flavour.

Full-bodied, richly textured, ripe and long with more than a

hint of spice . Drink now to 2027. 14.5%

Magnums and halves available see pages 149 and 151.

£10.95 £131.00
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RH60911 NEW Côtes-du-Rhône, Château de Montfaucon 2018
Made from a big blend of Châteauneuf varieties, including

counoise and cinsault, this is softly textured and spicy. Drink

now to 2025. 14%

£11.50 £138.00

RH55011
C

Merlot-Syrah, Vin de Pays des Collines Rhodaniennes,
Domaine André Perret 2018
Full, rich and plummy Rhône red. André Perret has always

planted some merlot on the flat land at the foot of his Saint-

Joseph vines and blends it with syrah to create his take on

Pomerol! Drink this year and next. 15%

£12.50 £150.00

RH60651 NEW Crozes-Hermitage Les Jalets, Paul Jaboulet Aı̂né
2018
A savoury, full-flavoured syrah from the house that was

instrumental in creating the Crozes-Hermitage appellation.

Much of the fruit for this cuvée comes from the celebrated

Thalabert vineyard. Drink now to 2025. 14%

Halves available see page 149.

£18.00 £216.00

RH64261 Brézème Rouge, Domaine de Bréseyme 2018
Full-flavoured, ripe-tasting syrah from a tiny enclave of vines

somewhat between the northern and southern Rhône, and

stylistically somewhere between Crozes and Cornas. Drink

now to 2027. 14%

£23.00 £276.00

2017
RH60071 Côtes-du-Rhône, Château Courac 2017

Full-bodied fruity Rhône from the village of Laudun. Syrah

plays a significant part in the blend, hence the deep colour

and dark spicy fruit, combining body, ripeness and

freshness. 14.5%

£8.95 £107.00

RH54411 NEW Sablet, Grange des Briguières, Domaine de la
Roubine 2017
Very full-bodied southern Rhône. Packed with oodles of

spicy, figgy fruit, this needs a hearty stew. Drink now to

2025. 15%

£12.50 £150.00

RH53641
C

Saint-Joseph Silice, Domaine Coursodon 2017
A lovely dark, fruity syrah made from younger Saint-Joseph

vines. Ripe tasting with some richness in the sunny 2017

vintage. Drink now to 2028. 14.5%

£24.00 £288.00

RH53831 Vacqueyras Variation, Domaine de Montvac 2017
Made from 100% old vines of grenache from a specific plot,

this is a full-flavoured and spicy Rhône, perfect for hearty

stews. Drink now to 2027. 14.5%

£24.00 £288.00
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2016
RH48941 NEW Valréas Côtes-du-Rhône Villages, Val des Rois 2016

Emmanuel Bouchard farms on mostly north-facing slopes

overlooking the bustling town of Valréas. The 2016 blend

(75% grenache and 25% syrah) has lovely balance with both

weight and lift, and ripe crunchy fruit on the palate. Drink

now to 2028. 14.5%

£11.50 £138.00

RH47331 Crozes-Hermitage, Domaine Rousset 2016
A lovely, well-balanced syrah, elegant and long with a sense

of crunchy, ripe fruit flavours. Perfect with a juicy steak. Drink

now to 2023. 13%

£17.00 £204.00

RH57741 Gigondas Signature, Cave de Gigondas 2016
From an excellent Rhône vintage, this is full-bodied and

packed with ripe figgy fruit. Drink now to 2024. 15%

£17.50 £210.00

RH48331 NEW Saint-Joseph Rouge, Domaine du Tunnel 2016
Stéphane Robert owns several plots in Saint-Joseph and

weaves their fruit into fine, polished wines. Here he shows

off the excellence of the 2016 vintage in the form of a dark,

granitic and brooding syrah. Drink now to 2028. 13%

£30.00 £360.00

OLDER VINTAGES
RH41541 Crozes-Hermitage Domaine de Thalabert, Paul Jaboulet

Aı̂né 2014
Elegant, full-flavoured syrah from the most famous Crozes

vineyard. Perfectly ready to drink, this has well-rounded

tannins, blackberry fruit and a twist of spice. Drink now to

2028. 13%

£26.00 £312.00

RH38141 NEW Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Clos des Papes 2013
With one of the lowest yields on record, which especially

affected the grenache, this has great concentration and

finesse with more of the mourvèdre dictating the style. Best

decanted before serving. Drink now to 2036. 15%

£55.00 £660.00
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SOUTH OF FRANCE: RED
We have some enchanting wines from appellations right across the south for you to

try starting, from as little as £6.50 a bottle.

Marcel Orford-Williams
Buyer for Rhône, Southern and regional France & Germany

LANGUEDOC: INCLUDING FITOU, SAINT-CHINIAN, MINERVOIS,
CORBIÈRES, FAUGÈRES AND CABARDÈS
The UK is the Languedoc’s first export market and it’s easy to see why: a wealth of

good-value, characterful reds is available to suit all occasions and budgets.

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

FC42051
C E

Domaine Laborie, Pays d’Oc 2021
Full of deliciously ripe and brambly fruit, this Languedoc

blend of grenache, carignan and a little merlot consistently

hits the sweet spots for flavour, price and quality. 12.5%

£6.50 £78.00

FC42071
C E

Cantoiseau Rouge, Vin de France 2021
A soft-textured red, fruity with a touch of spice from

Languedoc and good value. Best served a little cool. 12.5%

£6.50 £78.00

FC39961
E

Gamay, Jacques Dépagneux, Vin de France 2020
Fruit-driven gamay, round, juicy and with the exuberance of

youth. Best drunk on the cool side. 12%

£6.75 £81.00

FC40111
G

Saint-Chinian, Domaine Raynier 2020
This good-value, full-flavoured Languedoc red is soft,

brimming with dark fruits and very easy-drinking. 14%

£6.95 £83.00

FC42061
C E

Duo du Midi, Pays d’Oc 2021
Brilliant, fruity red made from cabernet franc and malbec,

with flavours reminiscent of raspberry and a touch of

cranberry that are fresh-tasting and with some length on the

palate. 13%

£6.95 £83.00

FC40041
E

The Society’s French Pinot Noir 2020
A pinot to delight the senses: fresh, round and fruity with a

hint of cherry and plenty of charm. Best drunk a little cool.

12.5%

£7.50 £90.00

FC42361 Syrah-Mourvèdre, Côtes de Thongue, Domaine La
Condamine L’Evêque 2021
A succulent and fruity blend based on a majority of syrah

with mourvèdre to add weight and additional complexity.

Fragrant and deeply coloured with a touch of spice. 13.5%

£7.50 £90.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

FC42461
C E

Merlot, Pays d’Oc, Domaine du Bosc 2021
There is a lovely sense of balance in this merlot. The fruit is

ripe and generous yet there is freshness and certain grace.

A perfect soft, juicy red that can be enjoyed with or without

food. 13.5%

£7.50 £90.00

FC40731
E

Syrah-Viognier L’Orangeraie, Pays d’Oc, Lorgeril 2020
A blend of red and white grapes in a red wine seems odd

and yet is common practice in the Rhône Valley. Syrah and

viognier are the best known of such pairings, used here in

this fruity, full-bodied and sun-drenched red from vines close

to Carcassonne. 14.5%

£7.95 £95.00

FC40761
E

The Society’s Corbières 2019
Deliciously fruity, sleek and full-bodied red from the best-

known appellation in the Languedoc. This is dark and full of

ripe blackberry fruit, plum and spice. 14%

£8.50 £102.00

FC40951 Minervois, Plaisir d’Eulalie, Château Sainte Eulalie 2020
Generous, ripe and full-flavoured red, round and plummy in

this hot vintage, with the accent on fruit and balance. 14.5%

£8.50 £102.00

FC40451A Merlot-Cabernet ‘Équilibre’ Rouge , Côtes de Thongue,
Domaine de l’Arjolle 2019
A lovely, ripe, fruity blend of cabernet and merlot to bring

the two Bordeaux varieties together in the south of France.

Soft, round and well balanced, Equilibre is aptly named.

13.5%

£8.95 £107.00

FC41631 Cabardès, Château de Pennautier 2019
Deeply coloured, fruity, fresh-tasting and medium-bodied

red. Cabardès, just outside Carcassonne, is unusual in

allowing both Bordeaux and Rhône varieties in the mix.

There is some of the expressive blackcurrant-fruit flavour so

typical of the region, with Midi spice and warmth. 14.5%

£8.95 £107.00

FC41891
C

Fitou Origines, Domaine Bertrand-Bergé 2020
Strong, full-bodied and richly flavoured Fitou, and from one

of the top producers in this appellation, with a reputation for

making wines with finesse. 14.5%

£9.50 £114.00

FC42281
C G

Appia, Domaine de la Tasque, Vin de France 2019
This is from Juliet Bruce-Jones’s estate in the Minervois.

Made from young vines of syrah with a dash of carignan and

grenache, this is abundantly fruity, generous and very

quaffable. 14.5%

£9.95 £119.00

FC41091 Saint-Chinian, Château La Dournie 2018
Generously flavoured, full-bodied, spice-laden Languedoc

red with plenty of character. Deeply coloured and brimming

with dark, slightly smoky fruit flavours. Drink now to 2024.

13.5%

£10.50 £126.00
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FC40591 Faugères ‘Lou Cazalet’, Domaine Saint-Antonin 2019
Lovely fruity red from Faugères where the soils of schist

seem to give the wines their fragrance and mineral flavours.

Succulent, fleshy, cherry and damson flavours fill the full-

bodied, spicy and fruity palate. Drink now to 2024. 14.5%

£11.50 £138.00

FC42811 Pic Saint-Loup Espérance, Château de Valflaunès 2020
Soft, fruity Languedoc red made from a blend of syrah,

mourvèdre and carignan with no oak. Purity of fruit and

elegance combine to make an attractive Rhône-style red for

enjoying with grilled meats, vegetables or stews. Luscious

and fruity. Drink now to 2024. 14.5%

£13.50 £162.00

FC42111
C

Fitou, Domaine Jones 2020
A typically full-bodied, ripe, plummy, figgy Fitou from Ashby’s

own Katie Jones and a cinch for cool nights and warm,

Middle-Eastern spices. Drink now to 2025. 14.5%

£13.50 £162.00

FC40001 Minervois La Livinière Cuvée Cantilène, Château Sainte
Eulalie 2018
Bordelaise Isabelle Coustal crafts elegant reds at this

outstanding Languedoc estate. Her premium cuvée is

elegant and refined, dark and fruity with just a touch of oak

to add polish and complexity. Drink now to 2027. 14.5%

Magnums available see page 152.

£13.95 £167.00

FC41991 NEW Faugères Premières, Domaine Alquier 2016
Despite new ownership, the style at this iconic Faugères

estate remains unaltered. This cuvée brings together syrah

and grenache, mostly from young vines, barrel-aged for a

year, but no new oak. It is Rhône-like, balanced with a touch

of spice and ripe black cherry. Drink now to 2026. 14%

£14.95 £179.00

FC36721 Montpeyroux, Domaine Aupilhac 2016
Carignan is an important element but there is also grenache,

syrah and above all mourvèdre which really leaves its mark

in this full Languedoc red. Spicy and complex with layers of

ripe fruit and soft tannins. Drink now to 2026. 14%

£16.00 £192.00

ROUSSILLON
This is Catalan rather than Occitan country and grenache is the grape variety that has

shaped this fabulous region over the years.

FC41301 The Society’s French Grenache, Côtes Catalanes 2019
A deliciously round and fruity grenache from a large estate

with vines scattered between Perpignan and Collioure.

Drink cellar cool. 13.5%

£7.50 £90.00
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FC39591 Côtes du Roussillon-Villages Lesquerde, SCV Vignobles
d’Agly 2019
Single-village Roussillon from low-yielding vines at high

altitude, this has dark fruit, grip and great depth of flavour

with a sense of freshness. 14%

£8.50 £102.00

FC41931 NEW Côtes du Roussillon Héritage Rouge, Château de
Corneilla 2020
A traditional style of Roussillon red with syrah dominant but

with grenache and carignan also in the blend. The estate

traces its origins back to 1485, at a time when it was part of

Spain. Full-flavoured with plums and spice. 13.5%

£8.95 £107.00

FC41351 NEW Côtes du Roussillon Les Aspres, Cavalcade,
Château de Corneilla 2017
Northern Rhône-style red from the Roussillon. The blend is

dominated by ripe syrah with around 20% old vines

grenache adding body and complexity. Drink now to 2024.

14%

£13.50 £162.00

FC42121
C

Grenache, Côtes Catalanes, Domaine Jones 2020
Full-bodied red, bursting with ripe, succulent cherry fruit.

This comes from Maury vines overlooked by the emblematic

Château de Quéribus that dominates the skyline. Drink now

to 2025. 14.5%

£13.50 £162.00

FC42561 NEW Collioure Côté Mer, Domaine de la Rectorie 2020
Elevation is everything in Collioure. This comes from vines

closer to the sea which gives a certain roundness and ease

of drinking. Fabulous fruit with great length. Drink now to

2025. 14.5%

£14.95 £179.00

FC40691 NEW Le Soula Rouge, Vin de Pays des Côtes Catalanes
2014
A full-flavoured and characterful blend of carignan, syrah

and grenache, planted at high altitude amidst the scented

hills of the Fénouillède in the Roussillon. It shows

Burgundian elegance and a remarkable affinity with food.

Drink now to 2026. 12.5%

£28.00 £336.00

THE MASSIF CENTRAL
FC39671

E
Gamay, Puy de Dôme, Cave Saint-Verny 2019
The run of long, hot summers continued in 2019 with peaks

of even higher temperatures resulting in an intense, deeply

coloured gamay with a distinctly smoky, spicy character

underlying the dark cherry-like fruit. 13.5%

£9.50 £114.00

FC40781
E

Pinot Noir, Puy de Dôme, Cave Saint-Verny 2019
Lovely, ripe, cherry-like pinot noir from the Auvergne where

in ancient times this grape was known as auvernat. Deeply

coloured, unoaked, full-flavoured and rich. 14%

£9.50 £114.00
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FC40741 Côte Roannaise Éclat de Granite, Domaine Sérol 2020
Deliciously fruity gamay with a flavour of cherry and

strawberry. This comes from an area to the west of

Beaujolais and is on a par with a good Brouilly, and the

grape variety is the same gamay. Lovely to drink cool with a

plate of charcuterie. Drink now to 2024. 12.5%

£11.95 £143.00

FC42821 Côtes du Forez, La Madone 2021
A deliciously fruity gamay from volcanic soils in the Massif

Central that makes a great alternative to Beaujolais. Serve

cellar-cool. Drink now to 2024. 13%

£12.95 £155.00

PROVENCE AND CORSICA
FC41161 Corse Calvi Rouge Cuvée Fiumeseccu, Domaine Alzipratu

2020
Full, characterful and fruity red, pale in colour but with a long

and persistent flavour reminiscent of strawberry and wild

herbs. Could be served cellar-cool. Drink this year and next.

Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£14.95 £179.00

FC41621 NEW Bandol, Domaine Dupuy de Lôme 2019
This comes from the cooler eastern part of Bandol and from

sandstone-based soils. Sumptuous, fleshy and full-bodied

with a flavour of spiced plums. Drink now to 2030. 14%

£19.00 £228.00

FC41491
C

Coteaux d’Aix en Provence, Château Vignelaure 2015
A richly scented cabernet-syrah blend. There is blackcurrant

and blackberry with a touch of olive, sprinkled with

Provençal herbs. Smooth tannins are the result of long

ageing in barrel and bottle. 2015 was an outstanding

vintage. Drink now to 2030. 14%

£20.00 £240.00

THE SOUTH-WEST: INCLUDING CAHORS AND MADIRAN
Though a vast and hugely diverse region, south-west France’s wines share a common

thread: a seam of Atlantic freshness and a hunger for food.

FC41731
G

Tannat-Syrah ‘Aramis’, Laplace, Vin de France 2019
The Laplace family are leaders in Madiran and have an

innate understanding of the tannat grape variety. This is their

quaffing wine to which they add a little syrah. Ripe and

deliciously fruity with damson-like fruit and a hint of spice.

13%

£7.25 £87.00

FC40771
G

Merlot-Syrah, Côtes de Gascogne, Domaine du Mage
2019
Delightfully fruity, plummy merlot-syrah blend from the

consistently excellent Tariquet estate. 12.5%

£7.50 £90.00
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FC41611
C G

Moonseng Merlot-Manseng Noir, Côtes de Gascogne,
Plaimont 2020
Manseng noir is the secret ingredient in this deliciously fruity

red from Gascony, and one of several grape varieties that

have been rediscovered from vines that escaped the

scourge of phylloxera. A key characteristic is full ripeness

and modest alcohol. 14%

£7.50 £90.00

FC40051
G

Fronton Le Beau Vin, Château Bouissel 2016
Under new management, this estate has returned to its

former self. A lovely, soft, fruity red made from the local

negrette grape, with syrah and malbec in support. Dark and

plummy and quite delicious. 13%

£8.95 £107.00

FC42751 Cahors, Clos La Coutale 2020
From well-sited vines in the Lot Valley, this is always a sound

benchmark wine for Cahors. The blend is 80% malbec with

20% merlot which creates the right balance. A wine that has

structure yet roundness too, with ripe gentle brambly fruit

and good length. 13.5%

£8.95 £107.00

FC41781
C

Marcillac ‘Lo Sang del Pais’, Domaine du Cros 2020
These steep, iron-rich slopes have been good vineyard

country for centuries. This is the key estate that has led the

present revival. Ruby coloured, quite full in this exceptional

vintage, rounded with flavours of raspberry and plum. 12.5%

£9.50 £114.00

FC41941
C G

Tannat Les Deux Vaches Rouges, Vin de France, Famille
Laplace 2020
Madiran’s Laplace family give a different take on the iconic

tannat grape here. The accent is on fruit, generosity and

ease of drinking. Perfect on the cool side with a grilled steak

or duck confit. 13.5%

£9.95 £119.00

FC41431 NEW Gaillac Rouge, Les Gravels, Domaine Rotier 2018
Firm, full-flavoured and packed with brambly fruit. A perfect

country wine to go with hearty dishes. Drink now to 2024.

14%

£10.95 £131.00

FC41561
C

Madiran Odé d’Aydie 2017
This is the second wine from one of Madiran’s top estates,

made using 100% tannat grapes and aged in oak barrel for

just over a year. The style is true Madiran with plenty of grip

and bold, dark flavours that make a perfect match with roast

beef. Drink now to 2027. 14%

£11.95 £143.00

FC41701
C

Cahors Petit Clos, Clos Triguedina 2018
Made from young malbec and merlot vines, raised for a

short time in used barrels, in a fresh, fruity style for drinking

young. Concentrated, rich, full-bodied and savoury. Drink

now to 2026. 14%

£11.95 £143.00
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FC42831 Bergerac, La Gloire de Mon Père, Château Tour des
Gendres 2019
An outstanding red Bergerac made from roughly equal

proportions of malbec, cabernet sauvignon and merlot, this

is a full-bodied red, full of fruit with hints of tobacco and

spice. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

£12.95 £155.00

FC41411 NEW Cahors, Château du Cèdre 2018
This is a top estate producing fine Cahors, this is almost

exclusively malbec, aged in barrel, and now mellow with fine

fruit definition and a long finish. Plenty of raspberry-like fruit

and just a touch of oak. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

£14.95 £179.00

FC41771
C

Saint-Mont, Château de Sabazan 2017
Tannat-dominated red from this flagship estate, part of the

Plaimont group of co-operatives. Tannat, cabernet

sauvignon and pinenc are planted on light, sandy soils

giving Graves-like elegance to this exquisite red. 2017

produced a full-bodied, polished, deeply coloured and

distinguished red. Drink now to 2028. 14.5%

£14.95 £179.00

FC29451 Madiran, Domaine Pichard 2009
A sunshine vintage. Very ripe, dark, brooding, full, powerful

and tannic, and now perfectly ready. Drink now to 2023.

14.5%

£16.00 £192.00

FC39941 Madiran, Château Bouscassé 2016
Madiran at its most refined: dark, sleek and elegant with

complexity and length of flavour. Drink now to 2030. 14%

£18.00 £216.00

The best-value wine storage 
facility in the UK
Thanks to members’ continued support, we’ve held our 
Members’ Reserves storage prices for the second year in a 
row. What’s more, Reserves is now even more flexible, with a 
reduced minimum storage quantity and the ability to remove 
a few bottles of a full case to try wines as they mature.

thewinesociety.com/reserves

Scan for more info
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LOIRE: RED
Climate change has been a positive for Loire reds, so that all recent vintages can be

embraced with enthusiasm. Look to 2018, 2019 and now 2020 for a riper style, and

follow growers you know who adapt well to changing vintage conditions. Loire

cabernet francs are a great match for mushrooms, roots, lamb, cold beef, even

meatier fish; pinot noir can be a good option for fish too, as well as game birds,

poultry and fungi.

Joanna Locke MW
Buyer for Loire, Alsace, Portugal & South Africa

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

LO16741A1
E

Pinot Noir ’Pure Vallée’ Vin de France, Famille Bougrier
2020
Easy-drinking pinot with sweet, bright fruit; ideal served on

the cooler side. 12.5%

£7.50 £90.00

LO17331 Saumur Rouge ‘Les Plantagenêts’ Cabernet Franc 2020
Deep bright colour with ripe blue-black fruit. Smooth but

balanced by cabernet franc’s typical seam of freshness. 14%

£8.50 £102.00

LO16761 Bourgueil ‘Passion’, Joël Taluau 2020
Modern Loire, this is a deeply coloured cabernet franc with

bright dark fruits and supple tannins. 13.5%

£9.50 £114.00

LO16851
G

Saint Nicolas de Bourgueil ‘Les Cailloux’, Famille
Bougrier 2020
Fresh, brasserie-style cabernet franc with pure bright fruit

that shines when served cool. 12.5%

£9.50 £114.00

LO17391
G

Touraine Gamay, La Renaudie 2020
A deeply coloured, floral fragrant cuvée of Loire gamay, with

ripe red and black fruit flavours and hint of spice. Ideal

served on the cooler side. 13.7%

£9.50 £114.00

LO15891
G

Saumur-Champigny Tradition Clos des Cordeliers,
Domaine Ratron 2018
A healthy, ripe cabernet franc vintage, with dark but fresh

fruit and appetising lift on the palate. Drink this year. 13%

£11.50 £138.00

LO16711 Chinon ‘Le Temps des Cerises’, Domaine de la Noblaie
2020
Refreshing cabernet franc with bright fruit and supple

tannins, this is a great example of modern Chinon made with

a light touch. Drink now to 2024. 13%

£11.50 £138.00

LO17191
C

Val de Loire Vendée Moulin Blanc Pinot Noir, J Mourat
2020
Delightful pinot from an organic vineyard on the sunny

Vendée coast, with delicate cherry and berry fruit and

pristine, fresh finish. Drink now to 2026. 13%

£12.95 £155.00
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ALSACE, JURA AND SAVOIE: RED
The vinous corridor that extends from the Vosges to the Alps may seem a surprising

place to find reds, yet pinot noir is a major variety here, and has been for over a

thousand years.

Marcel Orford-Williams
Buyer for Rhône, Southern and regional France & Germany

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

JU1811
C

Vin de Savoie, Mondeuse Terres Rouges, Jean-François
Quénard 2020
Refreshing, full-flavoured Alpine dry red, packed with robust,

ripe fruit but only moderate alcoholic strength. Delicious with

charcuterie or hard cheese. Drink now to 2026. 12%

£14.50 £174.00

AL16431
C

Moselle ‘Les Hautes-Bassières’ Pinot Noir, Château de
Vaux 2020
This pinot noir from north-east France is deep in colour, with

the alluring scent of ripe black fruits, a sprinkling of spice

and a full, fresh palate. Drink now to 2025. 14.5%

£14.95 £179.00

AL15771 Pinot Noir Réserve, Trimbach 2019
Bright cherry-cake fruit with hints of Christmas spice and

smooth, clean palate. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£17.00 £204.00

JU1661 Arbois Rouge, Trousseau, Singulier, Domaine Tissot,
2019
This unusual, very pale Jura red has a long and persistent

flavour with hints of ripe cherry and strawberry, plus pure,

clean lines and creamy, well-balanced tannins. Perfect with

poultry, pork or cheese. Drink now to 2027. 14%

£30.00 £360.00

AUSTRIA: RED
Austria is a source of vibrant and lifted wines which offer quality and wonderful

drinkability. Native grapes include zweigelt, blaufränkisch and St Laurent, all of which

are represented here. Recent vintages have been good for Austria, with 2019 being a

stand-out. These wines are juicy, friendly and vibrant and all about charm and

drinkability.

Freddy Bulmer
Buyer for New Zealand, Australia, Austria, Eastern Europe & Beer

AA3161
E

Stift Klosterneuburg St Laurent 2019
From Austria’s oldest winery, founded in 1114, the native St

Laurent grape has here been made into a beautifully juicy

and sour-cherry laden wine with up-front fruit, medium body

and notes of tobacco leaf. 13%

£8.50 £102.00
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AA3151
E

Familie Mantler Zweigelt 2019
Packed with deliciously juicy, bright red-fruit flavours. A

previous vintage of this attractive Austrian red was released

as Bin #002 of our Bin Series range. 13.5%

£8.95 £107.00

AA3821 Hans Igler Classic Blaufränkisch 2020
A generous medium-bodied and refreshing example of

Austria’s blaufränkisch grape from one of the Bergerland

region’s pioneering wineries. This shows redcurrant and

blackberry fruit and a classically Austrain piney note. 13.5%

£9.95 £119.00

AA3801
C E

Pittnauer Pitti Red, Burgenland 2020
A red which really evokes a smile, this is an energetic, lifted

wine which shows Austria’s hallmark freshness, along with

cherry and raspberry flavours and a lovely underlying note

of sweet spice. This is a connoisseur’s party red. Drink now

to 2025. 12.5%

£10.50 £126.00

AA3091
E

Geyerhof StockWerk Zweigelt, Kremstal 2018
Vivid, fresh and joyful zweigelt, with notes of raspberry

preserve, cherry, crushed strawberries and a hint of violet.

Drink this year. 12.5%

£12.95 £155.00

GERMANY: RED
GE14351 Dornfelder Trocken, Anselmann 2020

A German original, with deep violet colour and a bright, ripe,

forthright fruitiness. This comes from the Palatinate and is full

and ripe with little tannin. The perfect sausage-and-mash

red. 14%

£8.95 £107.00

GE15121
C

Spätburgunder, Markgräflerland, Martin Wassmer 2019
A fine-grained pinot noir from Baden in southern Germany,

with sweet, ripe bitter-cherry fruit and great length, this is a

true bargain for lovers of fine pinot and is outstanding in

2019. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

£14.50 £174.00

GE14981 Trollinger Fellbacher Alte Reben, Aldinger 2020
This late-ripening Tyrolean variety comes from old vines and

was aged in barrel. Pale and plummy with a touch of

strawberry fruit, oak and spice. Drink a little cool over the

next couple of years. Drink now to 2026. 12.5%

£16.00 £192.00

GE15031
E

NEW Spätburgunder, Tradition, Künstler 2019
Germany is the third largest producer of Burgundy’s iconic

grape, pinot noir, and, partly thanks to climate change, the

wines are getting better and better. Gunter Künstler is one

of the star growers and this is ripe tasting, juicy and round.

Gorgeous! Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£17.00 £204.00
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GE13991 Hanweiler Berg Lemberger, Aldinger 2018
A dark, fruity German red from lemberger grapes grown on

iron-rich soil which suits the variety, the blaufränkisch of

Austria, well. A wine of real personality with the fruit and

strength to match venison or well-marinated meat dishes,

this tastes ripe and long. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£21.50 £258.00

GE14901 NEW Spätburgunder Jechtinger Eichert VDP Ortswein,
Weingut Bercher 2018
German pinot noir from a top estate in Baden and in a top

vintage, this has great depth of flavour and wonderfully

scented fruit. Drink now to 2028. 13%

£25.00 £300.00

GREECE, HUNGARY & EASTERN EUROPE: RED
Greece’s native xinomavro continues to impress, especially from member favourite

Apostolos Thymiopoulos. Bulgaria is currently bursting with bargains and an

increasingly good source of delicious and superb-value wines.

HU1691
E

Pinot Noir, Ostoros 2020
Top-value Hungarian red that has surprised and delighted

members since we introduced it several vintages ago. Don’t

expect Gevrey-Chambertin but do expect lashings of juicy

red-berry and bramble aromas and an effortlessly enjoyable

glass of wine. 13%

£6.95 £83.00

GR2461
G

Mitravelas ‘Red on Black’ Agiorgitiko 2021
A generous fruit-forward agiorgitiko from Nemea that’s

bursting with red fruits and violets on the nose, with a

supple, spicy palate. A perfect anyday wine and a winner

with pizza or summer BBQs. 14%

£7.25 £87.00

HU1701
E

Kékfrankos, Ostoros 2020
Bright, crunchy, peppery kékfrankos from the Eger PDO just

north-east of Budapest that is brimming with redcurrant and

cherry fruit and distinct white-pepper and spice finish.

Deliciously uncomplicated summer drinking from Hungary,

and only 11.5% alcohol! 11.5%

£7.25 £87.00

BG441
E

Bulgarian Heritage Mavrud, Via Vinera 2019
Mavrud is a grape native to Bulgaria which produces full-

bodied reds and this is a prime example, with fresh and juicy

black-cherry, blackcurrant and truffle notes, backed up with

a savoury hint of pepper. Perfect for hearty food. 14.5%

£8.50 £102.00

BG451 Bononia Estate Gamza 2020
Gamza is a red wine grape from Bulgaria which makes fresh,

supple and light red wines. This great-value example has

attractive strawberry and raspberry fruit aromas, very little

tannin and silky freshness. Perfumed, slightly floral and

nicely balanced. 14%

£8.50 £102.00
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BG461
E

NEW Rubin, Villa Melnik 2019
Rubin is an extremely rare Bulgarian grape which was

created in the mid-20th century by crossing nebbiolo and

syrah. This delicious and affordable example from the

superb Villa Melnik shows the grape in an attractive, full-

bodied and juicy style, with peppery notes and lovely

morello cherry aromas. Simple but charming. 14%

£9.50 £114.00

TU211 Öküzgözü-Boğazkere, Vinkara 2019
Juicy, full red wine from Vinkara winery in the heart of

Turkey. A blend of two rare indigenous grapes which give

dark cherry and chocolate flavours, with concentration and

freshness. 12.5%

£9.50 £114.00

GR2251 Xinomavro Jeunes Vignes, Thymiopoulos 2020
Pure, bright and juicy xinomavro bursting with red fruits,

sundried tomato and herbaceous undertones. The 2020 of

this ever-popular Greek red is supple and juicy and a

welcome introduction to the highly rated xinomavro grape.

Best served lightly chilled. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£11.95 £143.00

GR2451 Saint George Nemea Agiorgitiko, Skouras 2020
Full-bodied, sweetly-fruited and aromatic agiorgitiko from

George Skouras, a master of the grape, whose careful use

of oak provides added richness and spice complexity. Drink

now to 2024. 14.5%

£11.95 £143.00

GR2231 Xinomavro Naoussea, Ktima Foundi 2017
Traditional Naoussa xinomavro from the Ramnista sub-

region, an area famed for wines with high acidity and plenty

of structure. 2017 was an outstanding vintage showing

wonderful density of cherry and redcurrant fruit alongside

mouthcoating, fine-grained tannins and Oriental spices.

Approachable now but will age brilliantly. Drink now to

2030. 13%

£14.50 £174.00

RO241 Novac Sec, Prince Ştirbey 2017
The only producer of this Romanian grape, a cross of local

negru with saperavi. Ripe but fresh with juicy red-fruit

flavours and a note of spice and pepper. Drink now to 2025.

13.5%

£14.50 £174.00

HU1521 Kékfrankos Reserve, Heumann 2016
Rich, warming and generous kékfrankos from Villany, one of

Hungary’s finest regions for red wines. Brimming with dense

dark cherry, plums and sweet cedar, with ripe yet structured

tannins. Drink now to 2024. 14.5%

£16.00 £192.00
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ITALY: RED
Italians delight in individuality so it is no surprise that the country boasts more grape

varieties than any other; but it is only fairly recently that producers have fully revealed

the best their local grapes can do. We celebrate these in our selection because they,

rather than wines from international varieties available everywhere else, are Italy’s

trump cards.

Sarah Knowles MW
Buyer for Italy, Champagne, North America & Spirits

SOUTH: ABRUZZO, BASILICATA, MOLISE, PUGLIA & SICILY
We have found great flavours and value in south Italy and the islands, and I am

delighted your purchases show that you agree.

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

IT31231
E

Sangiovese-Primitivo Cielo Via Mare, Puglia 2020
A curious blend of sangiovese and primitivo from the heel of

Italy, Puglia, that has created a good anyday red that has

great freshness from the sangiovese, and ripe black-cherry

notes from the primitivo. 12.5%

£6.25 £75.00

IT32411
G

The Society’s Montepulciano d’Abruzzo 2020
This much-loved Montepulciano’s ripe cherry and strawberry

perfume leaps out of the glass, while the palate has a pure

fruit richness and refreshing finish. 13.5%

£7.50 £90.00

IT33541
C

Feudo Arancio Nero d’Avola 2020
Pure blackberry and raspberry-fruit driven, soft, balanced

Sicilian red that is perfect with or without food. 13%

£7.50 £90.00

IT30371
E

Nero d’Avola La Ferla, Sicilia 2019
Nero d’Avola retains great freshness despite the long

Sicilian summer days. This juicy red has a soft, full mouthfeel

with cherry and plum flavours. 13%

£7.95 £95.00

IT30491 Biferno Rosso Riserva, Palladino 2017
This small DOC wine is a blend of montepulciano, aglianico

and trebbiano traditionally grown in Molise, south of

Abruzzo. This combination has created a cherry-scented,

rich wine with the aglianico adding some blackberry notes. It

has spent 18 months in large oak barrels, giving a touch of

vanilla on the finish. 13%

£8.50 £102.00

IT32061
E

Tarantino Primitivo Segnavento, Pervini 2019
Primitivo is a great Italian anyday red grape variety creating

a wine here that has juicy blackberry fruit, a medium body

and refreshing finish. This is a good option with or without

food. 13.5%

£8.50 £102.00
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IT32961
G

Montepulciano d’Abruzzo, Vigna Corvino 2020
Rocco Pasetti makes the most attractive example we know

of this wine, bursting with gutsy ripe cherry and redcurrant

with plenty of spice on the finish. 13%

£8.50 £102.00

IT33281
C

The Society’s Sicilian Reserve Red 2018
Smooth, generous and fragrant red from Sicily’s nero

d’Avola grape. This has been extremely popular since we

introduced it because it hits the spot and is great value.

13.5%

£8.50 £102.00

IT33921
C

Salice Salentino Riserva, Vallone 2019
The bush-trained negroamaro vines on Vallone’s San

Pancrazio vineyard in Italy’s heel produce intensely

flavoured grapes. This Riserva has had time in large old oak

to soften and has generous blackcurrant fruit and a full

body. 13.5%

£8.50 £102.00

IT30821 Brindisi Rosso Vigna Flaminio, Vallone 2018
Blackberry and cherry on the nose, made from carefully

tended negroamaro (80%) and malvasia nera bush vines on

Vallone’s Flaminio estate. A brilliantly balanced juicy red that

retains freshness, and despite the warm region has relatively

moderate alcohol. 13%

£8.95 £107.00

IT32111 Rosso Piceno, Tenute Pieralisi 2018
Rosso Piceno tends to slip under the radar but can provide

great value, as here with appetising juicy red fruit with lovely

spice and leather notes. 13%

£8.95 £107.00

IT34281
C

Aglianico del Vulture, Le Ralle 2019
Aglianico grown on these volcanic slopes develops a

perfumed nose of fig and black-cherry fruit, black pepper,

tobacco and violets, leading to a medium-bodied wine with

firm tannins and a long finish. 13%

£8.95 £107.00

IT31971 Cirò Rosso Gaglioppo, Santa Venere 2019
Brilliant fruity Calabrian red from gaglioppo grapes, grown

organically and overlooking the sea. Well structured with

bramble, red-cherry and leather notes and a refreshing

finish. Drink this year and next. 13.5%

£10.50 £126.00

IT33851 Frappato, Terre Sicilia, Mandrarossa 2021
This pretty, perfumed, light red comes from vineyards close

to the sea near Menfi, in the south of Sicily, and stands out

for its fresh floral bouquet with wild raspberry on the fruity

palate. Drink this year and next. 13%

£10.50 £126.00

IT32151
C

Primitivo di Manduria Archidamo 2019
From bush vines in the heart of primitivo (aka zinfandel)

country near Manduria in the Salentino peninsula of Puglia,

this is ripe deep-flavoured black cherry and liquorice-

scented primitivo is balanced by a judicious amount of oak

ageing. Drink now to 2024. 14%

£11.50 £138.00
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IT32631 Santa Tresa, Cerasuolo di Vittoria 2018
A great blend of 60% nero d’Avola, 15% of which was

allowed to raisin naturally on the vine to intensify the

Morello-cherry and raspberry flavours, with 40% frappato

which adds freshness and spice to this well-balanced

Sicilian red. Drink now to 2026. 14%

£11.50 £138.00

IT33181
C

Aglianico del Vulture Armànd, Alovini 2019
Fine, ripe black-cherry and blackberry fruit, with flint notes,

spice and leather, this distinctive Southern red has the

potential to age well. Enjoy in a large glass to allow the

perfume to develop. Drink now to 2029. 14%

£13.50 £162.00

IT34521
C

Pietradolce Etna Rosso 2020
Made from 100% nero mascalese grown at 800m on the

northern slopes of Mount Etna, this is a wild wine. Elegant,

tart and scented, it has great poise and energy. Wild

strawberry, floral, wet-stone and sour-cherry flavours, are

lifted by the bright acidity on this light-bodied delicate

Sicilian red. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£20.00 £240.00

IT32831 Taurasi, Feudi di San Gregorio 2016
The DOCG of Taurasi is in the province of Avellino in

Campania, on volcanic soils where aglianico vines thrive

and, albeit slightly under the radar, can create some of Italy’s

finest red wines. Here the flavours of violets, blackcurrant

and liquorice are complex and last well on the balsamic,

lifted finish. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£21.00 £252.00

CENTRAL ITALY
Central Italy is home to one of the country’s very finest red grapes; sangiovese. The
classic regions of Chianti have also never looked so good, with the 2017s and 2018s
showing well and the emerging 2019s seem to promise very exciting things to come.

IT32511 Chianti, Cerro del Masso 2019
Made by Alberto Antonini at Poggiotondo, from selected

grapes from surrounding growers. Red-cherry and

cranberry-scented this is a classic medium-bodied

refreshing Chianti that would be wonderful with salami or a

good pizza. 13.5%

£9.50 £114.00

IT33501
C

The Society’s Chianti Rùfina 2019
A great-value Chianti. Perfumed and pure with violet,

strawberry, cherry and red-apple notes, a medium-bodied,

fresh palate and gentle red-fruited and vanilla finish. This is

made especially for us by the Grati family in the cooler sub-

region of Rùfina. 13%

£9.50 £114.00

IT33061 Foresco Umbria, Barberani 2019
Generous, warm-flavoured red and a great alternative to

pricier supertuscans. A well-judged blend of 80%

sangiovese with 10% each merlot and cabernet sauvignon

with plum, leather and bramble fruit held by structured

tannins and refreshing acidity. 12.5%

£9.95 £119.00
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IT31511
C

Chianti, Poggiotondo 2019
A vibrant, full and fruity Chianti made by Alberto Antonini,

one of Italy’s brightest winemakers, from organically

cultivated vines on his family estate. Drink now to 2024.

13.5%

£10.95 £131.00

IT33321
C

Chianti Rùfina, Frascole 2019
Enrico and Elisa Lippi are both trained agronomists and look

after their organic vineyards with scrupulous care. Rùfina is a

cooler sub region of Chianti as most of the plantings are at

higher elevation, which in this great year has produced a

beautifully perfumed red, with cherry, violets, and redcurrant

notes. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

£12.50 £150.00

IT31111 Montefalco Rosso, Scacciadiavoli 2018
A great blend of sangiovese with 15% sagrantino and 25%

merlot, creating a medium-bodied, refreshing red, with sour

red-cherry, wild floral notes and a balanced soft finish. Drink

now to 2025. 14.5%

£12.95 £155.00

IT34481
C

Chianti Classico, Castello La Leccia 2019
Succulent sangiovese from organically grown grapes in a

splendid site at Castellina, looking south towards the

beautiful city of Siena. This Chianti Classico is perfumed with

cherry and dried cranberries, with a medium body, tart red

fruit and balsamic spice, balanced by fine tannins. Drink now

to 2026. 14%

£13.50 £162.00

IT33101 Morellino di Scansano, Podere 414 2019
Generously flavoured spicy red with the balance and

structure to age well. From a husband-and-wife team who

cultivate organically this is sangiovese, with touches of

ciliegiolo, colorino, alicante and syrah. It offers red-berry

fruit, cedar framing and a long silky finish. Drink now to

2026. 14.5%

£16.00 £192.00

IT30841 Vino Nobile di Montepulciano, Contucci 2016
With violet perfume and spicy, naturally sweet but gentle

flavour after careful ageing in large traditional barrels, this is

a true Vino Nobile from a distinguished cellar in the heart of

the town. Drink now to 2026. 14%

£19.00 £228.00

IT32451 Rosso di Montalcino, Canalicchio di Sopra 2019
Hailing from the famous Tuscan town of Montalcino, this

rosso has great charm, with crunchy cherry and tart red-

berry flavours, firm but balanced tannins and energy. Pure

youthful sangiovese with great poise. Drink now to 2024.

14.5%

£20.00 £240.00

IT32791
C

Chianti Classico, Filetta di Lamole 2018
The terraced organic vines of Filetta, one of the original and

highest sites of Chianti Classico at 600 metres, produces

wine of rare fragrance and finesse and well-balanced silky

flavour. Drink now to 2028. 14%

£21.00 £252.00
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IT33831
C

Chianti Classico, Isole e Olena 2019
Classic Chianti Classico from Paolo de Marchi’s outstanding

estate in a great Tuscan vintage. This great sangiovese has

complexity and a guarded power which benefits from

decanting allowing the perfume to develop. Drink now to

2029. 14.5%

£21.00 £252.00

NORTH-EAST: TRENTO & VENETO
Properly made Valpolicella is one of Italy’s most charming and likeable reds with
welcoming floral bouquet, lowish tannin and fresh appetising fruit.

IT33341
E

Baccolo Appassimento Rosso Veneto 2020
This popular Veneto red’s juicy opulent style is achieved by

partial natural air-drying of the grapes (a mix of merlot and

corvina) to add richness. Black cherry and leather on the

nose, with more spice developing on the palate and finish.

13.5%

£7.25 £87.00

IT31911 Teroldego Rotaliano Riserva, Castel Firmian 2018
These teroldego vines are from beautifully trellised

vineyards in the foothills of the Dolomites, where fresh,

cleansing breezes and cool nights capture the fruit aromas

beautifully. This has had some time in large oak barrels,

softening the tannins and concentrating the sour blackberry,

cherry and vanilla flavours. 13%

£9.50 £114.00

IT32851 The Society’s Valpolicella Ripasso Superiore 2019
Full-bodied blueberry and cherry-scented ripasso – where

the wine has been ‘passed over’ the dried grapes that were

used in the production of Amarone, adding richness and

depth to this vibrant leather-spiced Valpolicella. Drink now

to 2025. 13.5%

£10.50 £126.00

IT34231
C

Valpolicella, Coffele 2021
This charming light-bodied, berry-fruited, fresh Valpolicella

has real fragrance and a touch of white-pepper spice on the

refreshing finish. Drink this year and next. 12%

£10.95 £131.00

IT32891
E

Valpolicella, Allegrini 2020
Intense cherry and red-fruit character with soft edges and a

juicy style. A perfect pizza wine bursting with character and

charm. Drink this year and next. 13%

Halves available see page 149.

£11.95 £143.00

IT31631 Valpolicella Ripasso Superiore Capitel San Rocco,
Tedeschi 2018
Ripasso styles can really offer the best of both worlds,

retaining freshness and cherry fruit from the corvina grape,

but gaining a little more depth, weight and complexity from

the Amarone grape skins that the wine has been ‘passed

over’. Drink now to 2026. 14.5%

£16.00 £192.00
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IT31501 Amarone della Valpolicella Corte Giara, Allegrini 2018
Classic Amarone, full-bodied rich and concentrated with

Black Forest cherry and mocha notes that linger on the long

finish. Delicious paired with rich foods, it really opens up if

decanted an hour or so before being enjoyed. Drink now to

2025. 15%

£27.00 £324.00

NORTH-WEST: PIEDMONT
Helped by an unprecedented run of good vintages and a generation of young

motivated growers, Piedmont has become one of the most fascinating wine regions in

the world.

IT34291
C

Barbera del Piemonte, Amonte 2021
Good intensity of cherry and redcurrant berries with a

medium to light body and a refreshing finish. This would pair

well with arrabiata pasta or pizza with nduja or a glug of chilli

oil. 13%

£6.95 £83.00

Enjoy free name-the-day delivery
Delivery is free of charge to any one address in the UK for 
orders of:

at least 12 bottles 

or

£75 or more in value

You can of course order as little as you like, but please note 
that smaller orders will incur a delivery charge of £5.

For more information about Society delivery options and 
charges, please see our Delivery & Collection page.

thewinesociety.com/delivery

Scan for more info
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IT31941 The Society’s Barbera d’Asti Superiore 2019
This barbera is from the beautiful Cascinone vineyard in

Piedmont. Bursting with ripe juicy red fruit, this medium-

bodied red has had time in large old oak casks, softening

the tannins. This is a perfect pizza or pasta wine as many

think that barbera is one of the grapes that most suits

tomato sauces. 14.5%

£7.95 £95.00

IT26671 Bricco Rosso Suagnà Langhe Rosso 2013
A clever mix of 60% dolcetto with 40% nebbiolo, combining

the former’s fruit with the latter’s class. A great-value

Piedmontese red that’s proved a big hit with members. 13%

£8.95 £107.00

IT32141 Dogliani, Luigi Einaudi 2020
Dogliani is the Italian home of the dolcetto grape. Its wild-

strawberry and red-cherry fruit, fresh medium-bodied style

and hint of graphite on the finish make it a near-perfect

pizza wine. Drink this year and next. 13.5%

£11.95 £143.00

IT33011
C

The Society’s Exhibition Langhe Nebbiolo 2019
Enrico Dellapiano makes this exclusive nebbiolo for us from

young vines in otherwise entirely Barbaresco-certified

vineyards. It is aged for 12 months in large oak barrels

before release, creating an elegant wine with an incredible

perfume of rose, violets and cherries with spice developing

on the tart red-fruited palate. Drink now to 2025. 14%

£13.95 £167.00

IT33121
C

Barbera d’Alba, Poderi Colla 2019
The cherry, cranberry and balsamic perfume entices before

the sappy structure and freshness hit the palate, balancing

the ripe red fruit of this charming barbera from the Colla

family. Drink now to 2024. 14%

£14.95 £179.00

IT34901 Poderi Luigi Einaudi Langhe Nebbiolo 2021
These grapes come from vineyards in Neive and Cuneo and

the wine is aged for seven months in large old oak to soften

it before release, creating a lovely red-apple, rose-scented

and spiced nebbiolo. Drink now to 2026. 14%

£16.00 £192.00

IT32261 Barbaresco, Rizzi 2018
Coming from vines facing south and south-west, this

nebbiolo is able to ripen well, leading to a fragrant, spicy,

sweet-cherry Barbaresco with a light touch. 2018 was a

good vintage in Piedmont, and while this is attractive in its

youth, there is no rush. Drink now to 2028. 15%

£24.00 £288.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

IT33621
C

The Society’s Exhibition Barolo 2018
Silvano Bolmida’s wine comes from the great Bussia

vineyard in the heart of Barolo. He described the 2018

vintage as a ‘classic’ one, not too hot, with some frost at the

start and a little rain at the finish that needed managing in

the vineyard. It has created a very pretty, balanced and

approachable cherry-scented barolo. Drink now to 2028.

14.5%

£27.00 £324.00

IT33671 NEW Barolo Coste di Rose Bric Cenciurio 2016
Coste di Rose, located in the Comune di Barolo, produces

wines with great floral character and a refreshing salinity.

Here, in a great vintage, the wine needs a little air to open

up, but has poise and elegance with cherry, rose, violet and

salted-liquorice flavours lasting well on the perfumed finish.

Drink now to 2031. 14.5%

£39.00 £468.00

PORTUGAL: RED
A mini tour of Portugal (and you’ll now find plenty more online) to give you a taste of

its glorious variety of unique flavours.

Joanna Locke MW
Buyer for Loire, Alsace, Portugal & South Africa

PW9351
C

The Society’s Portuguese Red, Penı́nsula de Setúbal
2021
From family-owned Casa Ermelinda Freitas, and the sandy

soils of Setúbal, south-east of Lisbon, this friendly red

combines local grape castelão, which is all juicy red fruits,

with a little alicante bouschet which brings darker black fruit

and fleshiness. 13.5%

£5.95 £71.00

PW9221 Adega de Redondo Real Lavrador, Alentejano 2020
This is a versatile, easy-drinking red from the warmth of the

Alentejo, with brambly fruit, to drink on its own or to

complement simple, everyday dishes. 13.5%

£6.25 £75.00

PW8591 Old Vines in Young Hands Tinto 2019
A fragrant easy-drinking blend of typical Douro grapes from

old vineyards set on the valley’s steep slopes. 13%

£6.50 £78.00

PW9231
C

Lagoalva, Tejo 2020
From an historic estate just north of Lisbon, this is a juicy

blend of two of Portugal’s most important red grapes:

castelão for roundness and savoury fruit, and touriga

nacional for perfume, structure and colour, complemented

by a little oak spice. 13.5%

£8.50 £102.00
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PW9301
C

Casa Santos Lima ’Al-Ria’ Tinto, Algarve 2020
Deep in colour, rich in flavour, with the oak a little less

evident in this new vintage, and with a fresh crunch to the

ripe cassis and blue fruit. 14.5%

£8.50 £102.00

PW8651 Carlos Lucas Ribeiro Santo, Dão 2020
Deep in colour, with fresh dark fruit, all unoaked to allow the

Dão region’s typical local grapes to display their herb-

infused aromas and clean lines. 13%

£8.95 £107.00

PW8721
C E

Esporão Monte Velho Tinto, Alentejano 2020
Deep blue-black hue and fragrant, warm supple dark fruits

make this both accessible and moreish anytime drinking.

13.5%

£8.95 £107.00

PW8431 Crasto, Douro 2019
Youthful blend of Douro grape varieties, with dark brambly

fruit and a rich, ripe palate. Glides perfectly from main

course to cheese. Drink now to 2024. 14%

£10.50 £126.00

PW9311
C

Vadio, Bairrada 2018
Elegant Bairrada from a small family-owned estate, where

the local baga grape is tamed to deliver floral fragrance with

fresh cherry and savoury fruit and finely honed tannins. Drink

now to 2028. 12.5%

£13.95 £167.00

PW9111 The Society’s Exhibition Douro 2019
Sweet, plush and fragrant, with Quinta do Vale Meão’s

typical fragrance and elegance backed by Douro structure.

Drink now to 2029. 14%

£14.95 £179.00

SPAIN: RED
Blessed with characterful local grapes, mature vineyards (many being rediscovered

by canny producers) and much-improved winemaking, Spain is a hotbed of authentic,

distinctive wines with individuality and flair. What’s more, value for money is

extraordinary. Spain is the master at delivering quality from as little as £5.95, and

further up the ladder the country’s fine wines overdeliver at prices that are difficult to

compete with.

Pierre Mansour
Director of Wine and Buyer for Spain & Lebanon

NAVARRA & CALATAYUD
Neighbouring Rioja, these regions are producing some of the most exciting,

innovative wines in Spain, in particular from garnacha, tempranillo and graciano

grapes. Fantastic value here.

SP16951
E

Sabina Tempranillo, Navarra 2020
Joyful, fruity and ever so easy to drink, it’s no wonder this is

one of our members’ favourite Spanish reds. 14%

£5.95 £71.00
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SP16261
E

Cruz de Piedra Garnacha, Calatayud 2019
This popular, punchy and plump garnacha is deeply

coloured, full, rich and very satisfying indeed for the price.

14.5%

£6.75 £81.00

SP16981 Viña Zorzal Garnacha, Navarra 2020
A fresh garnacha from next door to Rioja, with bags of

charm, red-berry fruit, plump texture and modest weight.

13.5%

£7.95 £95.00

SP16431 Viña Zorzal Graciano, Navarra 2019
A fresh and brightly fruity Spanish red made from the

graciano grape in the Sanz family vineyards in Navarra.

13.5%

£8.95 £107.00

SP16781 Salvaje del Moncayo Garnacha 2019
A light-bodied Spanish garnacha which is floral, fragrant and

smooth. This easy-drinking style is versatile to drink on its

own or with food. 14%

£8.95 £107.00

SP15921 Papa Luna Garnacha-Syrah-Mazuelo, Calatayud 2018
A big, rich, peppery blend which is both plump and very

satisfying. 15%

£9.50 £114.00

SP16891 Cuevas de Arom As Ladieras Garnacha, Campo de Borja
2018
From rising star Fernando Mora who is a master of garnacha

in Spain. Fragrant and classy, a more delicate expression of

garnacha which we adore, with sweet fruit and fine tannins.

Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£16.50 £198.00

SP17261 Cuevas de Arom Os Cantals Garnacha, Campo de Borja
2018
From Fernando Mora who is shaking up the scene in Spain

with his wonderful, elegant garnachas that have depth,

richness and freshness. The 2018 of this single vineyard is

fleshy, herby and beautifully refined. Drink now to 2029. 14%

£32.00 £384.00

GALICIA
SP17691 Pago de Valdoneje Mencı́a, Bierzo 2020

Spain’s mencı́a grape has lovely red-fruit perfume. From

Bierzo in Galicia, this is ‘cool climate’ Spanish viticulture

unmasked by any oak. Soft-textured with ripe tannins and

bright red fruit. 14%

£8.95 £107.00

SP17621 Luna Beberide Mencı́a, Bierzo 2021
Unoaked Spanish red from Bierzo in the north-west. Mencı́a

is the grape and makes a fruity, plump and joyful style of

wine. 14%

£9.50 £114.00
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ALONG THE DUERO & THE MESETA: CASTILLA Y LEON &
RIBERA DEL DUERO
In great demand in Spain, Ribera del Duero wines are marked by their velvety
intensity.

Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

SP16381A1 Finca Muñoz Coleccion de la Familia Tempranillo 2018
A bold, modern Spanish red which is punchy, full-bodied

and oaky. This has rich red fruit and chunky tannins. 14%

£8.50 £102.00

SP17491 NEW Vina Mayor Roble, Ribera del Duero 2020
A lively, fruity and fragrant tempranillo from Spain’s Ribera

del Duero which makes reds which are chunky and

structured. This spends three months in oak which adds a

spicy note to the red-fruit flavour. 14%

£9.95 £119.00

SP16791 Cepa Gavilán Crianza, Ribera del Duero 2018
A big, bold Spanish red from Ribera del Duero, the highly

regarded region near Valladolid. This is intensely oaky but

with layers of dark fruit and spice to support. Drink now to

2024. 14.5%

£12.95 £155.00

SP17231
C

Momo Vendimia Seleccionada, Ribera del Duero 2018
An intense and smoky Ribera del Duero, one of Spain’s best

areas for reds. This is round, plump and well balanced. Drink

now to 2025. 14.5%

£13.50 £162.00

SP17071 Secreto, Ribera del Duero 2018
A beautifully crafted Spanish red from Ribera del Duero,

famous for its fine, intense wines from tinta del pais (aka

tempranillo). Secreto is layered with blueberry fruit and ripe

tannins. Drink now to 2026. 14%

£17.50 £210.00

SP17041 Bóhorquez Reserva, Ribera del Duero 2011
An excellent, classically styled Spanish red from this leading

fine wine region and a small property that members have

followed eagerly for several years. Round and rich with

smoky, tobacco flavour and wonderful harmony. Drink now

to 2027. 14%

£23.00 £276.00

BESIDE THE MEDITERRANEAN: CATALUNYA, YECLA AND
JUMILLA
These warm vineyards are the source of some of Spain’s roundest and fruitiest reds.
Lots of pleasure to plunder here.

SP16941
E

The Society’s Southern Spanish Red, Jumilla 2020
Deep in colour, with blackberry flavour and a touch of spice,

this inexpensive red really overdelivers on flavour. It comes

from old monastrell vines in Jumilla, near Alicante on the

Mediterranean coast. 14%

£5.95 £71.00

SP16401 Parcelas Ecológico Monastrell, Yecla 2019
Ecológico means organic, which is how this parcel of

Spanish monastrell (aka mourvèdre) is managed. This is full-

bodied and concentrated with generous black fruit and

spice flavours. 14%

£7.95 £95.00
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SP16751 Altolandon Bobal, Manchuela 2019
The new vintage of the original Bin #001, this Spanish red

comes from vineyards planted at high altitude near Valencia.

The grape is bobal and it has spicy, wild personality, deep in

colour with bright, succulent fruit. 14%

£8.95 £107.00

SP17021 Pepe Mendoza Mares de Luz Monastrell Giro, Alicante 2019
A fruity and peppery southern Spanish red from vineyards in

Alicante. The monastrell grape endows a blackberry

richness and peppery notes backed by the succulence of

giro (the local name for garnacha). 14%

£9.95 £119.00

SP17511 NEW Tocat de L’Ala Garnatxa Sirà, Empordà 2018
A bold, dense and satisfying blend of garnacha, syrah and

samsó (aka carignan) from northern Catalunya on the border

between Spain and France. This is a wonderful,

Mediterranean-style Spanish red. Drink this year and next.

14.5%

£11.50 £138.00

SP17711
C

Vilosell, Costers del Segre 2019
A flashy, polished Spanish red made by top winemaker

Tomàs Cusiné. This powerful tempranillo-syrah blend from

his vineyards in Catalunya has ripe blueberry fruit, oak spice

and wonderful structure. 14.5%

£11.50 £138.00

SP16661 Lectores Vini Classic, Priorat 2019
From a young winemaker, Fredi Torres, this excellent wine

comes from Priorat, a Spanish fine wine region known for its

concentrated and powerful reds. This is floral, peppery and,

indeed, powerful. Drink now to 2024. 14.5%

£23.00 £276.00

RIOJA
The fine-wine capital of Spain, renowned for its graceful, stylish wines made

predominantly from tempranillo and garnacha. Find out more about this beautiful

region on our Learn and Discover pages online.

SP16701 Bodegas Medievo Crianza, Rioja 2018
A well-made, cedary Rioja which has delightful fruity flavour

and a touch of oak. Terrific value for money. 13.5%

£8.50 £102.00

SP16841 Casa La Rad Solarce, Rioja 2019
This is exactly what modern, gorgeous Rioja is all about. A

full, plump and generously fruity red from a new young team

who own vineyards in the southern part of the region. 14%

£8.50 £102.00

SP17451 The Society’s Rioja Crianza 2018
A smooth, fleshy and oaky Rioja, made in the traditional style

from tempranillo aged in American and French oak. 14%

£8.50 £102.00

SP16361 Navajas Crianza, Rioja 2016
This smooth, plump Rioja is a members’ favourite, vintage

after vintage. We love its combination of vanilla-infused

flavour from high-quality oak and vibrant red-fruit notes. 13.5%

£8.95 £107.00
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SP17441 Glorioso Crianza, Rioja 2018
12 months’ ageing in French oak has enhanced this

contemporary expression of Rioja. It is toasty, plump and

fruity. 14%

£9.50 £114.00

SP17031 Bodegas Murua Aclys Crianza, Rioja 2018
Murua own some of Rioja’s finest vineyards yet remain

relatively unknown here in the UK. Next door to famous

Riscal, their crianza is full, rich and perfumed. 14.5%

£9.95 £119.00

SP17541 Lopez de Haro Edicion Limitada, Rioja 2019
A classically styled Rioja from the young team at Lopez de

Haro who have fine vineyards in San Vicente de Sonsierra.

This spicy and plump Rioja, mostly tempranillo with a touch

of mazuelo, is aged for 14 months and is intense and

complete. 14%

£9.95 £119.00

SP17431 Glorioso Reserva, Rioja 2017
A dense and rich Rioja reserva with wonderful mocha and

red-berry flavour from high-quality tempranillo grapes aged

in French oak. Drink now to 2025. 14%

£11.95 £143.00

SP17211 El Pacto, Rioja 2019
A crianza in all but name, having been aged for over a year

in barrel, this modern style is a creamy, full-bodied and spicy

red which is a joy to drink. Drink now to 2024. 14%

£12.50 £150.00

SP17241 López de Heredia, Viña Cubillo Crianza, Rioja 2013
Mellow, leathery crianza which has had extra age (it could

qualify as a reserva), from this legendary bodega in Haro.

This is subtle, fine and silky, traditional-style Rioja. Drink now

to 2025. 13.5%

£15.50 £186.00

SP17221
C

The Society’s Exhibition Rioja Reserva 2017
A smooth and exotic Exhibition-label bottling from La Rioja

Alta. The 2017 is more powerful and concentrated than

previous vintages yet retains the spicy, oaky quality of this

traditional-style Rioja made from long ageing in American

oak barrels. Drink now to 2025. 14.5%

£16.00 £192.00

SP17281 Muga Reserva, Rioja 2018
A stunning Rioja reserva from the highly talented Muga

family. This is deep in colour, full in body and rich in flavour.

Decant an hour or two before serving to drink now or hold

for several years to mature. Drink now to 2031. 14%

Halves available see page 149.

£16.00 £192.00

SP16221A1 La Rioja Alta Viña Ardanza Reserva, Rioja 2012
Viña Ardanza is aged three years in barrels, then further in

bottle, resulting in a graceful, classically styled, smoky and

smooth Rioja. Drink now to 2025. 14.5%

£25.00 £300.00
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LEBANON: RED
Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

LE1171
E

Massaya Le Colombier, Lebanon 2019
A ripe-flavoured wine made with a third each of cinsault and

grenache with the rest syrah and tempranillo. Fragrantly

spicy, rich and chunky. Drink this year and next. 14.5%

£13.95 £167.00

LE1201 Hochar, Lebanon 2018
This is the second wine of Chateau Musar, made from a

single vineyard planted to cinsault, carignan, cabernet and

grenache. It is an idiosyncratic style that divides opinion but

is compelling, spicy and savoury. Drink now to 2024. 14%

£16.50 £198.00

LE1251
C

Chateau Musar 2016
Members who follow Lebanon’s most famous wine will

adore the new 2016. It is mahogany in colour with excellent

maturity and approachability. Smooth and refined with lovely

sweet fruit and fine tannins. The spicy, exotic flavours are

unmistakably Musar! Drink now to 2033. 14%

£29.00 £348.00

MOROCCO: RED
MO141 Syrah du Maroc ‘Tandem’ Alain Graillot et Thalvin 2019

Alain Graillot is a top grower in the Rhône’s Crozes-

Hermitage region. He also makes this fragrant, gently spiced

and full-flavoured syrah with an excellent estate in Morocco.

Dark and ripe yet elegant, with a hint of raspberry and spice,

luscious and especially rich and ripe in 2019. Drink now to

2025. 13.5%

£13.50 £162.00

SOUTH AFRICA: RED
South Africa is finally getting the recognition it deserves in our view, with a great 2020

vintage in the cellar and a wealth of great wines on offer. This is just a taste of the

infinite variety available in the Cape, from classic names and styles to the trailblazing

newcomers that are proving so popular.

Our range varies over the year, so if you don’t find what you’re looking for here visit

thewinesociety.com for more, including many limited-quantity fine wines.

Joanna Locke MW
Buyer for Loire, Alsace, Portugal & South Africa

SA18191
E

Percheron Old-Vine Cinsault, Western Cape 2021
Light, pure and easy, this is a lovely example of modern

Cape cinsault. With bright cranberry fruit and refreshing,

palate-cleansing acidity, this would be great served cool

with summer barbecues. 13%

£6.95 £83.00
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SA18331
C E

A Fistful of Schist Reserve Shiraz-Cinsault-Mourvèdre,
Swartland 2021
A tasty easy-drinking red of juicy fruit and an irresistible twist

of spice. 13.5%

£6.95 £83.00

SA17821
E

Percheron Shiraz-Mourvèdre, Western Cape 2021
Popular South African blend with floral perfume, enhanced

on the palate by notes of forest fruits, cassis and spice. 14%

£7.50 £90.00

SA17621
E

‘Dirt Track’ Syrah-Cinsault, Swartland 2021
The syrah component is showing its hand more in this new

vintage, with ripe blue fruits lifted by the refreshing red-fruit

profile of cinsault. 13.5%

£7.95 £95.00

SA18611 Vergelegen Estate Shiraz, Stellenbosch 2018
Generous fruit but with some classic spice and pepper

alongside notes of dark chocolate, all underpinned by

velvety texture. 14.5%

£7.95 £95.00

SA17141
E

The Wolftrap, Western Cape 2020
Super reliable, rich and spicy blend of Swartland syrah, with

mourvèdre and a splash of viognier. 14.5%

£8.25 £99.00

SA17001
E

The Society’s Cabernet Sauvignon-Cinsaut Cape
Heritage Blend, Coastal 2018
Made for us by the Boekenhoutskloof team from oak-

matured Stellenbosch cabernet sauvignon refreshed by a

little Swartland cinsaut, this wine represents a Cape tradition

made in a more forward style, with juicy berry fruit. 14%

£8.50 £102.00

SA17151 Villiera Down to Earth Touriga Nacional-Shiraz
Stellenbosch 2019
Ripe and fragrant blend of Portuguese grape touriga

nacional–previously used for fortified wine–and spicy shiraz.

13.5%

£8.50 £102.00

SA17581 Lubanzi Shiraz Grenache Mourvèdre, Coastal 2020
The same impeccable integrity and credentials and

generous juicy fruit delivered in the maiden 2019, here in a

top Cape vintage. 13.5%

£9.95 £119.00

SA17321
E

Painted Wolf ‘Peloton’ Cape Blend, Western Cape 2019
A dark-fruited and savoury Cape Blend, this year with the

essential pinotage complemented by shiraz and durif. Every

bottle contributes to the Painted Wolf team’s wildlife

conservation efforts. Drink this year and next. 13%

£10.50 £126.00
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Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

SA17441 The Society’s Exhibition Pinotage, Stellenbosch 2019
Pinotage is South Africa’s signature grape and arguably

nobody does it better than the historic Kanonkop winery, so

we’re delighted to work with them on this lush, fruit-forward

and spicy example. A great bottle to have on hand for red

meats and roasted vegetable dishes, and will complement

spicier dishes too. Drink now to 2028. 14%

£11.95 £143.00

SA17491
E

Radford Dale ‘Vinum’ Pinotage, Stellenbosch 2020
Pinotage in a lighter, more elegant style, expressing the

pinot noir parent of the grape, ideal served on the cooler

side. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£11.95 £143.00

SA16981 The Liberator ‘God’s Own Country’, Upper Hemel-en-
Aarde Valley 2017
74% syrah, 26% mourvèdre, this is a Rhône-style blend

made for us by the Newton Johnson family from their own

cool-climate fruit in a fine Cape vintage. Drink this year and

next. 13.5%

£13.95 £167.00

SA18151 NEW Delheim Cabernet Sauvignon, Simonsberg-
Stellenbosch 2017
Fine Simonsberg cabernet in a great Cape vintage, just

starting to develop some classic tobacco and graphite notes

to complement its fresh berry fruit and elegantly honed

tannins. Drink this year and next. 14.5%

£13.95 £167.00

SA17241
E

Land of Hope Reserve Pinot Noir, Hemel & Aarde Ridge
2019
Cool-climate pinot with sweet bright fruit and the beginnings

of silkiness on the palate. Made with the help of the Radford

Dale team, it supports a project and Trust started in 2007 to

fund education for their employees’ children. Drink this year

and next. 12.5%

£18.50 £222.00
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AUSTRALIA: RED
Australia is a huge continent that is home to a complex and varied wine offering. Our

range ebbs and flows from one List to the next to try to shine the spotlight on different

regions or grapes. Shiraz, which is at the heart of Australian wine and can reflect

different terroir brilliantly, makes up the core of the current offering.

Freddy Bulmer
Buyer for New Zealand, Australia, Austria, Eastern Europe, & Beer

SHIRAZ
Shiraz is Australia’s most important red grape and is a brilliant variety for

demonstrating the differences in wine style across the country’s many regions. The

selection below is a shiraz snapshot, although there are many more examples on our

website that further demonstrate the versatility of this grape.

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

AU23521
E

Three Bunches Australian Shiraz 2019
Full-bodied, fruity shiraz with attractive aromas on the nose

and a generous palate. Notes of crushed black fruit are

joined by a delicious hint of mocha coffee and vibrant dark

cherry. 14.5%

£7.25 £87.00

AU24751
E

The Society’s Australian Shiraz 2020
Aside from being good people, Bleasdale also make wines

that consistently overperform, even in more challenging

vintages. This is a prime example. It’s wonderfully vibrant,

bold, generous and fruity, with flavours of black cherry,

blueberry and blackberry. 14%

£7.95 £95.00

AU23471
E

Wakefield Promised Land Shiraz 2019
Remarkable value. This is packed full of blackcurrant and

cherry aromas that follow on to the palate with a twist of

pepper and velvety tannins. 14%

£8.95 £107.00

AU25111
C E

Wirra Wirra Scrubby Rise Shiraz 2020
A superb example of affordable and generous McLaren

Vale shiraz. Lovely ripe juicy red fruit on the nose, with

bramble and violets. The palate is full-bodied but fresh, with

a silky texture and spice. 14.5%

£9.95 £119.00

AU23011
E

Bleasdale Bremerview Langhorne Creek Shiraz 2018
Plush, pure and vibrant Australian shiraz with rich red and

blackberry fruit notes, and a hint of violets and cassis. The

palate is juicy and succulent with ripe tannins and a long,

fruity, generous finish. Drink now to 2024. 14%

£10.95 £131.00
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AU23821
E

Vasse Felix Classic Dry Red Margaret River Shiraz 2019
Virginia Willcock, one of Australia’s most awarded

winemakers, has here managed to create a wine which is,

one one hand, serious, plush and luxurious and on the

other, charming, simple and dangerously easy to drink! The

nose shows redcurrant, cherry and spice and the palate is

vibrant, fruit-forward and generous. Drink now to 2024.

14.5%

£11.95 £143.00

AU23961 The Blind Spot Grampians Syrah 2021
An exclusive collaboration between us and Mac Forbes, The

Blind Spot shines a spotlight on the best of Australia. This

syrah shows blackcurrant, spices and plum, which is joined

by liquorice and earthy notes on the palate. Full-bodied but

spectacularly well balanced. Drink now to 2028. 14%

£12.95 £155.00

AU25171
E

The Society’s Exhibition Victoria Shiraz 2020
This Society exclusive comes from Mt Langi Ghiran’s

vineyard, which sits against a stunning backdrop of the

Great Dividing Range. This will appeal most to lovers of big,

generous red wines. Cassis, spice; punchy and fruit-laden.

Drink now to 2028. 14.5%

£14.95 £179.00

OTHER CLASSIC GRAPES AND BLENDS
Australia has a long history of working with many more grape varieties than just shiraz,

and this section showcases some of them. Cabernet sauvignon is a grape with a long

history here, which is excellent on its own or as part of a blend, as demonstrated via

the wines below. The affordable Barramundi pinot noir is a delicious new find and we

welcome into this list the crisp, finessed and perfect-for-summer grenache from the

good people at Whistler Wines.

AU24171
E

NEW The Society’s Australian Cabernet Sauvignon 2019
Made for The Wine Society by Yalumba, one of the great

names of Australian wine, this shows exactly why this variety

has been such a hit Down Under for so long. The nose is

juicy, generous and bright with blackcurrant notes. The

palate is full-bodied and fresh, with black and red fruit

character and great structure. 13.5%

£7.95 £95.00

AU25141
E

NEW Barramundi Pinot Noir 2021
Incredibly good value for a famously tricky grape to grow

successfully. This pinot is light and refreshing with

redcurrant, raspberry and peppery notes on the nose and a

fresh, juicy but-not-at all jammy palate. A perfect summer

red, this Australian is a gateway into southern hemisphere

pinot noir. 13.5%

£7.95 £95.00

2061194 0 Trimmed page size: 210x148mm  (Defined by small dashed line)
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AU23701
E

Wirra Wirra McLaren Vale Church Block 2019
Church Block is an Aussie classic: a great full-bodied blend

of cabernet, shiraz and merlot with blackberry and black-

pepper flavours. If you have time, decanting will really bring

it to life. Drink now to 2028. 14.5%

£12.95 £155.00

AU24201
E

NEW The Society’s Exhibition Margaret River Cabernet
Sauvignon 2019
Margaret River is home to some of the world’s finest

cabernet sauvignon so it’s been a pleasure to work with

Vasse Felix, the founding winery of the region, to produce

this example exclusively for members. The nose is

wonderfully inviting, silky and black-fruit driven, while the

palate is full-bodied, pristine and elegant. Drink now to

2026. 14%

£16.50 £198.00

AU24341
E

Whistler Wines ‘Get In My Belly’ Barossa Valley Grenache
2021
An excellent example of crunchy, modern grenache which,

crucially, is perfectly balanced. A sustainably grown, wild-

fermented, single-vineyard wine with strawberry, cranberry

and floral aromas and a hint of black-pepper spice. Far

lighter and more pinot-esque than you might expect from

the Barossa. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

£20.00 £240.00

AU23611
E

d’Arenberg Coppermine Road McLaren Vale Cabernet
Sauvignon 2017
A 2020 Wine Champion, made from very low-yielding old

vines in McLaren Vale. This wine has a great aroma of

tobacco leaves, blueberry, cassis and iron. Full-bodied and

concentrated on the palate, with notes of liquorice, black

fruit and slate. Complex and with incredible potential for

ageing. 14.5%

£37.00 £444.00

ALTERNATIVE VARIETIES
Australia has an incredibly diverse wine offering, which includes some grapes

otherwise very rarely seen outside of specific areas of Italy, Spain or southern France.

This section offers a small sample of that diversity, including two wines from our

exclusive The Blind Spot range which is a special collaboration between The Wine

Society and Mac Forbes.

AU24151
E

NEW Three Bunches Reserve Sangiovese 2015
This Italian grape has found a new home in parts of

Australia, but its Italian style remains well and truly intact.

This is light in colour and full of aromas, such as sun-dried

tomato, sour cherry, a touch of earthiness and pepper. The

palate is bright, fresh and with lip-smacking sour red-cherry

and plum notes. 14%

£7.95 £95.00
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AU23981 The Blind Spot Adelaide Hills Dolcetto 2020
Succulent, sour-cherry and blackberry-laden red. Dolcetto

calls Piemonte in north-west Italy its home but the climate

and elevation of Adelaide Hills suits the grape well and

combines opulent Australian fruit with vibrant Italian

freshness. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£11.95 £143.00

AU23931
E

Gluck & Bray Riverland Aglianico 2020
A grape variety mostly found in the depths of southern Italy,

aglianico plantings in Australia are tiny, but as this example

shows, it clearly works! This is a lighter, more fruit-forward

style than the Italian original. Herbal and red-fruit aromas

lead to a blueberry and spice palate with lots of personality,

freshness and Drink now to 2025. 14%

£12.95 £155.00

AU23971 The Blind Spot Yarra Valley Pinot Meunier 2021
Not quite red, not quite rosé, this is just a delicious,

charming and unique unfiltered wine! Pinot Meunier is most

famous for its part in the production of Champagne so it’s

rare to see it made as a single-varietal red. A touch hazy,

this bursts with vibrant, crunchy red fruit and the palate is

light, bright and lifted. Drink now to 2024. 11%

£12.95 £155.00

AU24061
E

St Dune Pyla McLaren Vale 2020
A fragrant, medium-bodied red which is made up of nero

d’Avola, carignan, negroamaro, montepulciano, grenache

and mourvèdre, co-fermented and matured for eight months

in old oak barrels. An eyebrow-raising but charming and

inviting glass, bursting with red and black-fruit flavours and

dried herb aromas. Drink now to 2026. 14%

£14.95 £179.00

NEW ZEALAND: RED
New Zealand deserves to be as well known for its pinot noir as it is for its sauvignon

blanc, as it offers ideal climates for pinot and produces some of the greatest

examples in the world. Syrah also does particularly well here and provides a

wonderful alternative to the famous styles found in France and Australia.

Freddy Bulmer
Buyer for New Zealand, Australia, Austria, Eastern Europe & Beer

NZ13511
C E

Mission Estate Hawke’s Bay Merlot-Cabernet 2020
A medium-to full-bodied Bordeaux blend from New

Zealand’s oldest winery. This blend of merlot and cabernet

sauvignon has notes of Black Forest fruit, dark plum, pepper

and bay leaf, making for a generous anyday bottle which

really overdelivers at the price. Drink now to 2027. 13.5%

£10.95 £131.00
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NZ13301
C E

Grove Mill Marlborough Pinot Noir 2020
Stylistically a nod to the old world but with the polish and

consistency which sets New Zealand apart. This pinot has

juicy black-cherry and raspberry flavours, excellent tannin

structure and a twist of spice on the finish. Drink now to

2026. 14%

£12.50 £150.00

NZ12471
E

Zephyr 6 Marlborough Pinot Noir 2020
A prime example of elegant, and aromatic Marlborough

pinot, made by Ben Glover, who previously made wine for

Wither Hills. Aromas of red cherry, raspberry and blossom,

and a long, sophisticated palate. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£13.95 £167.00

NZ13371
E

Kumeu Village Hand-Harvested Pinot Noir 2020
Superb-value pinot noir made from fruit taken from Kumeu’s

Hawke’s Bay and Kumeu River vineyards and wild

fermented. This is light, bright, fresh and elegant pinot noir,

not dissimilar to the classic entry level of red Burgundy,

thanks to its fine bead of fresh acidity. Drink now to 2024.

13%

£13.95 £167.00

NZ13481
C E

Te Mata Estate Hawke’s Bay Syrah 2020
When price and quality meet, as they do in this wine, you

know it’s pretty special. This is a seriously accomplished

syrah, more akin to pinot noir than many southern

hemisphere ‘shiraz’. The nose shows pepper, black-olive

and purple-fruit aromas and the palate is plush and fresh,

with savoury notes, cranberries and violet. Drink now to

2027. 13.5%

£16.00 £192.00

NZ12871
E

The Society’s Exhibition Central Otago Pinot Noir 2020
Textbook Central Otago pinot from one of New Zealand’s

most respected winemakers, Paul Pujol. Wonderfully

balanced wine with red berry, plum and blackcurrant with an

alluring earth and spice character, and worth decanting for

45 minutes to open up and allow the fruit to shine. Drink

now to 2028. 13%

£17.00 £204.00

NZ13151
C E

Neudorf Tom’s Block Nelson Pinot Noir 2019
Irresistibly fragrant pinot noir which has layers of bright juicy

red-cherry and savoury forest-floor notes. The palate also

shows delicious red-fruit flavours, with a full structure,

freshness and grip. This wine really shows the class of the

excellent 2019 vintage. Drink now to 2028. 13.5%

£19.50 £234.00
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NZ12401
E

Craggy Range Te Muna Road Martinborough Pinot Noir
2018
Plush, silky and elegant pinot noir which is a wonderful

representation of the Martinborough style. Crisp redcurrant,

raspberry and cherry flavours are accompanied by an

attractive pinch of spice. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£22.00 £264.00

NZ12771 Sam Harrop Omahu Hawkes Bay Syrah 2017
Omahu takes its name from the unique soil of the Gimblett

Gravels region and is a selection of fruit from one of the best

vineyards of the area. The nose shows raspberry, dark plum,

poached pears and fresh coconut, clove and cardamom.

The palate is silky smooth, with freshness of acidity but great

depth of fruit. Decant. Drink now to 2026. 12%

£26.00 £312.00

NZ13431
E

NEW Kelly Washington Gibbston Central Otago Pinot
Noir 2019
From the personal project of Tamra Washington, the

winemaker at Seresin, and her husband Simon Kelly, this is a

refined and elegant pinot noir; lifted and aromatic with crisp

red fruit. The nose shows pristine cherry, blackcurrant leaf

and a hint of violets and the palate is lifted, elegant and

complex. Drink now to 2028. 14%

£29.00 £348.00

NZ13461
C

Prophet’s Rock Home Vineyard Central Otago Pinot Noir
2019
Classy, full and generous pinot noir from the heart of Central

Otago. Paul Pujol is renowned for the quality of his pinot and

this is a particularly good example from his Home Vineyard

site. Rhubarb and strawberry flavours are supported by well-

balanced tannins and acidity. Drink now to 2029. 14%

£29.00 £348.00

ARGENTINA: RED
Bonarda is a richly flavoured delight. Zaha and Teho are excellent examples of

sophisticated cool climate malbec from La Consulta and Paraje Altamira in the Valle

de Uco, made in a modern style with small, 228-litre French oak barrels.Weinert is a

lovely old fashioned style. Some of its wines like Cavas are kept nine-and-a-half years

in 200-600-litre foudres. The brash fruit of youth mellows into aromas of cedar,

tobacco and leather and the tannins are polished to a silky sweetness.

Toby Morrhall
Buyer for Burgundy, Argentina, Chile & Uruguay

AR4471
C E

The Society’s Argentine Malbec 2021
Ripe and plummy malbec which is round and generously

fruity. 13.5%

£8.50 £102.00
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AR4581 NEW Quimay Mendoza Malbec 2020
Ripe yet floral wine, concentrated on the palate but not

heavy. It was matured for 12 months in 15% new oak. 80%

was French oak and 20% American. 14%

£8.95 £107.00

AR4441 Weinert Carrascal Corte Tinto Mendoza 2018
A lovely blend of blend of 40% malbec, 35% cabernet

sauvignon and 25% merlot, kept in large foudres until

mellow and round. Soothing flavours of leather, tobacco and

cedar. Drink now to 2025. 14%

£10.95 £131.00

AR4501
C

The Society’s Exhibition Mendoza Malbec 2020
Aromatic floral nose and rich and succulent palate redolent

of plums and damsons. It was matured for 11 months to

soften the palate. In 2020 we found the best wines were

from Agrelo, Lunlunta and Eugenio Bustos and this is a

blend of these three origins. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£11.50 £138.00

AR4601 NEW Susana Balbo Signature Cabernet Sauvignon Uco
Valley 2019
Intense and fresh-flavoured cabernet from the coolish Uco

Valley, with well-balanced blackcurrant fruit and light oak

flavour. Drink now to 2028. 14%

£13.95 £167.00

AR4521 NEW El Enemigo Bonarda 2018
Rich, opulently flavoured yet with a lovely fresh finish, this is

a blend of 85% bonarda and 15% cabernet franc which was

aged for 15 months in 100-year-old foudres. Drink now to

2025. 13.5%

£16.00 £192.00

AR4541 NEW Mendel Mendoza Malbec 2019
2019 is an excellent-quality vintage in a concentrated,

powerful and firm style, with a very long finish. Mendel make

more structured and less fruity wines than some, which are

designed to go with food. Decanting half-an-hour before

serving will show it at its best. Drink now to 2030. 14.5%

£16.00 £192.00

AR4591
C

Zaha Toko Vineyard Paraje Altamira Malbec 2019
Ripe yet fresh wine with a caressing silky palate. The soils in

the cool Altamira region, combined with the cool vintage,

give an exquisite, fine-grained texture. Co-fermented with

cabernet franc and petit verdot for added complexity, before

spending at least a year in barrels. Drink now to 2030. 14%

£20.00 £240.00

AR4421 Weinert Cavas de Weinert Mendoza 2011
Lovely traditional-style wine, a blend of 40% malbec, 40%

cabernet sauvignon and 20% merlot, aged in large oak vats

for ten years until soft and mellow. With a soothing mature

register of flavours – tobacco, cedar and leather, this has

some similarities with Musar and Rioja reservas but with its

own Argentine twist. Drink now to 2030. 14.5%

£23.00 £276.00
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AR4571
C

Teho Tomal Vineyard La Consulta Malbec 2018
Made from a vineyard planted in 1940, in the cool La

Consulta region, this is dense, powerful and structured

malbec yet the tannins are soft and sweet and the fruit is

generous and welcoming.Teho means ‘blood of the earth’ in

the local Huarpe indian language of Mendoza. Drink now to

2033. 14%

£44.00 £528.00

CHILE: RED
2021 is a lovely cool year which is very promising for pinot noir. The Koyle estate is

from 2019 vintage, organic, and its wines are better than ever. We have a couple

more wines from Undurraga’s excellent, fine flavoured TH range. A few malbecs have

been added to the List, which are fresher and brighter in character than those from

Argentina.

Toby Morrhall
Buyer for Burgundy, Argentina, Chile & Uruguay

CARMENÈRE
CE11871

C E
Lascar Classic Carmenère 2021
This is a good entry-level example of this variety with its

black-pepper nose and ripe, velvety palate. 13%

£5.95 £71.00

CE11591 The Society’s Chilean Carmenère Rapel Valley 2020
Soft and generously fruity carmenère from the Rapel Valley.

Lush, succulent and enveloping. Made for us by Concha y

Toro’s superb winemakers Ignacio Recabarren and Lorena

Mora. 14%

£7.95 £95.00

CE12021
E

NEW Candelabro Cauquenes Carmenère-Carignan 2021
A yin and yang blend. Ripe and fleshy carmenère is

balanced by the freshness and grip of carignan. 13.5%

£7.95 £95.00

CE12191 Koyle Los Lingues Single Vineyard Alto Colchagua
Reserva Carmenère 2020
Planted at about 500m, this has ripe fruit but also a

refreshing palate with hints of black pepper and cloves, and

is more drinkable than the fruit-bomb style from warmer

spots. 14%

£8.50 £102.00
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CE12061 NEW Novas Reserva Colchagua Valley Carmenère-
Cabernet Sauvignon 2019
A ripe and generous wine made from Emiliana’s own

vineyards at Las Robles from 85% ripe and fleshy carmenère

with 15% cedary cabernet sauvignon for backbone. Matured

for 10 months in 10% French foudres, 40% stainless-steel

tanks and 50% French oak barrels. 14%

£9.50 £114.00

CE12201 The Society’s Exhibition DO Colchagua Andes Carmenère
2020
This is made on a coolish spot for this variety to make a

more drinkable style and it is ripe yet fresh, with some

cabernet franc and petit verdot included in the blend to add

a little complexity. Drink now to 2026. 14%

£10.95 £131.00

CE11811
C

Koyle Cerro Basalto Cuartel G2 Carmenère 2019
Made from a coolish hillside site for this variety to

emphasise the plum and cedar aspects and avoid

jamminess. This is ripe and powerful but also fresh and

balanced. Matured 18 months in barrel to develop aromas

and complexity. Drink now to 2028. 14%

£18.50 £222.00

CE11641 Concha y Toro Terrunyo Rapel Carmenère 2018
Intense aromas of mulberries, damsons and cedar, and a

ripe palate with impressive concentration balanced by a

welcome freshness. 2018 is a superb year, slightly cooler

than normal. Matured for nine months in French oak barrels

which is long enough to round out the tannins and short

enough to capture its succulence. Drink now to 2029. 14.5%

£21.50 £258.00

MERLOT
CE11861

E
Lascar Classic Merlot 2021
The coolish 2021 vintage has produced a more floral wine

with a refreshing palate. 13%

£5.95 £71.00

CE11841
E

NEW Silbador Rapel Merlot 2020
Bright and fruity merlot made from organically grown grapes.

20% was matured in French oak for six months. 13.5%

£7.50 £90.00

CE12161
E

NEW Undurraga Candelabro Merlot Petit Verdot Maule
Valley 2021
Attractive blend of 80% merlot for fruit and 20% petit verdot

for supporting structure with cedary aroma and plummy

palate. It originates from vineyards in Cauquenes, one of the

best sub-regions of Maule. 14%

£7.50 £90.00
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CE11881
C E

Lascar Classic Cabernet Sauvignon 2021
2021 has produced a wine which is a little fresher and fruitier

than the warm years and remains simple and delicious. 13%

£5.95 £71.00

CE12041
E

NEW Silbador Valle Central Malbec 2020
Floral and fruity malbec from Chile, a little fresher than

Argentine styles. 20% was matured in French oak barrels for

six months. 13.5%

£7.50 £90.00

CE11661 The Society’s Chilean Cabernet Sauvignon, Maipo 2020
Attractive, blackcurrant-scented cabernet sauvignon,

matured in barrel to round out the tannins and develop

aroma. 14%

£7.95 £95.00

CE12181
C

Altamana Grande Reserve Maule Malbec 2019
Produced from 60-year-old unirrigated vineyards in Maule,

this floral-scented, cool-climate malbec’s tannins are

rounded after a year or so in 225- and 600-litre barrels.

Strikes a lovely balance between ripeness and freshness.

Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

£10.95 £131.00

CE12221 Concha y Toro Corte Ignacio Maipo Alto Cabernet
Sauvignon 2020
Alto Maipo cabernets have a fine cedary aroma and a firm

palate, and while not dry, they are not ‘fruit bombs’, either.

This is a top example made by Ignacio Recabarren

exclusively for us. Matured in 225-litre barriques until the

tannins have softened and the aromas have developed.

Ideal with steak or rib of beef. Drink now to 2026. 14%

£10.95 £131.00

CE12011 NEW Undurraga TH Maipo Cabernet Franc 2018
A lovely Chilean blend of 85% cedary cabernet franc for

aroma and structure, and 15% plummy merlot to fill out the

palate, from a vineyard in Catemito near San Bernardo,

Maipo. Drink now to 2029. 14%

£14.50 £174.00

CE12121
C

The Society’s Exhibition Alto Maipo Cabernet Sauvignon
2020
Alto Maipo wines are fine, firm and linear in style. This wine

is from Pirque, a commune which offers great elegance and

length of flavour. Ageing in barrel for about 14 months

developed exquisite cedary aromas and silky tannins. Drink

now to 2029. 14.5%

£17.50 £210.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CE10671
C

Concha y Toro Terrunyo Maipo Cabernet Sauvignon 2017
This displays an elegant lead-pencil nose, ripe, sweet

tannins and long, linear palate of great sophistication. Drink

now to 2025. 14%

£22.00 £264.00

CE10871 NEW Altamana Constanza Maule Malbec 2015
From a vineyard planted in 1923 in the Maule region. Lovely

natural concentration from the old vines giving a velvety

texture. Matured for 18 months in new 600-litre barrels to

round out the tannins and suffuse with a light oakiness.

Unfiltered, so has thrown a sediment. Decant just before

serving. Drink now to 2028. 14%

£23.00 £276.00

PINOT NOIR

CE12241
C E

The Society’s Chilean Pinot Noir, Leyda 2021
2021 was a superb year that produced intensely flavoured

wines. Cooled by its proximity to the chilly Pacific Ocean,

Leyda produces lovely black-cherry scented pinot noir with

a fresh and bright palate. 13.5%

£8.50 £102.00

CE12231
E

NEW Undurraga Finca Las Lomas Leyda Pinot Noir 2021
Lovely ripe and juicy pinot from Undurraga’s own estate in

Leyda from the excellent, cool 2021 vintage.This was

matured for about nine months in barrel, 15% new and 85%

second and third use. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

£11.50 £138.00

CE11721 Concha y Toro Marqués de Casa Concha Pinot Noir DO
Limarı́ 2019
Ripe black-cherry pinot noir from Limarı́, which produces

some of Chile’s best pinot. Soft and sweet palate which

finishes freshly. Drink now to 2025. 14%

£12.50 £150.00

CE11891
C

Undurraga TH Las Gaviotas San Antonio Pinot Noir 2020
Just 5km from the Pacific Ocean, the cool Las Gaviotas

(meaning ‘seagull’) 0.87ha vineyard produces bright black-

cherry-scented pinot noir. Matured 14 months in a concrete

egg to sweeten the tannins without masking the aromas

with oak. Excellent quality. Drink now to 2028. 13%

£14.50 £174.00

SYRAH, MOURVÈDRE, GARNACHA, CARIGNAN, TEMPRANILLO
& CINSAULT
CE11951
E

Undurraga Candelabro Itata Cinsault 2021
Juicy and succulent Rhône variety made from bush-vine

vineyards planted in the 1950s and 1960s, in Itata. 13.5%

£7.25 £87.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CE11701
C

Concha y Toro Corte Lorena San Fernando Syrah-
Mourvèdre 2020
This wine comes from a coolish spot for these varieties and

they offer deep, rich flavours yet maintain an intense

aromatic complexity on the nose and a freshness on the

palate. This is a blend of 85% syrah, which has a deep, ripe

black-fruit character, with 15% mourvèdre which contributes

spicy notes and some structure. 14.5%

£9.50 £114.00

CE11091 Koyle Cerro Basalto Garnatxa 2018
The first vintage of this seductive and opulent garnacha

made from low yields on poor basalt soils giving impressive

concentration. A generous, powerful wine with aromas of

orange peel and rose petals. Drink now to 2027. 14.5%

£14.95 £179.00

CE11671 Undurraga TH Maule Garnacha-Cariñena-Monastrell 2018
Lovely blend of garnacha for richness, cariñena for

freshness and monastrell for grip. Matured for a year in 225-

litre barrels, then another in foudres. Ripe, structured,

powerful and dense. Very impressive. Drink now to 2029.

14.5%

£16.50 £198.00

CE11801
C

Koyle Cerro Basalto Mediterraneo Alto Colchagua 2019
Excellent blend now named Mediterraneo. Mourvèdre

provides tobacco and leather characters, garnacha brings a

rose-petal-like aroma with notes of orange peel, carignan

contributes freshness, structure and length, and syrah adds

a little spice. Matured a year in barrel, then six months in

foudres. Drink now to 2030. 14.5%

£18.50 £222.00

URUGUAY: RED
Uruguay makes European-style wines with firmer tannins and fresher palates than

Chilean or Argentine wines. The Basques brought the tannat grape over because its

thick skin resists rot in Uruguay’s humid climate but while rainfall might be similar to

south-west France, there’s a lot more sunshine! The grape’s massive tannins have

been tamed but it still retains lots of character. It’s a little different and well worth

trying.

Toby Morrhall
Buyer for Burgundy, Argentina, Chile & Uruguay

UR551 Familia Deicas, Gran Bodegón 2015
A mature blend now smooth and round after 22 months in

barrel. 40% tannat, 25% cabernet sauvignon, 19% merlot,

10% cabernet franc, 4% petit verdot, 1% marselan and 1%

shiraz. Drink now to 2028. 13.5%

£22.00 £264.00
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USA: RED
Our US selection focuses on wines that express balance, elegance and terroir,

showcasing the variety of styles on offer.

Sarah Knowles MW
Buyer for Italy, Champagne, North America & Spirits

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

US10131
E

Peltier Ranch Lodi Shiraz 2020
A juicy blackberry and bramble-scented vanilla-wrapped

syrah from sun-soaked old vines in California. 14%

£7.95 £95.00

US9371
E

The Society’s California Old-Vine Zinfandel 2019
A classic zinfandel, with cherry cola on the nose, fresh

strawberry and tart red cherries coming through on the full

soft palate and a hint of vanilla on the finish. 14.5%

£8.50 £102.00

US10371
C E

Pedroncelli Friends Red Sonoma County 2019
A clever blend of merlot, syrah and zinfandel. There is a

delightful raspberry and vanilla nose, with a juicy, soft, ripe

and full body of blackberries and mocha that lasts on the

finish. 14.5%

£9.50 £114.00

US9351
E

Farmhouse California Red 2019
This great-value, expressive red uses a clever blend of

zinfandel, syrah, carignane, mourvèdre and grenache to

craft a well-balanced, soft, full-bodied, fruity red with plum,

black-cherry and mocha notes. Drink this year and next.

13.5%

£9.95 £119.00

US10141 Ryder Estate Central Coast California Merlot 2019
Well-balanced juicy merlot from California’s Central Coast

where the Pacific fogs help to cool the sun-soaked

vineyards, creating a vibrant red-berry scented and velvety

red. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£10.50 £126.00

US10491
E

NEW Lone Birch Yakima Valley Cabernet Sauvignon 2019
Washington is making some great cabernets now, with

cassis and blackberry notes, well-integrated tannins and a

refreshing herbal note on the finish. Drink now to 2026. 13%

£10.95 £131.00

US10621
C E

McManis Family Lodi Petite Sirah 2020
This plum, blackberry and vanilla-rich California red has a

very loyal following among members who enjoy its

generous, soft and full-bodied charms. Drink now to 2024.

14%

£10.95 £131.00

US10501
C

Paris Valley Road California Zinfandel 2018
Blueberry and damson fruit compôte on this full-bodied,

vibrant zinfandel. Well balanced by judicious use of oak and

refreshing acidity. Drink now to 2025. 15%

£11.50 £138.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

US9771
E

District 7 Monterey Pinot Noir 2019
A great pinot from Monterey in California where the vines

benefit from the cooling winds and fogs from the Pacific.

This is a vibrant redcurrant and cranberry-fruited wine, with a

little balancing oak and a fresh finish. Drink now to 2023.

13.5%

£11.50 £138.00

US10091 Pedroncelli Sonoma County Cabernet Sauvignon 2019
Blackberry, blackcurrant and mulberry flavours are well

balanced by subtle cedar and vanilla notes. A well-

structured wine, with plum on the finish, offering great value

from this premium sub-region of California. Drink now to

2026. 14.5%

£12.50 £150.00

US10121 Bogle Vineyards California Merlot 2019
Rich in colour and bursting with plum and cherry fruit, this

velvety merlot also offers a little sweet anise and vanilla on

the finish. Drink now to 2024. 14.5%

£12.95 £155.00

US9961 Brazin Lodi Old-Vine Zinfandel 2019
Full-bodied and rich, this is a generous, softly structured

zinfandel. With aromas of Black Forest gâteau, and

blackberry and mocha notes on the palate, this has a long,

satisfying toasted vanilla finish. Drink now to 2026. 14.5%

£12.95 £155.00

US10611
C E

Parker Station Pinot Noir 2019
Cranberry and cherry-scented, silky pinot from southern

California. Drink now to 2024. 13%

£13.95 £167.00

US10001
E

Sobon Estate Rocky Top Amador Zinfandel 2019
Amador County produces some of California’s most

powerful zinfandels from old bush vines. This is full-bodied,

with sweet cherry, sarsaparilla, and vanilla flavours, soft well-

integrated tannins and a long blackberry-scented finish.

Drink now to 2027. 14.5%

£14.95 £179.00

US9701
G

The Society’s Exhibition Sonoma Coast Pinot Noir 2019
This pinot shows all the vibrancy and bright red-berry fruit

you’d expect from the fog-cooled yet sunny Sonoma Coast.

Made by well-respected family estate Schug exclusively for

The Wine Society, this has great finesse and a long,

perfumed finish. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

£14.95 £179.00

US10341 Lemelson Thea’s Selection Willamette Valley Pinot Noir
2018
This elegant and complex Oregon pinot has the grape’s

signature perfume of redcurrant, raspberry and spice with

some darker berry fruits developing on the palate. Fine-

grained tannins and bright acidity add to its sense of poise.

Drink now to 2026. 13%

£20.50 £246.00
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ROSÉ WINE
Rosé, rosato, rosado, whatever you want to call them, these wines work brilliantly

alongside salads and can even cope with strongly flavoured dressings. Few wines go

as well with spicy food or with simple grilled meats or vegetables.

Marcel Orford-Williams
Buyer for Rhône, Southern and regional France & Germany

ROSÉ
Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

IT33761
C 2 E

Alpha Zeta Rosato Veronese 2021
Refreshing and vibrantly simple cherry-scented rosato from

Italy, and one that makes the perfect aperitivo, especially on

a sunny terrace!. 12.5%

£6.75 £81.00

FC41881
C 2 E

Rosé Duo des Plages, Pays d’Oc 2021
The ‘duo’ in question is cinsault and grenache, both

stalwarts of the Languedoc. This is a very pale rosé and

such an easy charmer to be enjoyed on its own or with a

salad. 12%

£6.95 £83.00

FC41951
C 1 E

The Society’s Rosé, Pays d’Oc 2021
A dry, well-rounded pink from the Languedoc, made

principally from syrah with a third of petit verdot. All fruit and

ease of drinking. 12.5%

£6.95 £83.00

SP17611
C 2

Señorio de Sarrı́a Rosado, Navarra 2021
A deeply coloured Spanish pink which is made from

garnacha. This is dry and generously fruity. 14%

£7.25 £87.00

LO17351
4 E

Rosé d’Anjou Gamay-Grolleau, Famille Bougrier 2021
Delicate, just off-dry pink Loire rosé that is light as a feather

and that works with or without food, including the light heat

and spice of stir fries or Thai fishcakes. 11%

£7.50 £90.00

CE11911
C 2 E

Undurraga Finca Las Lomas Leyda Pinot Noir Rosado
2021
2021 was a cool year in Chile, excellent for rosados. Light-

coloured, very fresh-tasting rosé made from coastal Leyda

Valley pinot noir with appealing raspberry and strawberry-

fruit aromas and flavours. 12.5%

£7.95 £95.00

FC42451
C 1

Saint Mont Rosé, Les Bois Mathieu, Plaimont 2021
A refreshing rosé from Gascony in the south-west of France

and made from local pinenc, cabernet sauvignon, tannat

and a bit of cabernet franc. Light, dry and refreshing with

appealing roundness and gentle redcurrant fruit. 12.5%

£7.95 £95.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

NZ12981
2 E

Three Terraces Marlborough Rosé 2021
A bright, fresh and zippy rosé. Juicy red fruit and generous

charm, made from predominantly pinot noir blended with

pinot gris. 13%

£7.95 £95.00

RH64371
2 E

NEW Luberon Rosé, Famille Perrin 2021
As the makers of Miraval rosé, the Perrin family know how to

make pink wine. This comes from stunning backdrop of the

Luberon hills. Lots of lovely fruit flavours and clean

freshness, and a fridge essential for the summer. 13%

£7.95 £95.00

GR2381
2 E

NEW G & L Moschofilero Roditis Agiorgitiko Rosé,
Kintonis 2021
Produced exclusively for The Wine Society by Leonidas

Nassiakos and George Kintonis, producers of The Society’s

Greek White, this same blend of moschofilero and roditis

adds a splash of agiorgitiko for colour and redcurrant and

strawberry complexity. A delicious summer rosé and fridge-

door staple. 12.5%

£8.50 £102.00

FC42271
2 E

NEW Marselan Rosé, IGP Côtes de Gascogne, Domaine
Tariquet 2021
Marselan is a crossing between grenache and cabernet

sauvignon. This is round, fruity and relatively full with an

abundance of ripe red-berry fruit yet only modest alcohol.

11.5%

£8.50 £102.00

IT33871
C 2

Cerasuolo d’Abruzzo, Contesa 2021
Brightly coloured this beautifully delicate dry Italian rosato

has redcurrant and cranberry flavours with a little spice on

the finish. 13%

£8.50 £102.00

SA17601
2 E

Painted Wolf ‘Ros’ Pinotage Rosé, Coastal 2021
100% pinotage from the Cape in a light and fruity dry style,

vinified like a white wine for delicate pink colour and

freshness. 12.5%

£8.50 £102.00

FC42651
2

Minervois Rosé, Château Sainte Eulalie 2021
Made from roughly equal thirds of syrah, grenache and

cinsault with a spoonful of mourvèdre, this is a bright-pink

rosé, full-bodied, dry and fruity, and made with food in mind.

Grilled meats, fish or a medley of Mediterranean vegetables.

The estate, which we’ve been following for years, is

gradually going organic. 13%

£8.95 £107.00

IT34301
C 2 G

Brindisi Rosato Vigna Flaminio, Vallone 2021
A vibrant rosé with fresh raspberry and redcurrant flavours,

fresh acidity and lasting sweet red-berry fruit on the

refreshing finish. A great match with grilled seafood or

Mediterranean picnics. 12%

£8.95 £107.00
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PW9371
2

NEW Quinta do Portal Rosé, Douro 2021
A pale and elegant pink, crisp and refreshing, combining

50% fragrant touriga nacional with 50% tinta roriz to round

out the palate. 13%

£9.50 £114.00

SP17551
C 2

Muga Rosado, Rioja 2021
A stylish, vibrant Rioja rosé from one of the region’s leading

lights. No oak here at all, just delicate, pretty and

mouthwatering fruit. 13.5%

£9.50 £114.00

GR2471
2

Kompsos Liatiko Rosé, Karavitakis 2021
Charming strawberry and pomegranate flavoured rosé from

superstar in the making, Nikos Karavitakis in Chania, Crete.

Delicious Summer drinking with enough weight and body to

go with mezze in the garden. 13%

£9.95 £119.00

BR361
C 2

Château Bel Air Perponcher Réserve, Bordeaux Rosé
2021
Wonderfully crisp, scented and refreshing blend from

Bordeaux of 60% cabernet sauvignon with the balance

cabernet franc. Consistently good rosé from the Despagne

family. 12.5%

£9.95 £119.00

FC42301
2

NEW Corbières Rosé, Château Ollieux Romanis 2021
This is a lovely, balanced southern French rosé, pale,

mouthwatering yet full-flavoured with a touch of wild herbs

and delicate fruit. Perfect with seafood. 12.5%

£9.95 £119.00

FC42441
C 1

Corent Côtes d’Auvergne, Saint-Verny 2021
Corent, in the Auvergne, is one of the few appellations that

is rosé only. It is a hillside vineyard and points in all

directions and is famous for its dry, full-flavoured, onion-skin

rosés that go so well with food. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£10.95 £131.00

FC42261
2

NEW Corbières Rosé, Alba, Château Ollieux-Romanis
2021
A pink Corbieres that’s a match for the best that Provence

can offer. Dry, light and exquisite. Drink now to 2025. 12%

£12.50 £150.00

RH63731
C 2

Tavel Cuvée Prima Donna Rosé, Domaine Maby 2021
Tavel is always a deep-pink, full-bodied Rhône rosé,

inevitably designed to accompany food, and especially

Mediterranean-style dishes. It copes well with heat and

spice and is stunning with ratatouille. Drink now to 2025.

14%

£12.95 £155.00

RH63721
2

NEW Tavel Libiamo, Domaine Maby 2019
As one of Tavel’s top producers, Richard Maby has sought

to be ambitious with his top cuvée, creating an unusual

blend of equal parts grenache noir and grenache blanc, co-

fermented and raised in large oak barrels. The delicious

result is a splendidly full, savoury and rich rosé from the

Rhône. Try it with lamb curry. Drink now to 2029. 14.5%

£18.00 £216.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

BU78641
C 2

Domaine Sylvain Pataille, Marsannay Rosé Fleur de Pinot
2019
A superb, serious Burgundian rosé kept for 12 to 16 months

in 500-litre barrels before bottling. It has aromas of

strawberries and cherries and a fine and structured palate. It

also develops well with bottle age. Drink now to 2027. 13.5%

£29.00 £348.00

PROVENCE AND CORSICA ROSÉ
FC42341
1

NEW Umanu Rosé, Ile de Beauté, Vignerons Corsicans
2021
Pale and dry pink from the island of Corsica which has

become a major source of good-quality pinks. Made from

cinsault and the local sciaccarellu grape, this is very clean,

light and refreshing with hints of strawberry and redcurrant.

12.5%

£8.95 £107.00

FC42181
1

NEW The Society’s Corsican Rosé 2021
Corsica enjoyed a near-perfect 2021, its vintages being

closer to conditions in Tuscany. This was made from a blend

of niellucciu and sciaccarelu with grenache and cinsault in

support. Pale, bone dry and full-flavoured: a must for

sunshine drinking. Drink now to 2024. 12.5%

£10.50 £126.00

FC42511
2 E

The Society’s Exhibition Côtes de Provence Rosé 2021
Dry, crisp, clean and refreshingly fruity, with flavours of

redcurrant and citrus and with a touch more body than in

2020. A perfect pink from Provence, the birthplace of rosé.

Drink date: 13%

£11.50 £138.00

FC42291
1 E

NEW Côtes de Provence Rosé L’Echappée Belle, Mas de
Cadenet 2021
The Negrel family farm is within sight of the Mont Sainte-

Victoire of Cézanne fame. From it comes this pale and

delicate rosé with a touch of finesse, clean lines and length

of flavour. Quite full-bodied so, perfect with food. Drink now

to 2024. 13.5%

£11.50 £138.00

FC42311
1

NEW Côtes de Provence Rosé, Merle, Château Pas de
Cerf 2021
A delightfully fresh, clean and fruity pink from a top estate in

Provence. Fashionably pale and perfect on its own or with a

summery salad. Drink this year. 13%

£11.50 £138.00
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FC42781
2

Corse-Calvi Clos Culombu Rosé 2021
Impeccable full-flavoured, dry and fruity rosé from this

outstanding producer near Calvi in north-west Corsica.

Delicious with grilled fish or meats or a tuna salad. Drink this

year and next. 12.5%

£13.50 £162.00

FC42351
C 1

Côtes de Provence Rosé, Clos de l’Ours 2021
Deliciously full and fruity rosé, dry with a whiff of redcurrants.

This comes from the backwoods of Provence near the

spectacular Verdon canyon. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£13.95 £167.00

FC42571
C 1

Coteaux d’Aix en Provence Rosé, Château Vignelaure
2021
Provence rose from one of the top estates. This is made

from a blend of grenache, syrah, cabernet sauvignon and

rolle, better known as vermentino. Full-flavoured and

savoury with a lovely expression of ripe red-berried fruit. A

lovely wine with or without food. Drink now to 2024. 13%

Magnums available see page 153.

£13.95 £167.00

FC42211
2

NEW Domaine Alzipratu Fiumeseccu Rosé, Ile de Beauté
2021
Gorgeous, fruity, expressive Corsican rosé made from the

local sciaccarellu and niellucciu grapes with a little

grenache. Red mullet is a perfect match! Drink now to 2024.

12.5%

£14.95 £179.00
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WHITE WINE

BORDEAUX: WHITE
Dry white Bordeaux is seriously underrated and warrants the attention of anyone who

enjoys crisp, aromatic whites. The pure sauvignons and the blends of sauvignon with

semillon have bags of character and can be enjoyed with a wide variety of dishes.

Tim Sykes
Buyer for Bordeaux, Beaujolais & Sherry

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

BW7201
1 E

Font Clair, Bordeaux Blanc 2021
A fresh and appetising blend of mainly sauvignon blanc, with

smaller proportions of colombard and semillon, from one of

the Entre-Deux-Mers’ top co-ops. Excellent value. 11.5%

£7.25 £87.00

BW7181
1 E

The Society’s Bordeaux Sauvignon 2021
Fresh and aromatic, this is pure Bordeaux sauvignon made

without the use of oak in a crisp and fruity modern style that

allows its fresh aromatic fruit to shine. 12%

£7.95 £95.00

BW7221
2

Dourthe No 1 Sauvignon Blanc, Bordeaux 2021
From Dourthe, pioneers of modern Bordeaux sauvignon,

comes this fresh white showing aromatic complexity and

charming fruit. 12%

£8.50 £102.00

BW7141
1

Château Thieuley Blanc, Bordeaux 2020
A refined and aromatic blend of semillon, sauvignon blanc

and sauvignon gris. Made by Society favourites the

Courselle family in the Entre-Deux-Mers. 12.5%

£9.95 £119.00

BW7191
C 2 E

Château Bel Air Perponcher Réserve, Bordeaux Blanc
2021
A consistent performer year after year, this is a fresh,

aromatic blend of sauvignon and semillon with a touch of

muscadelle for added character. Drink now to 2024. 12%

Halves available see page 150.

£10.95 £131.00

BW7211
2 G

Château de la Grave ‘Grains Fins’, Côtes de Bourg 2021
This unusual blend of 60% semillon and 40% colombard is

fresh and creamy with lovely rounded texture. Barrel

fermentation adds an extra dimension. Drink now to 2024.

12.5%

£10.95 £131.00

BW7051
1

Château Reynon Blanc, Bordeaux 2020
Fragrant sauvignon, part fermented in large oak vats which

round out the fruit without imparting oak flavour, from

specialists the Dubourdieus. Drink this year and next. 12%

£11.50 £138.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

BW6751A1
C 2

Clos Floridène Blanc, Graves 2019
A ripe yet fresh blend of semillon and sauvignon from the

Dubourdieu family’s well-respected property in the Graves.

Grown on limestone soils which are ideally suited for making

serious white. Drink now to 2028. 12.5%

£20.00 £240.00

BURGUNDY: WHITE
There is a lot of variation of style to explore between regions and growers in

Burgundy. If Mâconnais wines to the warm south are rich and full, then in the cooler

north, the wines of Chablis are a model of freshness and minimalism. The wines of the

Côte d’Or are a synthesis of the two, with a wonderful tension between richness and

freshness, usually overlaid with the complexity of barrel fermentation. We are starting

to list some 2020s which is a superb vintage, the best since 2017, although in a more

powerful, yet classic style. With volumes of the 2021 vintage being tiny across

Burgundy there have been inevitable price rises, including the 2021 Society’s White

Burgundy, our bestselling wine, rising from £9.95 to £12.95 a bottle and, although

excellent in 2021, prompting us to blend a pleasingly priced alternative from

Mâconnais and Languedoc fruit, Le Stopgap Chardonnay. It can be found in the South

of France section of this List.

The last glass from a bottle of white Burgundy over £16 is the best. Why wait until the

last glass? Decant white Burgundy and serve at 11-13˚C. The better the wine, the

warmer the temperature. It’s a better match for bloomy rinded and creamy cheeses

than red wines.

For more white Burgundies, visit thewinesociety.com/finewine

Toby Morrhall
Buyer for Burgundy, Argentina, Chile & Uruguay

MACONNAIS

BU82501
C 2 E

The Society’s White Burgundy 2021
Ripe and round yet with a broad, appley palate and fresh

finish. For good reason this white Burgundy is consistently

our bestselling wine. Drink this year and next. 13%

Halves available see page 150.

£12.95 £155.00

BU78841
2

Domaine Mallory et Benjamin Talmard, Mâcon-Villages
2020
Big, rich and round white Burgundy but not heavy or coarse.

Fermented in stainless-steel tanks to capture the appley and

melony fruit, and then kept on its lees to enrich the flavour

until bottling in the spring. Drink now to 2024. 13%

£13.95 £167.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

BU79131
C 2

Domaine de la Rochette Mont Sard, Mâcon-Bussières
2020
This is a rich, gentle wine with a natural concentration

coming from 1.5ha of vines principally planted in the 1930s,

1945, 1947 and a little in the 1980s, now managed by

Frédéric Burrier. Fermented 50:50 in 350-litre and 228-litre

barrels. Drink now to 2026. 14%

£14.95 £179.00

BU79141
2 C

Domaine de la Rochette Montagne de Cra, Mâcon-Milly-
Lamartine 2020
This is situated high on a slope where there is a shallow

limestone soil. It results in a fresh, taut, mineral style with

freshness and energy even in a warm year like 2020.

Fermented in 350-and-400-litre barrels. Outstanding. Drink

now to 2026. 13.5%

£14.95 £179.00

BU79201
C 2 G

Domaine Saint-Denis, Mâcon-Lugny Calcaires de Mépilly
2017
This tiny domaine allows extreme attention to detail. Low

yields are responsible for the concentration. The limestone

soils lend this Mâcon an unusual, and delightful, freshness

and minerality. Drink this year and next. 13%

£16.00 £192.00

BU70811
2

NEW Domaine Cordier, Viré-Clessé Vieilles Vignes 2017
From a 2ha plot of 60-year-old vines situated near the

church of Viré. Ripe, yet with lovely balancing acidity, this

has considerable finesse for a wine of this price and

appellation, and the old vines give great length of flavour.

Drink this year and next. 13.5%

£17.00 £204.00

BU75471
C 2

Jacques Saumaize, Saint-Véran La Vieille Vigne de
Crêches 2018
From a cool site high on the back of the Roche de

Vergisson. A cool site in a warm year makes a beautifully

balanced wine. Lovely, baked-apple flavour tinged with

honey. Drink this year. 13.5%

£17.50 £210.00

BU79171
C 2

The Society’s Exhibition Pouilly-Fuissé 2020
90% is from vineyards planted on the clay-based soils

around Fuissé which gives the broad and powerful structure

to this wine.10% is from vineyards in the cool, high-altitude

village of Vergisson where there is more limestone in the

soil, lending a point of freshness and extending the length of

the wine. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

£22.50 £270.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

BU66851
2

NEW Château de Beauregard, Pouilly-Fuissé Maréchaude
2016
The excellent Maréchaude is a south-facing vineyard in the

high, cool village of Vergisson. This is a ripe and full-

flavoured wine, yet it has lovely balancing freshness due to

the altitude of the vineyard. Drink this year and next. 13.5%

£26.00 £312.00

CHABLIS

BU78901
2

The Society’s Chablis 2020
Bright and firm, 2020 has produced lovely fresh, mineral

Chablis. We made this blend from three complementary

wines from our long-term supplier, JM Brocard. Drink now to

2025. 13%

£14.95 £179.00

BU78891
2

Jean-Marc Brocard, Vignobles Sainte Claire Chablis 2020
Firm and steely Chablis from the excellent 2020 vintage.

Unoaked. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£16.00 £192.00

BU82251
2

NEW Domaine Duplessis, Petit Chablis 2019
Bright and fresh Petit Chablis from a top grower. All

fermented and matured in stainless-steel tanks. Drink now to

2025. 13%

£19.50 £234.00

BU79551
C 2

Julien Brocard, Chablis Boissonneuse 2020
Bright, firm and fresh wine made from organic grapes by

Julien Brocard from the excellent 2020 vintage. Drink now

to 2026. 13%

£20.00 £240.00

BU80921
C 2

The Society’s Exhibition Chablis Premier Cru Montmains
2020
Although a warm year, 2020 Chablis has retained its

minerality with perhaps a hint of white peach aromas. This

was matured in stainless steel for nine months on its lees to

fill out the mid-palate. Drink now to 2026. 13%

£22.00 £264.00

BU82241
2

NEW Domaine Duplessis, Chablis 2019
Made from vineyards opposite the premier cru of Vaillons,

this is ripe Chablis given a little mid-palate weight from 12

months’ maturation on lees in stainless-steel tanks. Drink

now to 2026. 13%

£22.00 £264.00

BU82271
2

NEW Domaine Duplessis, Chablis Premier Cru Montmains
2019
Excellent Montmains with unusual depth of flavour for this

cru. This is matured for 12 months in stainless steel and six

months in old barrels. The wood ageing just rounds the wine

out a little and opens it up, and contributes only the merest

whiff of oak. Drink now to 2027. 13.5%

£32.00 £384.00
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CÔTE D’OR & COTE CHALONNAISE
Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

BU72431
2

NEW François D’Allaines, Rully "Tête de Cuvée" 2018
This assemblage of three vineyards – Saint-Jacques, En

Varot and Chaponnière – produces a fresh wine,

predominantly appley, but with a hint of melon. Drink this

year and next. 12.5%

£19.00 £228.00

BU79851
C 2

Domaine Salomon, Montagny Le Clou 2020
From a tiny two-hectare parcel of vines, this was barrel

fermented with a small portion in new oak to create a soft

round, full yet grippy white. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£21.00 £252.00

BU79961
2

NEW Jérôme Galeyrand Bourgogne Aligoté Cran 2019
From old vines planted on granite soils near Bissey-sous-

Cruchaud, near Buxy, this is carefully pressed. It is ripe yet

fresh with good underlying grip and structure from the old-

vine fruit. Drink now to 2026. 12.5%

£26.00 £312.00

BU67051
2

NEW Etienne Sauzet, Puligny-Montrachet 2016
This is always a well-balanced wine because it combines

seven different parcels to make a whole greater than the

sum of its parts. Bright floral aromas and fresh bright palate.

Drink this year and next. 13%

£60.00 £720.00

BU71741
2

NEW Domaine Coche-Bizouard, Meursault Premier Cru
Gouttes D’Or 2017
The name means ‘drops of gold’, which gives an idea of

what to expect: this is a big, weighty style of Meursault with

good food-friendly grip on the palate. This will appeal to

those who enjoy the big, old-fashioned style of Meursault.

Drink now to 2027. 13.5%

£68.00 £816.00

BU67781
2

Château de Meursault, Meursault Premier Cru Charmes
Dessus 2016
From the upper, and best, part of Charmes, this is a rich, full

and beautifully balanced Meursault underpinned with a

lovely seam of acidity. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£71.00 £852.00

BU67841
2

NEW Chateau de Puligny-Montrachet, Premier Cru
Folatières 2016
Ideally positioned mid slope, Folatières makes

quintessential Puligny with honeysuckle aroma and crisp

appley, linear palate. Drink now to 2024. 12.5%

£80.00 £960.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

BU67801
2

Château de Meursault, Puligny-Montrachet Premier Cru
Champ-Canet 2016
From a 1.2ha holding across four plots, with vines ranging

from 27 to 92 years of age. This well-sited vineyard,

adjacent to Meursault Perrières, produces lots of millerands

(small golden berries), resulting in deep-coloured wines with

breadth and grip. It’s a lesser-known cru yet unjustly so, and

this is superb. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£88.00 £1056.00

LOIRE: WHITE
2017 and 2018 gave us two fine vintages in a row. What 2017 missed in volume it

made up for in quality, producing bright, refreshing wines. In 2018, yield was better

despite the dry summer, the grapes beautifully healthy, the wines ripe and delicious.

2019 was a hot, dry year producing healthy fruit but often in much smaller quantities,

balanced by a little more freshness. 2020 was more moderate, producing wines in an

elegant, more classical style. 2021 returns to the brisker, fresher Loire style of old.

As ever, there is a wider range of Loire wines available on our website.

Joanna Locke MW
Buyer for Loire, Alsace, Portugal & South Africa

MUSCADET
LO16441
2 E

Muscadet Sèvre-et-Maine, Famille Bougrier 2020
Easy-drinking, versatile anytime white which finishes clean

and fresh. 12%

£7.50 £90.00

LO16821
2 G

The Society’s Muscadet Sèvre-et-Maine sur Lie 2020
From Chéreau-Carré in the western Loire Valley, this is the

ideal accompaniment to shellfish, delicious on its own, but

good, too, with chicken, charcuterie and much more. 12%

£7.95 £95.00

LO16981
C 1

Muscadet Sèvre-et-Maine sur Lie, Domaine des Ratelles
2020
Typically refreshing sur Lie muscadet from the Vinet family,

the classic match for shellfish but light and versatile, too. 12%

£7.95 £95.00

LO15881
1

Muscadet Sèvre-et-Maine sur Lie, Château L’Oiselinière
de la Ramée, Chéreau-Carré 2018
From an excellent vintage in the region, producing a ripe

and rounded wine with a core of fresh minerality and fine

length on the palate. 12%

£8.95 £107.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

LO16971
C 2

Muscadet Sèvre-et-Maine sur Lie, Comte Leloup du
Château de Chasseloir, Cuvée des Ceps Centenaires,
Chéreau-Carré 2018
The weight and concentration of grapes harvested from

century-old vines makes for an ideal partner to seafood

classics such as plump, savoury English oysters, seared

scallops or any other seasonal fish which warrants a special

bottle. Drink now to 2024. 12.5%

£10.50 £126.00

LO16161
1

Muscadet Sèvre-et-Maine La Haie Fouassière, Le Clos du
Château L’Oiselinière, Chéreau-Carré 2015
Chéreau-Carré’s first cru Muscadet, released after extended

maturation pre and post bottling. A full-bodied Burgundy

alternative for the dinner table, with a core of mineral

freshness. Drink now to 2027. 12%

£13.50 £162.00

CHENIN BLANC, ROMORANTIN & CHARDONNAY
LO17231
2 E

Saumur Blanc ‘Les Plantagenêts’ 2021
Light and citrusy, this is developing the lovely fresh stone-

fruit flavours typical of the chenin blanc grape when made

without oak. 12.5%

£8.25 £99.00

LO17321
C 2

Val de Loire Chardonnay Parcelles, Réthoré Davy 2021
Light and refreshing chardonnay from the Mauges in the

western Loire, with a little body and texture for easy

drinking. 12.5%

£8.50 £102.00

LO16751
2

Vouvray Sec ‘Confidences’, Famille Bougrier 2020
A new addition to the Bougrier range this is a refreshing and

crisp modern expression of the chenin blanc grape. 12.5%

£9.50 £114.00

LO17251
C 1

Anjou Blanc ‘Le P’tit Chenin’, Château de la Roulerie
2021
Light and delicate chenin that is organic and vegan-friendly

to boot. Drink this year and next. 12.5%

£10.95 £131.00

LO17311
2 G

Vouvray ‘Spring’, Tania & Vincent Carême 2019
Classic Loire chenin in a just-off-dry, friendly style, which can

handle a bit of spice but also works well with creamy sauces

and cheese. Drink this year and next. 13%

£11.50 £138.00

LO15561
2 G

Saumur ‘La Jouvencelle’, Domaine de Roche Ville 2018
The young lady (jouvencelle) portrayed on the label

characterises the style of this fresh, elegant chenin. Nine

months on the fine lees rounds out the apple-tinged fruit

and fresh core of acidity. Drink this year. 13%

£13.95 £167.00
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LO16341
4

NEW Montlouis sur Loire ‘Clos Habert’, François Chidaine
2018
Classic Loire chenin from a fine cellar, just off-dry, with depth

and richness on the palate making it an adaptable

gastronomic option with a wide variety of dishes. Drink now

to 2033. 14.5%

£26.00 £312.00

SAUVIGNON BLANC
LO17121
1 E

NEW Sauvignon Blanc ’Pure Vallée’ Vin de France,
Famille Bougrier 2021
Refreshing Touraine-inspired sauvignon from the specialist

team at Bougrier in the Loire. 11.5%

£6.95 £83.00

LO17131
C 2 E

Touraine Sauvignon Blanc ‘Les Hauts Lieux’, Famille
Bougrier 2021
From fine, chalky soils, this is a fragrant, gently citrusy style

with just a touch of tropical fruit, finishing whistle clean and

fresh. 12.5%

£8.95 £107.00

LO17151
1 E

Touraine Sauvignon Blanc, Domaine Guénault 2021
From the Bougrier family’s own property, where the chalk

soils, and this fresher vintage, imbue a classical Loire

minerality to the wine, making it a great alternative to

Sancerre and other Central Vineyards sauvignons. 12.5%

£8.95 £107.00

LO17221
2

Haut Poitou Sauvignon Blanc, Domaine La Tour
Beaumont 2021
It looks like a good vintage in the Haut Poitou and Pierre

Morgeau’s wine is delicious again this year: fresh, ripe and

fragrant with hints of tropical fruit. 13%

£9.50 £114.00

LO16601
2 G

Touraine Sauvignon Blanc, Domaine de la Renaudie
2020
Picked to maximise both aromatics and freshness following

a summer of drought, the Denis family’s sauvignon is bright

and moreish, rounded and well balanced. 13.5%

£9.95 £119.00

LO17361
2

Coteaux du Giennois, Domaine de Villargeau 2021
Crisp, fresh sauvignon blanc with a touch of flintiness and

classic mineral finish. Drink this year and next. 13.5%

£10.95 £131.00

LO17241
C 1

Cheverny, Domaine du Salvard 2021
Pristine and refreshing sauvignon takes the lead in this

popular Loire white which includes a little chardonnay to

round out the palate. Drink this year and next. 12.5%

£10.95 £131.00

LO17411
2

Quincy ‘Vin Noble’ Domaine du Tremlay 2021
From an historic sauvignon blanc appellation, this is a

pristine Central Vineyards’ example, with ripe stone fruit and

passionfruit aromas and crisp, mineral palate. Drink this year

and next. 12.5%

£13.50 £167.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

LO17421
2

Reuilly Les Pierres Plates, Domaine de Reuilly 2021
Central Vineyards sauvignon and a member favourite over

many vintages, this is a pristine example, fragrant with citrus

and white stone fruit. Drink now to 2024. 13%

£13.95 £167.00

LO16721
1

Pouilly Fumé, Domaine Seguin 2020
A benchmark Pouilly-Fumé, flint-edged, with brisk acidity

and long mineral finish. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£14.95 £179.00

LO17041
1

Pouilly-Fumé, Domaine de Riaux 2020
From a mix of soils but predominantly silex which brings

typical flinty notes to the wine, helping to maintain freshness

and cut in this warmer Loire vintage. Drink now to 2024.

13.5%

£16.50 £198.00

LO17081
C 2

The Society’s Exhibition Pouilly-Fumé 2019
Elegant Central Vineyards sauvignon blanc made for us by

Sophie Landrat-Guyollot, who selects fruit from the region’s

flint soils for the typical gunflint aroma they bring to the wine,

which then ages on the fine lees to preserve minerality and

freshness. Drink now to 2024. 14.5%

£17.00 £204.00

LO17261
C 1

The Society’s Exhibition Sancerre 2021
From Domaine Serge Laloue once again, the 2021 is precise

and linear, more classic in style than recent vintages, with

delicate aromas of white flowers and crisp, long palate.

Drink now to 2025. 13%

£17.50 £210.00

LO16831
1

Sancerre ‘La Reine Blanche’, Domaine Vacheron 2020
Precise and delicately aromatic, with hints of lime leaf, tisane

and flint, with chalky minerality, salty tang and a fresh, long

finish. Drink now to 2025. 14%

£24.00 £288.00
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ALSACE & LORRAINE: WHITE
Alsace white wines can be rich and generous or flint-edged and fine. What they have

in common is a full-bodied fruitiness and the fact that most are made without barrel

ageing (many use large and older oak casks but these do not impart oak flavour).

Wines come in various levels of sweetness but here most are essentially dry and

food-friendly. Our sweetness code (see inside front) should help you to choose

between styles, and many producers now include their own scale (or the more basic

EU standard) on the back label to help you decide how and when to serve.

Joanna Locke MW
Buyer for Loire, Alsace, Portugal & South Africa

BLENDS
Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

AL16011
2 E

Edelzwicker Special Cuvée, Joseph Cattin 2020
Edelzwicker means noble blend, here the classic grapes

riesling, muscat, gewurztraminer and pinot gris, with grapey

aroma and a fresh bright palate. 13%

£8.95 £107.00

AL16061
2

The Society’s Vin d’Alsace 2019
The new 2019 is riper and more aromatic than the 2018, still

dry but full-bodied and spicy: classic Alsace. 13.5%

£9.95 £119.00

MUSCAT
Little planted and difficult to make, Alsace muscat is a rare treat mostly served as an

aperitif but it is a perfect match for asparagus and works with delicate Thai spices,

too.

AL16141
2 G

NEW Muscat Réserve, Lucien Albrecht 2020
Refreshing dry muscat, delicately aromatic on the nose, pure

and mouthwatering on the palate. 12.5%

£9.95 £119.00

AL16411
C 2 E

Muscat Réserve, Trimbach 2019
Fragrant bone-dry muscat which is a benchmark of the style

and a delight to drink. Drink this year and next. 13%

£17.00 £204.00

SYLVANER, AUXERROIS & PINOT BLANC
Sylvaner is bone-dry and sappy, with plenty of freshness, matching especially well

with cold meats. Pinot blanc tastes rounder, especially when blended with auxerrois,

often has a hint of melon and is excellent with egg-based dishes or salads.

AL16081
C 2 E

Pinot Blanc, Cave de Turckheim 2020
Dry but gently rounded, this adapts well to a wide range of

dishes and is enjoyable with or without food. 13%

£8.50 £102.00
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AL16211
C 1

Sylvaner, Léon Beyer 2020
Still young and tightly wrought this is a typically dry sylvaner

with the crispness to complement shellfish now but will open

up to the versatile wine we have come to expect from this

historic house. Drink this year and next. 12%

£11.50 £138.00

AL15781
2 E

Pinot Blanc, Trimbach 2019
Majority auxerrois, as the appellation permits, the balance

pinot blanc, showing lovely texture and freshness. Drink this

year. 13%

£12.95 £155.00

PINOT GRIS
Alsace pinot gris is quite different from its Italian counterpart, pinot grigio. Lower

yields and the extraordinary dry climate help create a much fuller-flavoured style of

wine, dry or off-dry, often with a rich spiciness, and perfectly suited to accompany a

meal.

AL16491
2

NEW Pinot Gris ‘P’tit Léon’, Léon Beyer 2017
A Beyer classic, with distinctive traditional label design by

Hansi, this is a dry Alsace pinot gris with a little spice and

richness. Drink over the next year or so. 13.5%

£11.95 £143.00

AL16351
C 2

Pinot Gris ‘Les Prélats’ Domaine Ginglinger 2020
Certified organic, this is a dry pinot gris with lovely texture

and minerality on the palate, with the delicate aromas of

fresh orchard fruits. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

£13.95 £167.00

AL16181
C 3

Pinot Gris Estate, Famille Hugel 2018
A selection from plots across the Hugel family’s own

vineyards, this is a dry but full-bodied pinot gris just starting

to open up. Drink now to 2027. 14%

£17.00 £204.00

AL16371
C 3

Pinot Gris ‘Roche Calcaire’, Domaine Zind-Humbrecht
2019
From fruit grown predominantly on the chalky soils of the

Clos Windsbuhl, for finesse, complexity and a touch of

smokiness. Drink now to 2027. 13%

£20.00 £240.00

GEWURZTRAMINER
Gewurztraminer epitomises the rich but dry Alsace style: full-bodied and fragrant with

a touch of spice, and perfect with curries and strong soft cheese.

AL15571
4 E

Gewurztraminer, Cave de Turckheim 2019
Gentle fragrance of rose-petal and spice makes this a

classic gewurz, its body and sweet fruit make it a great

match for spicy cuisine. Drink this year. 13.5%

£10.50 £126.00
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AL16321
C 2

The Society’s Exhibition Alsace Gewurztraminer 2018
Predominantly from Hugel’s grand cru Sporen vineyard, this

is a full and refreshing example, dry but full-bodied with

aromas of dried rose petals and a hint of spice. Drink now to

2026. 13.5%

£16.00 £192.00

AL16481
C 4

Gewurztraminer Les Princes Abbés, Domaines
Schlumberger 2020
From estate vineyards and always including some grand cru

fruit, this is a gently spicy example, with a bouquet of rose

petals and exotic fruits. Drink now to 2025. 14%

£17.00 £204.00

RIESLING
One of the wine world’s great grapes, try a dry riesling with fish or a stir-fry. Go to

page 150 for a fine half-bottle from the house of Trimbach.

AL16091
C 2

Riesling Brandluft, Boeckel 2019
Refreshing, delicately perfumed riesling from a vineyard in

the north of Alsace being considered for a new premier cru

appellation. Certified organic. Drink now to 2024. 13%

£13.95 £167.00

AL16381
C 2

Riesling Roche Roulée, Domaine Zind-Humbrecht 2019
Formerly bottled as Herrenweg, this is a fine young riesling

from a great Alsace cellar, full-bodied, and long on the

palate. Drink now to 2031. 13%

£20.00 £240.00

RHÔNE: WHITE
White Rhônes are full and generously flavoured, just like their red counterparts, and

are also, like the reds, very food-friendly.

Marcel Orford-Williams
Buyer for Rhône, southern and regional France & Germany

RH63691
2

NEW Luberon Blanc, Famille Perrin 2021
The slightly higher altitude in the hills of the Luberon brings

freshness to the wines. This is dry, crisp and fruity, with a

touch of Provence herbs. 13%

£7.25 £87.00

RH64291
2 G

NEW Chardonnay Les Gravettes, IGP Ardèche, Vignerons
Ardéchois 2020
The southern Ardèche is a good place to find chardonnay.

Here it thrives on the stony, sandy soils with its long hot

summers, and is picked early to conserve all the fruit and

crispness of good chardonnay. Enjoy this with fish or poultry,

or indeed on its own. 13%

£8.95 £107.00
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RH64471
C 2

Côtes-du-Rhône Blanc, Domaine Jaume 2021
A round-tasting, dry, softly textured white from the village of

Vinsobres. There is grenache blanc and clairette with

marsanne and roussanne in support. Herby fruit with a touch

of pear and fennel. enjoy with or without food. 13%

£8.95 £107.00

RH61311
2 G

Viognier Grès du Trias, Coteaux de l’Ardèche, Vignerons
Ardéchois 2020
From vines grown on sandstone in the southern Ardèche,

this is a full-bodied, ripe-tasting Rhône viognier, full of

character and weight, perfect for crayfish dishes or a

chicken or vegetable korma. 14.5%

£9.95 £119.00

RH63831
2 G

NEW The Society’s Côtes-du-Rhône Blanc 2021
A refreshing, flavoury white from the southern Rhône and

made for us by the enterprising Perrin family of Beaucastel

fame. Good with fish and chips or carbonara. 13%

£9.95 £119.00

RH60741
2

Côtes-du-Rhône Blanc Nature, Famille Perrin 2020
Coming from in and around Vinsobres, this is a grenache-

dominated white, full-bodied, rich and round with a hint of

crushed pear. The Perrins were among the first Rhône

growers to introduce organic farming. Drink this year and

next. 14%

£10.95 £131.00

RH61391
2

Côtes-du-Rhône Blanc, Guigal 2020
Dry, full-bodied, fruity, viognier-dominant white, fragrant with

complex flavours of peach, pear and a touch of honey.

Lovely on its own and excellent with seafood. The viognier

very much makes its presence felt in the 2020 vintage.

Drink this year and next. 14.5%

£10.95 £131.00

RH64211
C 2

Grignan-les-Adhémar Blanc Cuvée Gourmandise,
Domaine de Montine 2021
A round-tasting, full and tropical-fruit flavoured Rhône from

just outside the town of Grignan with its fine château. Drink

chilled on its own or with shellfish. Drink this year and next.

13%

£10.95 £131.00

RH61301
2

NEW Côtes-du-Rhône Blanc ‘La Borry’, Domaine de Saint-
Amant 2019
Deliciously fruity and fragrant. Made from the viognier grape,

with a touch of roussanne. High-altitude vines above

Beaumes-de-Venise give extra freshness to the ripe peach

and citrus notes. Drink this year and next. 13.5%

£11.50 £138.00

RH63741
C 2

Lirac Blanc La Fermade, Domaine Maby 2021
Full-flavoured yet crisp and refreshing. This never ceases to

amaze for its freshness and vitality. An ideal pairing with

shellfish or a chicken risotto. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£11.95 £143.00
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RH64041
C 3

Grignan-les-Adhémar, Viognier, Domaine de Montine
2021
Creamy, full-flavoured Rhône viognier with peach and exotic

guava flavours. Very ripe and full-flavoured, and perfect with

fish or duck pâté. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£11.95 £143.00

RH60961
1 G

Vacqueyras Blanc Les Clefs d’Or, Clos des Cazaux 2020
White Vacqueyras is rare yet it is a speciality at Clos des

Cazaux, where the clairette grape is used to wonderful

effect. Crisp, dry and perfectly balanced. Drink now to 2024.

13.5%

£14.95 £179.00

RH56821
2

NEW Roussanne-Viognier Etincelle, Vin de France,
Domaine Coursodon 2018
A cuvée made just for fun by the talented Jérôme

Coursodon, top name in Saint-Joseph. It is a blend of

youthful roussanne and a little viognier and made with

aperitifs in mind. Fruity and refreshing. Drink this year. 13%

£17.50 £210.00

RH61351
2

Châteauneuf-du-Pape Blanc, Château Mont-Redon 2020
This famous estate produces one of the best whites in

Châteauneuf, in a style that owes nothing to oak. Dry, full-

flavoured, herby and long. Try it with linguini with clams.

Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£23.00 £276.00

THE SOUTH OF FRANCE: WHITE
The south of France is the place to find a great diversity of flavours and value for

money. Wines from around the Mediterranean are often round, full and generous,

similar to white Rhônes, and the south-west, epitomised by Gascony, produces fresh,

fruity, charming wines.

Marcel Orford-Williams
Buyer for Rhône, southern and regional France & Germany

LANGUEDOC, ROUSSILLON, CORSICA AND PROVENCE,
INCLUDING PICPOUL DE PINET
FC41841
C 2

Les Pierres Bordes, Marsanne-Viognier, Pays d’Oc 2021
This marriage of two Rhône grape varieties from the

Minervois/Saint-Chinian border is now a firm member

favourite. Fresh, round, full-flavoured and moreishly fruity.

12.5%

£6.75 £81.00

FC41901
C 2 E

Grenache Blanc, Pays d’Oc, Domaine du Bosc 2021
Soft, round and very easy on the palate. This is a full-

flavoured Mediterranean white redolent of citrus and herbs,

to be enjoyed with or without food. 13%

£6.95 £83.00
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FC41851
C 2 E

Duo Des Mers Sauvignon-Viognier, Vin de France 2021
Fragrant, fruity, dry and refreshing white made with

sauvignon from Gascony and viognier from the Languedoc.

12%

£7.25 £87.00

FC41971
1 E

NEW The Society’s French Dry White 2021
Frosts devastated much of the Languedoc in spring so a big

change was needed to create the fragrant, fruity and dry

2021 which, if anything, will be better than the 2020.

Vermentino becomes the major element with an important

addition of very fine chardonnay. A final third is made up by

sauvignon, grenache and viognier. 12.5%

£7.25 £87.00

FC42431
C 1 E

Bleu Blanc Thau, Picpoul-Terret, Côtes de Thau,
Florensac 2021
From oyster country, behind the Etang de Thau, this is a

bone-dry, fruity white made from two local grape varieties

that blend well together. Picpoul is better known and gives

body and roundness, while terret adds a bit of grip and

herby flavours. Refreshing with clean, citrus flavours 12.5%

£7.50 £90.00

FC41961
2 G

Viognier, Pays d’Oc, Domaine du Bosc 2021
Textbook southern French viognier; exotic, peachy and rich.

Good with shellfish, ham and melon, or on its own. 13%

£7.95 £95.00

FC42041
2 E

NEW Le Stopgap Chardonnay, Vin de France, Jacques
Depagneux 2021
In a year when the vineyards of France were blighted by

frost, we’ve been able to create a chardonnay using fruit

from three sources in the Languedoc, including Limoux, and

a touch from the Mâconnais for a touch of class and a dry,

crisp, ‘je ne sais quoi’. 13.5%

£8.50 £102.00

FC42331
2 E

Chardonnay, Pays d’Oc, Domaine de Pennautier 2021
A lovely fruity chardonnay from outside Carcassonne, where

the slightly cooler climate allows the grapes to flourish and

retain freshness. Pennautier is the outstanding estate in this

area with a proper, Versailles-inspired château. 13.5%

£8.50 £102.00

FC42101
2 E

NEW Corbières Blanc Le Blanc Paysan, Castelmaure 2021
This exemplary co-operative’s main vocation is red wine but

this white, made mostly from grenache blanc, is wonderfully

rounded and fruity with a hint of nuttiness. 13.5%

£8.95 £107.00

FC42241
2 E

NEW Sauvignon-Viognier Equilibre, Côtes de Thongue,
Domaine de l’Arjolle 2021
Dry, crisp and refreshing Languedoc sauvignon with a twist:

viognier, adding hints of peach to the mix and helping to

round off the palate nicely. Perfect aperitif white for drinking

this summer. 12.5%

£8.95 £107.00
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FC42581
2

Mas Bres, Stella Blanc, Cévennes 2021
Tantalising blend bringing together grape varieties better

known in Asace (pinot gris, riesling) and Languedoc

(vermentino). Fruity, clean-tasting with citrus and yellow plum

with the body and spice of pinot gris and a sprinkling of

spice. This is savoury and long, with pinot gris more to the

fore in 2021. 13.5%

£8.95 £107.00

FC41911
C 1

Corse Terra Nostra Blanc 2021
Fresh, fragrant and vibrant dry white from Corsica and made

from the local vermentino grape. A lovely aperitif or with all

manner of seafood 12%

£9.50 £114.00

FC42171
C 2 E

The Society’s Picpoul de Pinet 2021
Picpoul de Pinet produces a clean, full-flavoured white and

is a perfect partner for seafood, among other dishes. It also

makes the perfect white to drink on its own, maybe with a

few olives or half-a-dozen oysters. 13%

£9.50 £114.00

FC42251
C 1 E

Picpoul de Pinet, Domaine Félines Jourdan 2021
One of the best-value whites from the south of France. Full-

flavoured, dry yet with crisp freshness and a beguiling citrus

and herb flavour. Enjoy it on its own or with fish. 13%

£9.50 £114.00

FC42591
2

Muscat Sec, Pays d’Oc, Domaine de Barroubio 2021
This is a fragrant, full-bodied dry white from muscat grown

on blindingly white, chalky soils on the Minervois/Saint-

Chinian border. This would be lovely with dim sum or maybe

a dish of seafood pasta. 13.5%

£9.95 £119.00

FC41501
2

Coteaux d’Aix en Provence La Source, Château
Vignelaure 2020
Lovely, rich-tasting blend of vermentino, sauvignon and

semillon that is full, fruity and long. Match this dry white with

Mediterranean-style dishes like fish soups or perhaps fish

curry. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£11.50 £138.00

FC42771
2

Domaine Jones Blanc ‘A Different Direction’ 2020
Katie Jones is the owner of some fabulous vineyards down

in the deep south, straddling a line between Fitou and the

Roussillon. Traditional varieties are her speciality, such as

macabeu and grenache. Katie often markets her wines as

varietals but this is a blend, hence the ‘different direction’.

Dry, herby and full. Drink now to 2023. 13.5%

£13.50 £162.00

FC41151
2

Limoux Blanc, Dédicace, Château Rives-Blanques 2020
Full-bodied chenin from the Aude Valley in the Languedoc

that is steeped in history and magic. This has both freshness

and a creamy texture with hints of honey, melon and citrus.

Drink this year and next. 13.5%

£13.50 £162.00
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FC41571
C 1

Cassis, Clos Val Bruyère, Château Barbanau 2020
Above the Mediterranean amid the towering limestone

Calanques is where Provence’s most exciting whites are

made. This is bone-dry, characterful, savoury and perfect

with all manner of seafood. Drink now to 2024. 12.5%

£13.95 £167.00

FC42601
2

NEW Côtes du Roussillon Blanc Coume Marie, La
Préceptorie 2021
This blend includes ripe grenache gris and grenache blanc

grapes from around the village of Maury, and is generously

flavoured, very full-bodied and savoury, with hints of pear

and white peach. Try it with a paella or seafood pasta. 14%

£14.50 £174.00

FC42221
2

NEW Corse-Calvi Fiumeseccu, Domaine Alzipratu 2021
Fresh, fruity white from a top estate in Corsica. Made from

the vermentino grape, this is round and full with a refreshing

twist of citrus. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£16.00 £192.00

FC40221
2

Roussanne de Madone, Pays d’Urfé, Gilles Bonnefoy
2020
A delightful, dry and rounded roussanne from a

rediscovered vineyard in the Massif Central. There is a taste

of apple, honey and citrus that is Rhône-like but altogether

lighter. Perfect on its own or with prawn stir-fry. Drink now to

2024. 13%

£18.50 £222.00

FC41441
2

NEW Côtes du Roussillon Blanc Terres Nouvelles, La
Préceptorie 2020
This is 100% grenache gris, fermented and raised in barrel.

This old grape variety was the secret behind many of the

top fortified wines from here because of its acidity and ability

to age. This is dry, unfortified and goes well with fish,

shellfish and white meats. Drink now to 2026. 14.5%

£20.00 £240.00

FC40701
1

NEW Le Soula Blanc, Vin de Pays des Côtes Catalanes
2016
An exciting full-flavoured, dry white from high-altitude

vineyards in the Roussillon. Made from a large number of

varieties with sauvignon and vermentino together

accounting for more than 70%. Burgundian finesse,

freshness and complexity. Drink now to 2027. 12.5%

£27.00 £324.00

THE SOUTH-WEST INCLUDING BERGERAC, GASCONY AND
JURANÇON
FC41861
C 2 E

Cantoiseau Blanc, Vin de France 2021
A light, refreshing and fruity white with sauvignon influencing

the fresh, leafy, nettly flavours. Excellent value, too. 11%

£6.50 £78.00
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FC41741
C 2

‘Aramis Blanc’, Laplace, Vin de France 2020
Gros manseng has replaced the sauvignon in this

colombard-based white from Gascony which now tastes

fruitier and livelier, refreshing and light. 11.5%

£6.95 £83.00

FC42371
2 E

The Society’s Côtes de Gascogne 2021
Noticeably drier in this vintage, this is fragrant, light, crisp

with a slight refreshing prickle. There is a hint of citrus on the

palate, more grapefruit than lemon. Perfect on its own. 10.5%

£7.25 £87.00

FC42421
C 2

Saint-Mont, Les Vignes Retrouvées 2019
Dry and full-bodied with complex aromas of honey,

nectarine and citrus. The Plaimont co-op is at the centre of a

vineyard that never regained its confidence after the

phylloxera catastrophe. Saint-Mont was reconstructed from

scratch using traditional grapes: gros manseng, petit courbu,

arrufiac. 13%

£9.50 £114.00

FC42401
2 E

Domaine Tariquet Côté Chardonnay-Sauvignon, Côtes de
Gascogne 2021
The two best-known white grape varieties come together to

make a refreshing, light and fruity white from Gascony.

Versatile enough to go with multiple dishes or to enjoy on its

own. 11%

£9.95 £119.00

FC42381
1 E

Domaine Tariquet, Amplitude, Côtes de Gascogne 2021
With immense vineyard holdings, brothers Rémi and Armin

Grassa have huge resources with which to invent and

delight. This is a bone-dry, fruity white made from the gros

manseng grape. Refreshing and vibrant with a hint of

grapefruit. Drink now to 2024. 12%

£10.50 £126.00

FC42481
C 2

Bergerac Blanc La Cuvée des Conti, Domaine Albert de
Conti 2021
The De Conti estate has split between children hence the

change to the name. The wine, though, remains the same

and is a blend of 50% semillon, 40% sauvignon with a little

of the rare muscadelle for added complexity. Drink now to

2024. 13%

£10.50 £126.00

FC41541
1 G

Jurançon Geyser, Domaine Cauhapé 2020
Henri Ramonteu’s Béarnais blend of gros and petit manseng

with camaralet, courbu and lauzet grapes is a bone-dry, full-

bodied white with a zesty, grapefruit fragrance that works

well with strong hard cheese or fish pie. Drink now to 2026.

14.5%

£12.95 £155.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

FC41391
2

Gaillac Blanc Sec, Renaissance, Domaine Rotier 2019
Most of this characterful dry white is made from the local loin

de l’oeuil grape but there is also a little sauvignon for

freshness. Barrel-aged for greater complexity and showing

flavours of fennel and pear. Try with fish or poultry. Drink this

year and next. 13.5%

£13.50 £162.00

FC41601
2

NEW Bergerac Blanc, Moulin des Dames, Château Tour
des Gendres 2020
Rich and full-bodied French white from the Dordogne, this is

a very ripe expression of sauvignon blanc that is complex

with flavours of apricot and citrus. Perfect with fish in a

creamy sauce, shellfish or blue cheese. There is lovely

balance in the 2020, of stone fruit with just a hint of oak and

great length. Drink now to 2025. 14%

£18.50 £222.00

JURA & BUGEY: WHITE
JU1791
1

NEW Chignin Anne de Biguerne, Domaine Jean-François
Quénard 2020
From one of the top estates in Savoie, this is an old-vine

cuvée of the local jacquère grape from a top vineyard site.

There is depth and richness but overall it is dry, clean and

flinty with a touch of alpine herbs. Drink now to 2026. 12%

£12.95 £155.00

JU1801
C 2

Chignin-Bergeron Au Pied des Tours, Domaine Jean-
François Quénard 2020
Bergeron is the local name for the roussanne grape and is

the speciality of the village of Chignin near Chambéry. Full-

flavoured, crisper than a roussanne from the Rhône, creamy

with complex flavours of peach and vanilla. Ideal with

scallops, crayfish or soft cheeses. Drink now to 2026. 13%

£19.00 £228.00

JU1821
2 E

NEW Côtes du Jura, Chardonnay, Clavaire, Domaines
Carlines 2017
Dry, full-bodied and barrel-aged chardonnay from a Jura

estate whose first vintage this is. A promising source for the

future, and a must with chicken in a creamy mushroom

sauce. Drink now to 2027. 14%

£20.00 £240.00

JU1681
1

NEW Arbois, Traminer, Domaine Tissot 2018
Traminer is synonymous with savagnin and Stéphane Tissot

uses it to indicate a non-oxidative style. Very full-bodied and

rich with great complexity, fat and spice rather than fruit.

Great with cheese and not to be served chilled. Drink now

to 2028. 15%

£38.00 £456.00
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AUSTRIA: WHITE
Austria has a long, rich history of winemaking and due to their focus on quality over

volume it is made up of predominantly small, family wineries, meaning there are

wonderfully passionate people behind all of these wines. 2021 was another superb

vintage for Austria, where they avoided the frosts that caused so much destruction

through much of the rest of Europe’s wine regions and enjoyed a long, mostly dry

growing season and temperatures neither too hot nor too cold. A Goldilocks year for

sure!

Freddy Bulmer
Buyer for New Zealand, Australia, Austria, Eastern Europe & Beer

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

AA3681
2 E

NEW Ferdinand Mayr Exklusiv Grüner Veltliner 2021
A great example of ‘bistro’ grüner veltliner from Austria, with

all the crisp, refreshing qualities that make these wines such

a hit in the bars of Vienna. Thanks to the vibrancy of the

stone-fruit, citrus and pepper in this simple and charming

white, it’s great with or without food, any day of the week.

12.5%

£7.95 £95.00

AA3231
2 E

Familie Mantler Grüner Veltliner, Niederösterreich 2020
An idyllic family winery in sleepiest Austria making charming

wines offering unbeatable value. Lifted and wonderfully

refreshing, with lemon, peach and apricot flavours; we have

been particularly impressed by the 2020 vintage of this

wine, which is especially vibrant and generous. 12%

£8.50 £102.00

AA3691
C 2 E

The Society’s Grüner Veltliner 2021
Succulent pear and white-pepper aromas are followed by

nectarine flavours and a refreshing spritz on the palate. This

is a textbook grüner from the historic Stadt Krems winery.

12%

£8.50 £102.00

AA3701
C 2 E

Familie Mantler Roter Veltliner, Niederösterreich 2021
A delicious rarity, roter veltliner is a very old Austrian grape

variety and not believed to be linked to grüner veltliner. A

perfect lunchtime wine which is dry and effortlessly

refreshing with flavours of fresh pears, apricot and

elderflower. 11.5%

£8.95 £107.00

AA3761
C 2 E

Domäne Wachau ’Gneis + Löss’ Grüner Veltliner 2021
Light, crisp and fresh grüner veltliner from the outstanding

Wachau co-operative. Seldom sold outside of Austria, this

wine is a delicious taste of the region, with succulent lemon,

spritzy peach and a twist of spice. Light in alcohol but full of

zest. 11.5%

£9.50 £114.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

AA3261
2 E

Rainer Wess Grüner Veltliner, Kremstal 2020
This consistently excellent white has really raised the bar in

the 2020 vintage. Rainer Wess has achieved alluring

aromas of struck match, flint and vanilla pod which sit atop

flavours of apricots, lemon and spice. The palate is complex,

crisp and dry with gingerbread, lemon curd and peach

flavours. 12.5%

£9.95 £119.00

AA3311
2 E

The Society’s Exhibition Grüner Veltliner 2020
From legendary Austrian winemaker Willi Bründlmayer’s

terraced Kamptal vineyards, this has a ripe opulent core of

stone and citrus fruit, with mouthwatering spice and a twist

of pepper on the finish. Drink now to 2025. 12.5%

£12.95 £155.00

AA3651
2 E

Stadt Krems Stein Riesling, Kremstal 2020
A great example of the outstanding value that Austrian

riesling offers. A smart, restrained riesling with hints of

tropical fruit and stone on the nose and a fresh, crisp and

focused palate. Poised and sophisticated. Drink now to

2027. 13%

£14.50 £174.00

AA3361
2 E

Stadt Krems Stein Grüner Veltliner, Kremstal 2019
A precise and elegant dry white wine, with charm in

abundance. This was crowned a Wine Champion in 2021

and quite rightly so! With all the hallmarks of top grüner

veltliner; peach and pepper on the nose and a crisp,

focused limey acidity, this is particularly good value from the

outstanding 2019 vintage. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£16.50 £198.00
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ENGLAND: WHITE
2021 was a tough vintage across much of the UK which led to yields being

significantly reduced compared to 2020 and 2018. What wine was made, however,

shows wonderful freshness and impressive aromatics. 2020 continues to provide

wines of impressive weight and concentration without skimping on the bright,

aromatic character we’ve come to expect from English still wine. English sparkling
wines can be found on page 30.

Matthew Horsley
Buyer for England, Greece, Hungary & accessories

Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

EN1751
2 E

The Society’s English White 2021
Our flagship English white from Three Choirs in

Gloucestershire from the refreshing and aromatic 2021

vintage, with aromas of white fruits, citrus and gooseberry,

and a light, structured and pure palate. A delicious dry white

and a real success story from such a tricky vintage. 12%

£9.50 £114.00

EN1691
2 E

Chapel Down Flint Dry, Kent 2020
A delicious, easy-drinking blend from Kent with 62%

chardonnay at its core providing stone-fruit and apple notes

with splashes of bacchus, pinot blanc, siegerrebe,

schönburger, reichensteiner, pinot noir and pinot meunier

giving aromatic complexity and weight. Another success

from the 2020 vintage. Drink this year. 12.5%

£13.50 £162.00

EN1681
2 E

Chapel Down Bacchus, Kent 2020
Fresh, fragrant bacchus with aromas of grapefruit, melon

and toasted lime and a bright, fresh, rounded palate from

the wonderful 2020 vintage. Drink this year. 12.5%

£13.95 £167.00

EN1731
2 E

Dillions Single Vineyard Bacchus, Sussex 2020
A beautifully aromatic and elegant bacchus from Dillions

Vineyard, a family-run winery in West Sussex, showing

incredible potential in only their second vintage.

Gooseberry, lime-leaf and grapefruit on the nose with a full,

fresh and enlivening palate. Proof that English bacchus

shouldn’t be forgotten. Drink this year and next. 12%

£16.50 £198.00
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GERMANY: WHITE
More members have been discovering how delicious fine German riesling can be.

This is partly because the quality of the dry styles has improved beyond recognition,

but also because more of us understand that the fruitier wines from great estates are

perfectly balanced to drink with or without food, and will age beautifully for decades.

Marcel Orford-Williams
Buyer for Rhône, southern and regional France & Germany

DRY
Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

GE14171
2 E

The Society’s Ruppertsberg 2020
The co-operative movement has historically been important

in Germany and Ruppertsberg is easily one of the best. This

full, fruity dry white is made using a majority of silvaner for

body and a little riesling for citrusy fruit and grip. A versatile

white to be enjoyed with or without food. 12.5%

£7.50 £90.00

GE14871
C 2 E

Ruppertsberg Linsenbusch Grauburgunder Trocken,
Ruppertsberg Winzerverein 2020
Attractively rounded pinot gris from the Pfalz, with ripe

stone-fruit flavours with a touch of spice. 12.5%

£8.75 £105.00

GE14311
2 E

Weissburgunder, Weingut Jülg 2020
A deliciously fruity, juicy, dry pinot blanc in a fresh and direct

style. A German wine but the grapes are all grown across

the border in Alsace thanks to a delightful post-war anomaly.

Perfect as an aperitif or with a stir-fry. Drink now to 2023.

13%

£11.95 £143.00

GE14361
1 E

Winkel Riesling, August Eser 2020
A fine, dry village riesling from the Rheingau. Lots of flavour

and character with a lemon-and-lime twist and lingering

salinity. Drink now to 2027. 12% Low stock.

£12.50 £150.00

GE14881
2 E

NEW Weisser Burgunder, Schloss Neuweier 2020
Full-flavoured pinot blanc from the northern part of Baden. A

perfect food-friendly white that would go well with pork or

poultry. Drink now to 2026. 13%

£12.50 £150.00

GE15131
2 E

Gewürztraminer, Weingut Jülg 2021
Richly flavoured, fruity with a touch of spice, this comes from

a family estate in the border village of Schweigen. The vines

are actually on French soil and overlook the northern Alsace

town of Wissembourg. Drink now to 2023. 13.5%

£13.50 £162.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

GE13961
2 E

The Society’s Exhibition Rheingau Riesling 2019
Rheingau rieslings were popular in Victorian times and early

Society Lists featured several. We asked leading producer

Gunter Künstler to provide a modern take on this classic

style. Clean lines, fruit and lovely length of flavour and a

must with South-East Asian cooking. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£13.95 £167.00

GE12641
1 E

NEW Wiltinger Riesling Dry, von Kesselstatt 2018
With a bouquet evocative of Wilting’s steely slate slopes and

clean-cut, distinctive and refreshing flavour, this is classic dry

Saar riesling. Drink this year and next. 12.5%

£16.00 £192.00

GE14771
1 E

NEW Wachenheimer Riesling, Bürklin-Wolf 2020
The village of Wachenheim lies on volcanic soils and always

makes wines that are full-flavoured and spicy. This is whistle-

clean, refreshing riesling with great depth of flavour. Drink

now to 2029. 12% Low stock.

£18.00 £216.00

GE10891
1 E

NEW Schweigen Sonnenberg Riesling, Weingut Jülg
2016
An exceptionally good dry riesling from the border town of

Schweigen. The Sonnenberg vineyard is actually on French

soil and overlooks Wissembourg. Very long with a twist of

salt and citrus. Drink now to 2029. 13.5%

£19.00 £228.00

FRUITY
GE14951
C 3 E

Ruppertsberger Hoheburg Riesling Kabinett 2021
Great-value off-dry riesling. Full-flavoured with citrus fruit,

succulent and long with well-balanced sweetness. It comes

from Ruppertsberg, a key wine village of the Mittelhaardt

9.5%

£7.95 £95.00

GE14231
4 E

Riesling, Mosel, Dr Loosen 2020
A lovely, fresh-tasting riesling from a deliciously ripe vintage

in the Mosel. Clean and fruity with a little sweetness, this is

wonderful as an aperitif. 8.5%

£9.50 £114.00

GE13571
C 3 E

The Society’s Saar Riesling 2019
A deliciously, round and fruity riesling blended for us from

top vineyards sites in the Saar valley by the team at von

Kesselstatt. Charm, precision and persistence, all are

present in this riesling. The 2019 vintage has ripe, peachy

fruit and is tinglingly fresh. Drink now to 2026. 10.5%

£11.50 £138.00
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Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

GE13581
3 E

Niedermenniger Riesling Kabinett, von Kesselstatt 2019
The Saar does maddening loops among the vines so that

the Niedermenninger Herrenberg runs in parallel to the

Scharzhofberger. It’s the source of this steely, racy and

citrusy wine, with just a touch of sweetness. Drink now to

2026. 10%

£11.95 £143.00

GE10151
4

NEW Wawern Herrenberger Riesling Kabinett, von
Othegraven 2015
Stunning, razor-sharp, steely riesling from an outstanding

producer, with lemon, lime and peach to the fore. Drink now

to 2025. 8.5%

£15.00 £180.00

GE14661
6

NEW Scheurebe Mandelring Spätlese, Müller-Catoir 2018
A lovely, graceful sweet white for sipping on its own in quiet

contemplation, maybe while listening to von Weber’s opera

‘Der Freischütz’. Drink now to 2028. 9.5%

£24.00 £288.00

GREECE & EASTERN EUROPE: WHITE
Greece is home to a number of exciting indigenous varieties that offer outstanding

value for money, with the aromatic moschofilero and the citrus and mineral assyrtiko

leading the charge. Dry furmint continues to impress across Hungary, and Bulgaria

appeals, with its delicious and affordable orange wine and beautifully aromatic native

grape, misket.

Matthew Horsley
Buyer for England, Greece, Hungary & accessories

BG431
2 E

Bulgarian Heritage Misket, Via Vinera 2020
Misket is nothing to do with the more famous muscat but

does share similar characteristics. Notes of juicy oranges,

blossom and roses continue on the crisp, refreshing palate,

where they are joined by notes of zesty lime. 13%

£7.50 £90.00

GR2331
2 E

Mitravelas ‘White on Grey’ Moschofilero 2021
Fresh, fragrant moschofilero brimming with lime-zest, stone-

fruit and rosehip aromas, with zingy acidity and an

underlying spice on the palate. A real taste of Greece that

transcends its price tag. 12.5%

£7.50 £90.00

BG421
2 E

Bulgarian Heritage Dimyat Orange Wine, Via Vinera
2020
Bulgarian orange wine, made from the white dimyat grape,

vinified as though a red wine. Textured, zippy and a

delicious combination of peachy fruit, savoury herb and

sweet spice. 13%

£8.50 £102.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

GR2241
2 E

The Society’s Greek White 2021
Leonidas Nassiakos produces this gloriously aromatic blend

of moschofilero, which gives rosehip aromatics and

refreshing acidity, and roditis, which provides the stone-fruit

character and weight on the palate. Ideal unoaked white for

anyday drinking. 12.5%

£8.95 £107.00

HU1791
C 2 E

Tokaji Dry Furmint, Pajzos 2020
Delicately aromatic and spicy dry furmint from Pajzos winery

that’s brimming with crisp green apple and pineapple with a

full, spicy palate and the bright, mouthwatering acidity

typical of the grape. 12%

£8.95 £107.00

GR2441
2

Psarades Dafni, Domaine Lyrarakis 2021
Dafni, saved from extinction by the Lyrarakis family, could lay

claim to being the world’s most distinctive grape variety.

Meaning ‘laurel’ in Greek, this dafni bursts from the glass

with aromas of laurel leaf, stem ginger and lime. The palate

is supple with soft acidity and plenty of citrus and herbs. A

fascinating wine. 12.5%

£9.50 £114.00

SL211
2 E

Benedict Slovenian White, Dveri Pax 2020
The foothills round Maribor in north-east Slovenia have long

been a source of brilliant white wines. This is a delightful

blend of furmint, pinot grigio, welschriesling and riesling,

with good body and stylish Alpine freshness. 12%

£9.50 £114.00

GR2341
2

Kompsos White, Karavitakis 2021
This characterful Cretan mix of vidiano, assyrtiko and

malvasia is delightfully perfumed with aromas of grapefruit,

lemon rind, herbs and roses, and refreshing on the palate

thanks to the bright and textured assyrtiko at its core. 13%

£9.95 £119.00

HU1761
1 E

Tokaji Furmint, Royal Tokaji Company 2019
Previously this was named ‘The Oddity’, as the furmint grape

is little known outside of its homeland, Hungary. That name

has been dropped but furmint in its dry state is still a minority

sport. This is a great example showcasing the grape’s

naturally piercing acidity, orchard fruit and spice, and long,

slightly oily palate. Drink now to 2024. 13%

£11.50 £138.00

GR2211
1

NEW The Society’s Exhibition Santorini Assyrtiko 2020
A benchmark Santorini assyrtiko offered to us at an

incredible price from winery Artemis Karamolegos. From

low-lying vines averaging 50-years-of-age this is pure, taut

and concentrated assyrtiko with lime-zest and peach

flavours alongside assyrtiko’s classic power and mineral,

saline finish. Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£14.95 £179.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

HU1831
2

Single-Vineyard Nyulászó Furmint, Royal Tokaji 2018
This single-vineyard furmint is grown on clay-rich soils giving

a wine of power and breadth that’s complimented by

maturation in Hungarian oak barrels to provide complex

cedar spice notes alongside furmint’s natural orchard fruit

flavours and racy acidity. 13.5%

£18.00 £216.00

GR2221
1

Assyrtiko ‘Cuvee Monsignori’ Santorini, Argyros 2018
Simply stunning assyrtiko from 200-year-old ungrafted vines

on the island of Santorini. Fermentation takes place in

stainless steel before 11 months on the fine lees with regular

bâtonnage. The result is a weighty, saline and toasted-lime

infused assyrtiko that finishes long on the palate. A

remarkable wine for long ageing. 14%

£27.00 £324.00

ITALY: WHITE
Italian whites offer a wonderful range of flavours and styles, from a wealth of fabulous

indigenous grapes often made without oak.

Sarah Knowles MW
Buyer for Italy, Champagne, North America & Spirits

IT33511
C 2 E

Piemonte Cortese 2021
A lovely introduction to the Gavi grape, cortese, fresh and

light in touch, with abundant pear, apple and lemon flavours.

12.5%

£6.50 £78.00

IT33741
C 2 E

Vermentino Sicilia, Mandrarossa 2021
Vermentino makes a refreshing, peach and lemon-scented,

easy-drinking dry white. 13%

£6.95 £83.00

IT33771
C 2

Torrenova Bianco Terre Siciliane 2021
A charming blend of predominantly catarratto with zibibbo,

fiano and grillo has led to a fruit-driven, vibrant white that is a

must for any fridge door! 12.5%

£6.95 £83.00

IT33881
C 1 E

Pinot Grigio, Vigneti delle Dolomiti, Castel Pietra 2021
From grapes grown in vineyards at over 1,800 feet up in the

foothills of the Dolomites, this pinot grigio benefits from

sunny days, but cool nights, brightening the aromatics of this

delicate, dry, crisp, peach and white blossom-scented wine.

12%

£6.95 £83.00

IT33651
C 2 E

Palladium Garganega, Veneto 2021
From a great vintage in Veneto, this simple, fresh, crisp wine

has delicate floral and lemon aromas, with grapefruit and

apple notes on the refreshing palate. 12.5%

£7.25 £87.00
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IT33911
C 2

Feudo Arancio Grillo Sicilia 2021
Easy-going sunny Sicilian grillo showing apricot and pink

grapefruit notes with a touch of saltiness on the refreshing

finish, unsurprising for vines growing so close to the sea.

13%

£7.50 £90.00

IT34251
C 2

Vittoria Pinot Grigio, Delle Venezie 2021
This charming grapefruit and pineapple-scented pinot grigio

has plenty of fruit without being overpowering, and with a

mouthwateringly crisp finish this is a great white to have

ready in the fridge. 12.5%

£7.50 £90.00

IT34201
C 1

Falerio, Saladini Pilastri 2021
Made from organically grown trebbiano, pecorino,

passerina, chardonnay and a little fiano, this clever blend

has a light body and a crisp and dry style, with white flower,

citrus and mineral perfume, developing almond and pomelo

on the palate, with a refreshing finish. 13.5%

£7.95 £95.00

IT31521
1 E

The Society’s Verdicchio Classico 2020
One of Italy’s best buys, verdicchio makes wonderfully

vibrant, crisp and refreshing wines. This is from a beautiful

and organic single vineyard and has a full, dry style, with

citrus and mineral notes. 12.5%

£8.50 £102.00

IT33731
C 1 E

The Society’s Pinot Grigio 2021
This elegant pinot grigio, made exclusively for us, really hits

the spot. With lemon and green apples on the nose, there is

a refreshing minerality to the mouthfeel that lasts on the

crisp finish. 13%

£8.50 £102.00

IT34661
C 2 E

The Society’s Sicilian Organic White 2021
This unique blend especially created for The Wine Society is

80% grillo, which gives a lovely rich apricot and peach-fruit

flavour to this crisp white, with 20% carricante, which has

lifted the freshness of the wine while adding an elegant

mineral note to the perfume. 12.5%

£8.50 £102.00

IT33901
C 2

The Society’s Falanghina 2021
Falanghina is one of Italy’s many native grape varieties that

we feel shouldn’t be left under the radar! With tangy

nectarine and tangerine flavours, this is a lovely crisp, dry

and expressive wine to add to your selection. 13.5%

£8.95 £107.00

IT34261
C 2 G

Greco Basilicata Le Ralle, Alovini 2021
Greco from these sunny southern volcanic slopes is a

pleasure to enjoy for its peach, lime and apricot flavours with

a gentle yet refreshing dry style and no oak. 13%

£8.95 £107.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

IT33941
C 1

Verdicchio dei Castelli di Jesi Classico Superiore, Tenute
Pieralisi 2021
Verdicchio is one of Italy’s finest white grape varieties, and

this example has great precision and tension with green

apple, grapefruit and saline notes that hold well on the

refreshing dry finish. 13.5%

£9.50 £114.00

IT32751
2

Frascati, Principe Pallavicini 2020
A great introduction to Frascati, elegant, lemon and

pineapple-scented, dry and crisp. This is a typical blend of

around 70% malvasia puntinata, 15% trebbiano, and 15%

greco from Lazio. 13.5%

£9.95 £119.00

IT33521
C 1 E

The Society’s Gavi 2021
A great go-to white wine, fresh crisp and dry with apple and

aromatic herbs on the perfume and mineral weight on the

palate. Lovely by the glass but it also pairs easily with a

range of dishes from seafood to creamy pasta bakes. 12.5%

£9.95 £119.00

IT33861
C 1 G

Pecorino Abruzzo, Contesa 2021
Rocco Pasetti was one of the very first to champion the

excellent Abruzzo white grape, pecorino, and he’s become

a bit of an expert. With green-apple scent and lemon rind

and mineral notes on the linear, refreshing palate, this pairs

wonderfully with fresh salads, seafood or herb roasted

chicken. 13.5% Halves available see page 150.

£9.95 £119.00

IT34221
C 2 E

Ribolla Gialla Friuli, Cantina Puiatti 2021
Ribolla gialla offers a characterful lime and almond-scented,

peach skin and preserved lemon-flavoured, tangy dry white

that is perfect with food from simple salads to roast pork.

12.5%

£9.95 £119.00

IT34241
C 1 E

Soave Classico Castel Cerino, Coffele 2021
Perfect elegant citrus and mineral-edged dry Soave that is

my go-to versatile anyday white. 12.5%

£9.95 £119.00

IT32381
2

Orvieto Classico Superiore Castagnolo, Barberani 2020
Niccolò Barberani puts heart and soul into this brilliant

blend, which has deservedly become the most popular of a

very high-grade range of wines he makes, with its appealing

citrus aroma and fresh appetising fruit. Drink this year. 12%

£10.50 £126.00

IT33781
C 2

Fiano Sicilia, Mandrarossa 2021
Organic fiano of great character with apricot and peach

flavours and a salty tang on the crisp, dry finish. Drink now to

2024. 12.5%

£10.50 £126.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

IT33791
C 2 E

Fiano-Greco, Puglia, A Mano 2021
Made from a blend of two native Italian grapes, fiano and

greco, ripened by the southern sun, this has ripe apricot and

peach notes. Drink now to 2024. 12.5%

£10.50 £126.00

IT34511
C 2 G

TreRè Arlùs Albana Secca, Romagna 2021
Albana is almost uniquely planted in Emilia-Romagna,

gaining DOCG status in 1987. Here picked a little later, the

grapes have developed a full, creamy style, with intense

peach, lychee and apricot flavours that last well on the ripe,

refreshing finish. Drink now to 2024. 14.5%

£10.50 £126.00

IT34211
C 2

Pinot Bianco, Südtirol-Alto Adige, Hofstätter 2021
This elegant peach and herb-scented pinot bianco has great

poise and class. Elegant rather than showy, but with real

appeal, freshness and character. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£12.50 £150.00

IT32191
2

Vescovado Guardavalle Calabria Bianco, Santa Venere
2020
The guardavalle grape, native to Calabria in the toe of Italy,

has produced a wonderfully individual, full and gentle wine

with citrus and quince flavours and a long, spiced finish. It

comes from two beautiful organic vineyards overlooking the

sea. Drink now to 2023. 13%

£13.50 £162.00

IT32991
1 E

The Society’s Exhibition Soave 2020
We are delighted that Pieropan made this exclusive,

delicious Soave for us. A blend of 80% garganega from a

vineyard just above Calvarino, in the western (warmer) part

of Soave with 20% trebbiano di Soave from the Monte

Tondo vineyard that neighbours La Rocca. A beautiful

balance between peach, preserved lemon and chalk notes.

Drink now to 2023. 12.5%

£13.95 £167.00

IT32981
1

Eruzione 1614 Carricante, Planeta 2018

These vines are planted at 800 metres, on volcanic sandy

soils from lava flow deposits in 1614 helping to create a fine,

tense white. Green apple, preserved lemons and flint

flavours will open up as the wine warms, held well by bright

acidity that really extends the elegant length. Drink now to

2025. 12.5%

£19.00 £228.00
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PORTUGAL: WHITE
Portugal’s greatest strength and tradition is in blending mostly indigenous grape

varieties. These all make adaptable gastronomic partners but the lighter wines –

Vinho Verde in particular – are delicious to drink on their own too and tend to be

light on both palate and stomach, making them great fridge-door staples to refresh at

any time of year.

Joanna Locke MW
Buyer for Loire, Alsace, Portugal & South Africa

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

PW9571
2

NEW Casa Ermelinda Freitas ‘Sino Grande’, Penı́nsula de
Setúbal 2021
From the producer of our Portuguese Red, this light and

aromatic, flavoursome and versatile dry white is even more

refreshing in the new vintage, and cracking value. 12.5%

£6.50 £78.00

PW9061
2

Quinta de Porrais Sete Vales, Douro 2020
A crisp and delicately fragrant white with the freshness that

comes from high-altitude vineyards, and traditional local

grape varieties which make a versatile match for salads,

shellfish, seafood and poultry. 12.5%

£6.95 £83.00

PW9531
C 2 E

The Society’s Vinho Verde 2021
A classic example of this light and easy-drinking style from

northern Portugal, with delicate spritz and a bright, fresh

palate. 11.5%

£6.95 £83.00

PW8601
2

Adega de Pegões Colheita Seleccionada, Penı́nsula de
Setúbal 2020
Versatile, food-friendly white blend with a creamy yet fresh

palate lifted by citrus notes, its aromas of white flowers and

apricot enhanced by light oaking. 13%

£7.50 £90.00

PW9491
C 2

AdegaMãe Lisboa Valley Selection White 2021
Cool, multi-varietal blend made with the help of local

consultant Anselmo Mendes, with touches of tropical and

ripe stone fruit complemented by hallmark Atlantic freshness

and balance. 12.5%

£7.95 £95.00

PW8751A1
2

Esporão Monte Velho Branco Alentejano 2020
Fresh and appetising, this versatile and popular white is on

great form in the new vintage, with delicate aroma and fresh

stone-fruit flavour. 13.5%

£8.95 £107.00

PW9511
C 2

Quinta da Alorna Reserva Arinto-Chardonnay, Tejo 2020
An unusual and versatile blend that really works: Portugal’s

crisp and refreshing arinto grape lifts the riper fruit and

creamier texture of chardonnay, to make a great alternative

to simple white Burgundy. 12.5%

£9.50 £114.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

PW8621
2 E

Azevedo Loureiro-Alvarinho, Vinho Verde 2020
Delicately fragrant, smartly dressed blend from long-term

supplier Quinta de Azevedo, combining the region’s two

best grapes, with little or no Vinho Verde spritz. 12%

£9.95 £119.00

PW9181
2

Carlos Lucas Ribeiro Santo Encruzado, Dão 2020
A fine unoaked example of Portugal’s encruzado grape,

from the same producer who made our Bin #007 wine.

Precise and delicately fragrant in youth, this will develop

toasty complexity and greater palate breadth over time.

Drink now to 2026. 13%

£12.50 £150.00

PW9561
C 1

Anselmo Mendes Contacto Alvarinho, Vinho Verde 2021
From the Monção e Melgaço sub-region of northern

Portugal, the natural home of the alvarinho grape, and made

by one of its finest producers, who uses a little skin contact

(hence the name) to give structure to this invigorating linear

dinner-table white. Drink now to 2026. 12.5%

£12.95 £155.00

PW9191
C 1

Vadio Branco, Bairrada 2020
A precise blend of Bairrada’s bical and cercial grapes, with

flashes of lemon citrus and delicate white-flower perfume

with an Atlantic-fresh finish. Drink now to 2024. 12.5%

£13.95 £167.00

SPAIN: WHITE
Spain’s whites have come on in leaps and bounds in recent years: fresher and more

vibrant yet made from interesting local grapes that give the wines character and

flavour.

Pierre Mansour
Director of Wine and buyer for Spain & Lebanon

SP17531
C 2 E

Cruz de Piedra Macabeo, Calatayud 2021
Soft, fruity and easy-drinking white made from Spain’s very

own macabeo (aka viura) grape. This has a light touch with

no oak to mask the clean white-fruit flavours. 13.5%

£6.95 £83.00

SP17571
C 2 E

Saleta Moscatel-Sauvignon Blanc 2021
A fresh and aromatic combination of vibrant, dry moscatel

bursting with aromas of lime and peach, with a dash of

sauvignon blanc to add precision and crispness. 12%

£7.50 £90.00

SP17401
2

Navajas Blanco Crianza, Rioja 2018
An expressive, oaky white Rioja which is smooth and rich

with nutty, floral fruit to balance the attractive vanilla notes.

12.5%

£8.95 £107.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

SP17751
2

The Society’s White Rioja 2020
A classically styled white Rioja made from the region’s

classic white grapes (mostly viura with some malvasia), with

a proportion aged in barrel. It is lemony gold in colour with

aromas that are spicy and nutty, rather than fruity. 12.5%

£8.95 £107.00

SP16571
1 E

Pazo de Villarei Albariño, Rı́as Baixas 2020
A lovely fruity introduction to the fresh, aromatic quality of

Spain’s now famous north-western grape, albariño, a wine

that is famously wonderful with seafood. 13%

£9.95 £119.00

SP17561
2

Maruxa Godello, Valdeorras 2021
An accomplished vintage for godello, Spain’s underrated

white grape. This is expressive, soft and peachy with no oak

and dry on the finish. Many might say it compares in style to

Mâconnais Burgundy. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£10.95 £131.00

SP17471
2

Auzells, Costers del Segre 2021
A lively, gentle Spanish white made from a mix of macabeu,

albariño, chardonnay, sauvignon and riesling. This has

whistle-clean white fruit flavours with a refreshing, crisp

finish. Drink now to 2024. 12%

£11.50 £138.00

SP16771
2

Valdesil Montenovo Godello, Valdeorras 2020
The godello grape grown in the cool north-west makes

fresh, dry and structured whites, here with no oak influence.

Drink now to 2023. 13%

£11.95 £143.00

SP17601
C 2

The Society’s Exhibition Albariño, Rı́as Baixas 2021
This is a pristine example of Spanish albariño from the

country’s best region for the grape. This has whistle clean

peachy fruit, dry, with no oak, and is an excellent expression

of modern Spanish white winemaking. Drink now to 2025.

13.5%

£14.95 £179.00

SP17581
C 1

Fefiñanes Albariño, Rı́as Baixas 2021
Everything you could want of this popular grape is here and

in pitch-perfect proportion: crisp, soft and appley, with just

the right amount of weight on the palate and a very long

finish. Wonderful. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£17.50 £210.00

SP17151
2

Allende Blanco, Rioja 2017
A beautifully elegant white Rioja that has precision, round

texture and an intense finish. The 14 months in French oak

has resulted in a masterpiece which is both toasty and nutty.

Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£21.00 £252.00
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SOUTH AFRICA: WHITE
The Cape makes a wide range of white wines to suit all tastes and occasions. The

chenins and chenin blends are wonderfully adaptable food wines particularly suited

to white meats and tasty fish and veg dishes, and the Percheron white is an easy

introduction. The Cape’s aromatic whites are perfect for drinking on their own but are

a great match for fusion flavours too.

A wider range, including more fine wines, is available online.

Joanna Locke MW
Buyer for Loire, Alsace, Portugal & South Africa

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

SA17641
2 E

A Fistful of Schist Reserve Chenin Blanc, Swartland 2021
Now with a new label design, this easy-drinking white

comes from the perfect spot for old chenin vines. It’s stone-

fruit flavours and smooth mouthfeel make it great with food

or without. 12%

£6.50 £78.00

SA17811
2 E

Percheron Chenin Blanc-Viognier, Western Cape 2021
With fresh bright fruit, Percheron white has chenin’s tropical

and stone-fruit flavour lifted by a little aromatic viognier. 12%

£7.50 £90.00

SA18371
C 2 E

The Winery of Good Hope Unoaked Chardonnay,
Western Cape 2021
Cracking value, distinctly Francophile unoaked chardonnay

with good palate weight balanced by a refreshing finish.

12.5%

£8.50 £102.00

SA17931
C 2 E

Quando Sauvignon Blanc, Robertson 2021
Pure and bright, with delicate nettle and lime bouquet and

crisp, dry palate. 13%

£8.95 £107.00

SA17571
C 2

Lubanzi Chenin Blanc, Swartland 2021
Bright and refreshing Cape chenin with impeccable social

and environmental credentials. Also available in 250ml cans.

12.5%

£9.95 £119.00

SA17851
2 E

NEW Vasco and The Explorers Alvarinho, Coastal 2021
A Wine Society exclusive this year, made once again by

Nederburg from Portugal’s alvarinho grape, delicately

aromatic and refreshing. 11%

£9.95 £119.00

SA17311
2 E

Painted Wolf ‘Peloton’ Cape White Blend, Western Cape
2019
Versatile Cape White Blend, with chenin blanc in the lead

(60%) for both body and freshness, 23% viognier for

fragrance and texture, the balance roussanne for backbone,

floral notes and balance. Drink this year. 12%

£10.50 £126.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

SA18321
2 E

NEW Fairview Chenin-Grenache Blanc, Darling 2021
They may not shout about it, but all Fairview’s wines are

Fairtrade accredited. This new wine blends the bright stone

fruit and body of chenin blanc with the floral fragrance and

texture of grenache, finishing crisp and refreshing. Drink

now to 2024. 13.5%

£10.95 £131.00

SA18501
C 2

Jacques Mouton ‘Madeleine’ Chardonnay, Franschhoek
2021
Elegantly barrel-fermented chardonnay made by La

Couronne, one of the oldest established farms in the valley.

Drink now to 2025. 13.5%

£10.95 £131.00

SA16891
2 E

Iona Sauvignon Blanc, Elgin 2020
Beautifully balanced and refined, linear, poised and pebble-

fresh, with only hints of orange citrus and grapefruit

complementing green-apple and pear fruits. Drink this year.

13%

£11.95 £143.00

SA18531
2 E

Paul Cluver Estate Riesling, Elgin 2021
The cool Cape South Coast is the perfect spot for delicately

aromatic, refreshing riesling, here from the stunning

vineyards of the Cluver family, pioneers in the Elgin valley.

Drink now to 2026. 11.5%

£12.95 £155.00

SA17381
2 E

The Society’s Exhibition Chenin Blanc, Western Cape
2020
Our second vintage from the highly regarded cellar of Chris

Alheit, made from offcuts from his premium range of chenin

blanc. Still young and a little more discreet in this fine

vintage. Drink now to 2024. 13%

£13.95 £167.00

SA18251
2

NEW Newton Johnson ‘Southend’ Chardonnay, Upper
Hemel-en-Aarde Valley 2020
Lemony freshness meets a beautifully textured palate in this

lightly oaked, elegant chardonnay, made with fruit from a

selection of cooler vineyard sites. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£14.95 £179.00
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AUSTRALIA: WHITE
The diversity in Australia’s white wine offering is staggering and the difference in style

from one region to the next creates so many options for exploration. There truly is

something for everyone here.

Freddy Bulmer
Buyer for New Zealand, Australia, Austria, Eastern Europe & Beer

CHARDONNAY
Chardonnay is a grape which allows the winemaker and vineyard site to paint their

own picture, with styles ranging from lean, fresh and crisp to full-flavoured, sculpted

and oak-aged. This grape is the perfect medium through which to explore the stylistic

differences of Australia’s wine regions and I would urge you to try the wines from Mac

Forbes, Bleasdale and our Exhibition label to see for yourself that even three cool-

climate regions produce wines with their own unique style.

Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

AU24031
2 E

Bulletin Place Australian Chardonnay 2021
Fresh, fruity and vibrant unoaked chardonnay with notes of

peach, lime and refreshing lemon zest. Charming, friendly

and approachable wine which makes for the perfect all-

occasion fridge-door bottle. 12.5%

£6.50 £78.00

AU24411
C 2 E

The Society’s Australian Chardonnay 2021
Made exclusively for us by Wirra Wirra, the quality of the

2021 vintage shines through here and thanks to tweaked

winemaking this wine is better than ever. The nose is fresh,

white fruit, citrus and flint-driven and the palate is crisp,

textured and refreshing. Smart and focused chardonnay.

12.5%

£8.50 £102.00

AU23641
2 E

Bleasdale Adelaide Hills Chardonnay 2019
This chardonnay offers a lot of ‘bang for your buck’. Aged in

French oak barrels, the wine is complex with toasty notes

balanced by peach and melon flavours, plus a touch of

vanilla on the finish. Drink now to 2024. 12.5%

£12.50 £150.00

AU24951
C 1 E

The Society’s Exhibition Tasmanian Chardonnay 2020
Made exclusively for The Society by Claudio Radenti of

Freycinet, this has Tasmania’s typical elegance. Lemon and

green-apple flavours are well balanced by subtle oak notes,

with a nicely textured mouthfeel and chalky mineral flavours

on the finish. Drink now to 2026. 13.5%

£14.95 £179.00
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Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

AU23591
1 E

Mac Forbes Yarra Valley Chardonnay 2019
High-wire, taut and steely chardonnay, with a delicate hint of

beeswax and citrus on the nose. The palate is focused and

fine with lemon and green apple, a touch of flint and

gooseberry. As with jazz, it’s as much about the notes that

aren’t played as those that are. Best paired with oily fish or

shellfish. Drink now to 2025. 12.5%

£19.00 £228.00

OTHER WHITE GRAPES AND BLENDS
With such a complex and varied wine-offering, it’s impossible to represent all the

white wine styles Australia can do so well in one List. Here we have a selection of

classic grape varieties other than chardonnay, along with a few ‘alternative’ varieties

and a delicious semillon-sauvignon blend too.

AU25081
2 E

NEW Full Moon Mighty Murray Victoria White 2021
A crisp and refreshing blend of semillon, colombard and

chardonnay from Andrew Peace Wines. This has an inviting

nose of lime, green apple and a floral twist. The palate is

crisp with refreshing acidity and lovely wholesome ripe fruit.

13%

£8.50 £102.00

AU24041
1 E

The Society’s Hunter Valley Semillon 2021
A brilliant example of one of Australia’s greatest and most

distinctive wine styles, made for us by Brokenwood. Lemon-

and-lime driven and intensely refreshing, this is a real Aussie

classic. 11%

£8.95 £107.00

AU24211
2 E

Hesketh ‘Bright Young Things’ Limestone Coast
Sauvignon Blanc 2021
Light, bright and brilliantly refreshing sauvignon blanc, which

is attractively mellow and peachy. There is a twist of lime on

the soft palate which supports the stone-fruit and delicate

tropical-fruit flavours. Much more restrained than the famous

sauvignons of Marlborough but still with much fruity charm.

12.5%

£8.95 £107.00

AU24471
2 E

NEW Bleasdale Adelaide Hills Pinot Gris 2021
The cool Adelaide Hills region is perfect for grapes like

pinot gris, thanks to the freshness and zest that the climate

can impart to the wines. This is a deliciously refreshing zippy

sample from Bleasdale, a winery that we have worked with

for a long time, thanks to the consistently good quality and

value of their wines. Drink now to 2023. 12.5%

£10.95 £131.00
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Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

AU24451
2 E

Vasse Felix Classic Dry White Margaret River Semillon-
Sauvignon Blanc 2021
An unoaked, fresh blend of semillon and sauvignon blanc

from one of Margaret River’s pioneering wineries. The nose

has tropical fruit, custard and lychee notes and the palate is

crisp and refreshing with orange peel, lime zest and

passionfruit. Drink now to 2024. 12.5%

£11.50 £138.00

AU23951
2

The Blind Spot King Valley Garganega 2021
A Wine Society exclusive, The Blind Spot wines are made

for us by the wonderful Mac Forbes. This garganega is crisp

and textural with mouthwatering aromas of herbs and lemon

zest and a concentrated, juicy orange peel and lemongrass

palate. A delicious Australian take on a classic Italian grape.

Drink now to 2024. 12.5%

£11.95 £143.00

AU23411
2 E

d’Arenberg Money Spider Roussanne 2020
Fleshy and delicately floral wine made from roussanne, best

known in France’s Rhône Valley. Wonderfully lifted and

textured on the palate with notes of elderflower, lime and

apple, with rejuvenating freshness. Delicious. Drink now to

2023. 14%

£12.95 £155.00

NEW ZEALAND: WHITE
Both the 2019 and 2020 vintages were truly excellent and this is a good selection of

delicious wines from both. Sauvignon blanc continues to reign supreme, with the

popular Anna’s Way making a comeback, though this is also home to world-class

chardonnay from the likes of Kumeu River.

Freddy Bulmer
Buyer for New Zealand, Australia, Austria, Eastern Europe & Beer

NZ13031
2 E

Rata Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
With a few swirls of the glass, you are immediately hit with

fresh, zesty pineapple and lime-peel aromas from this

generous Marlborough sauvignon. A consistently popular

wine which is crisp and mouthwateringly refreshing. 13.5%

£8.50 £102.00

NZ12971
2 E

Riverlore Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
A great sauvignon made by one of the oldest family-owned

wineries in Marlborough. A delicious lemon-and-lime nose

leads to a full, fresh and delicious palate, where citrus notes

are joined by tropical flavours. Particularly ripe, generous

and juicy in the 2021 vintage. 13%

£8.95 £107.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

NZ13021
C 2 E

Stoneburn Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
2021 was an excellent but very small vintage, meaning

volumes of this member favourite are smaller than normal.

Made for us by family winery Hunter’s, this is attractive and

elegant on the nose, with sappy gooseberry and citrus

notes and a smooth refreshing palate. 13.5%

£8.95 £107.00

NZ13101
C 2 E

Anna’s Way Nelson Sauvignon Blanc 2021
All the classic notes of excellent Kiwi sauvignon blanc with a

touch of freshly cut grass and lime zest, but with a rounder

and softer palate. 12.5%

£8.95 £107.00

NZ12961
2 E

Three Terraces Marlborough Pinot Gris 2021
Generous and orchard fruit-scented, with a juicy and

refreshing core which has notes of lime and oranges. Easy-

drinking and very friendly. 14%

£9.50 £114.00

NZ12991
2 E

Three Terraces Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
With lots of bright grapefruit and lemon zest aromas and a

juicy palate, this extremely popular white balances intensity

with freshness beautifully. 13%

£9.50 £114.00

NZ13011
C 2 E

Inviniti Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
Made by the excellent Lawson’s Dry Hills, this 100% certified

sustainable Marlborough sauvignon is aromatic, passionfruit

and citrus-driven. The palate is crisp and refreshing with lime

character and a beautifully juicy flavour. 13%

£9.50 £114.00

NZ12921
2 E

Fincher & Co Wairau Valley Marlborough Sauvignon
Blanc 2021
This joint venture between Marlborough legend Ben Glover

of Zephyr and Master of Wine Liam Steevenson has resulted

in delicious wine, focusing on Marlborough sub-regions.

This example is juicy with stone-fruit and pepper aromas.

The palate is ripe and refreshing, with apple and kiwi fruit

notes. 12.5%

£9.95 £119.00

NZ13111
2 E

Anna’s Way Nelson Grüner Veltliner 2021
This exciting and fashionable Austrian grape is perfectly

suited to Nelson in New Zealand. From the superb but small

2021 vintage, this has a bright peach and lemon-scented

aroma, dry refreshing palate and a citrus-led finish. The best

non-Austrian grüner veltliner I have tasted. 12.5%

£9.95 £119.00

NZ13171
2 E

Grove Mill Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
This is a really smart, elegant and aromatic New Zealand

sauvignon with citrus fruit and freshly cut grass aromas

leading to pineapple and passionfruit on the palate.

Pioneers in Marlborough’s Wairau Valley, Grove Mill make

every effort to minimise their environmental impact. 13%

£9.95 £119.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

NZ13311
2 E

Grove Mill Marlborough Chardonnay 2020
Really smart chardonnay punching well above its weight in

terms of complexity, poise and elegance. A hint of flint and

struck match on the nose lead to a fine, precise palate

which leads with flavours of crunchy green apple and

deliciously mealy texture. 14%

£9.95 £119.00

NZ12951
2 E

The Society’s New Zealand Marlborough Sauvignon
Blanc 2021
Made exclusively for us by Villa Maria, this is a grapefruit and

lime-scented, bright, generous and refreshing sauvignon.

2021 was another excellent vintage for Marlborough but

yields were very small. Drink this year and next. 13%

£10.50 £126.00

NZ13051
2 E

Zephyr 6 Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
Ben Glover is a winemaking legend in Marlborough.

Previously making wine for big names such as Wither Hills,

he has turned his attention to his own project, Zephyr 6. A

smart sauvignon, with passionfruit, citrus and lemongrass

aromas. Drink now to 2024. 12.5%

£10.50 £126.00

NZ13121
2 E

Lowlands Heritage Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
The Holdaway family has excelled once again, with a wine

which perfectly captures the deliciousness of the small 2021

vintage. This shows zesty citrus and tropical fruit on the

nose and the palate is wonderfully crisp, dry and refreshing.

Drink this year and next. 13%

£10.50 £126.00

NZ13141
2 E

Spy Valley Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
For a wine which is consistently good year on year, this is

truly outstanding in the small but excellent 2021 vintage. A

full, fresh and fruit-forward sauvignon, with grapefruit, lime,

nectarine and passionfruit aromas. The palate is generous,

juicy and refreshing. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£10.95 £131.00

NZ13401
2 E

Kumeu Village Chardonnay 2021
Pure, harmonious wine from chardonnay master Michael

Brajkovich MW. With tempting peach and apple aromas

which develop on the generous palate, this is fresh, bright

and delicious. Drink now to 2026. 13%

£10.95 £131.00

NZ13041
C 2 E

The Society’s Exhibition Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc
2021
Elegant, mineral, citrusy and crisp sauvignon which is a nod

in style to the sauvignons of France. Another excellent-

quality Marlborough vintage and although volumes are very

small in 2021, Marlborough pioneer Jane Hunter has yet

again made a remarkable wine. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£11.50 £138.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

NZ12481
2 E

Zephyr 6 Marlborough Chardonnay 2020
From ex-Wither Hills winemaker Ben Glover, this stands out

from the Marlborough crowd for its perfect use of oak

barrels and subtle toasty note on the nose. Flinty, complex

and with plenty of personality, this is a taut chardonnay with

citrus, spice and a mealy savoury character. Drink now to

2025. 13.5%

£13.50 £162.00

NZ13361
2 E

Craggy Range Te Muna Road Martinborough Sauvignon
Blanc 2021
Wonderfully polished, ripe and finessed sauvignon blanc

from this Martinborough icon. There is lovely freshness but

plush and rounded texture on the palate too, which holds

the peach, nectarine and lime fruit flavours impressively.

Serious sauvignon. Drink now to 2024. 13%

£13.50 £162.00

NZ13191
2 E

Dog Point Marlborough Sauvignon Blanc 2021
Zesty, smart and refreshing sauvignon from two

Marlborough legends, Ivan Sutherland and James Healy.

This is full of life and the perfect pick-me-up, with notes of

lemon and a hint of gooseberry on the nose and a fresh,

focused and grippy apple and lemon-laden palate. Drink

now to 2026. 13.5%

£16.50 £198.00

NZ13411
2 E

Pyramid Valley North Canterbury Sauvignon + 2019
Sauvignon blanc with around 3% riesling (hence the +), this

complex and stylish white spends a little time on skins and is

half fermented in barrel and half in stainless steel. The result

is a remarkably textured but crisp, fresh white, a long way

from stereotypical New Zealand sauvignon, with lime and

sweet spice aromas. Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£18.00 £216.00

NZ12901
2 E

Kumeu River Estate Auckland Chardonnay 2020
2019 was a tough act to follow but despite smaller yields

2020 proved to also be of excellent quality. The nose is

precise with notes of citrus fruit and nut. The palate is

textured with a hint of oak. Fresh but generous, with great

depth and notes of Braeburn, cinnamon, grapefruit and

stone fruits. Drink now to 2029. 13.5%

£22.00 £264.00

NZ13221
C 2 E

Dog Point Marlborough Chardonnay 2019
Taut, struck-match and flint-driven chardonnay from one of

the pioneers of Marlborough. With an impressive balance of

savoury, green and citrus-fruit notes and a crisp but

generous and textured palate, this is one of New Zealand’s

most consistently brilliant chardonnays. Drink now to 2029.

13.5%

£22.00 £264.00
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ARGENTINA: WHITE
Ref key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

AR4641
2 E

Faldeos Nevados Torrontés 2021
Deliberately made in a restrained, less perfumed style than

some examples, this is more drinkable. The grapy aromas of

torrontés are there but mingled with peach and melon, and

the palate is fresh with a grapefruit-like grip. Part Cafayate,

part Uco Valley fruit. 12.5%

£8.50 £102.00

AR4491
2

NEW Catena Alta Historic Rows Chardonnay 2019
Sophisticated wine with hint of smoky oak on the nose and a

fresh, fine and restrained palate in the apple spectrum with a

hint of melon. Made from 80% Adrianna vineyard at 1450m

in Gualtallary and 20% Domingo vineyard at 1120m in

Tupungato. With 70% malolactic fermentation and matured

14 months in 500-litre French oak barrels. Drink now to

2024. 14%

£20.00 £240.00

CHILE: WHITE
2021 is the best vintage for white wines in Chile for over a decade. The outstanding

cool climate regions of Limarı́, Leyda and Casablanca have excelled. Chardonnays

and sauvignon blancs are leading lights but there are also excellent rieslings,

gewurztraminers and white Rhône varieties. If I had to pick one variety I would choose

sauvignon blanc. They are the equal of New Zealand ones in my view, but made in

perhaps a more understated style, and are often finer and drier. I urge you to try them.

Toby Morrhall
Buyer for Burgundy, Argentina, Chile & Uruguay

CENTRAL VALLEY
CE11751
2 E

Lascar Classic Valle Central Chardonnay 2021
Straightforward but attractive chardonnay, round yet fresh

with fruit in the melon spectrum. 13%

£5.95 £71.00

CE12051
2 E

NEW Silbador Central Valley Viognier 2021
Deep yellow in colour, with an excellent, intense varietal

aroma of peaches followed by a round and full palate.

Matured for four months in 85% tank and 15% French oak.

14%

£7.50 £90.00
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LIMARI VALLEY
Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CE12101
C 2

The Society’s Chilean Limarı́ Chardonnay 2021
2021 is one of the best recent vintages for this wine. Limarı́

has become Chile’s pre-eminent region for chardonnay.

Crisp and refreshing, this was made for us by Concha y Toro

and their winemakers Marcelo Papa and Ignacio

Recabarren. Tank matured with some lees stirring to enrich

the palate without masking its bright fruit. 13.5%

£7.50 £90.00

CE12091
2 E

The Society’s Chilean Limarı́ Sauvignon Blanc 2021
This is a crisp sauvignon blanc with blackcurrant-leaf aromas

and a refreshing palate. Produced by Tabalı́ from cool

vineyards in Limarı́. 13%

£7.95 £95.00

CE12111
C 2

The Society’s Exhibition Limarı́ Chardonnay 2021
2021 is an excellent vintage for coastal wines in Chile. The

wine was fermented in some new but mainly used oak

barrels to develop flavour through contact with lees and

oxygen while imbuing it with just a hint of oak flavour. Ideally

decant 20 minutes before serving. Drink now to 2027. 14%

£10.95 £131.00

CE12071
C 1

Tabalı́ Talinay Sauvignon Blanc 2021
One of the most thrilling and extreme Chilean sauvignons

made. The vineyard, just 12km from the sea, is very cool and

the soil is a limestone terrace. Tense, taut wine with

blackcurrant-leaf aromas and a pure, crystalline palate,

especially in the high-quality and very cool 2021 vintage.

Drink now to 2024. 13%

£12.50 £150.00

CE12081
C 2

Talinay Limarı́ Coastal Limestone Vineyard Chardonnay
2021
12km from the sea, Talinay is very cool and is planted on a

limestone terrace, so far unique in Chile. Soils high in

limestone give a pure, crystalline, linear character which,

combined with the cool climate, gives a taut and fresh wine.

A model of minimalism. Less is more. Drink now to 2028.

13%

£14.50 £174.00

CASABLANCA, LEYDA & SAN ANTONIO
CE11851
C 2 E

Silbador Valle Casablanca Chardonnay 2021
Fresh Casablanca chardonnay with melony fruit and ripe yet

fresh palate. 95% tank-fermented and three months on lees

to enrich the wine, with 5% barrel-fermented. 13.5%

£7.50 £90.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CE12151
2 E

NEW Undurraga Candelabro Chardonnay Leyda Valley
2021
Chardonnay with a fresh appley aroma and flavour from the

cool Leyda Valley. This has been tank fermented and aged

briefly on its lees to confer some richness on the palate.

13.5%

£7.95 £95.00

CE11831
C 2 E

Concha y Toro Corte Ignacio Casablanca Sauvignon
Blanc 2021
Bright and taut sauvignon blanc from 2021, one of the best

vintages for white wines in the last decade with

blackcurrant-leaf aromas and gooseberry fruit flavours on

the palate. 12%

£8.95 £107.00

CE11731
2 E

Matetic Corralillo Casablanca Valley Riesling 2020
With a well-balanced, fresh and zesty palate, this is a

delicious dry and organic riesling. 13%

£9.50 £114.00

CE11741
C 2 E

Matetic Corralillo San Antonio Gewurztraminer 2020
Thanks to low yields and a cool climate this is a

concentrated yet fine-flavoured Chilean version of

gewürztraminer. With an intense rose-petal perfume, this is

dry and refreshing. 13.5%

£9.50 £114.00

RAPEL VALLEY
CE11821
2 E

NEW Koyle Costa Cuarzo Colchagua Costa Sauvignon
Blanc 2021
The combination of a very cool year and vineyard, which is

situated at Paredones just 9km from the sea, has further

intensified the usual notes of nettles and blackcurrant

leaves. After working the wine on its lees, it has developed

an attractive velvety mid-palate and a long, bright and

crystalline finish. 12.5%

£8.50 £102.00

MAULE
CE11941
C 2 E

Undurraga Cauquenes Estate Maule Viognier-
Roussanne-Marsanne 2021
60% viognier supplies peachy perfume and caressing

texture while the 25% roussanne and 15% marsanne provide

structure, lift and extra aromatic complexity. 14%

£7.95 £95.00

USA: WHITE
US9741A1
2 E

Peltier Ranch Californian Sauvignon Blanc 2020
An aromatic tropical sauvignon with a softness on the

palate, yet crisp and dry on the finish. 12.5%

£6.95 £83.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

US10641
3

NEW Clay Creek Vineyards California Chardonnay 2020
A full-flavoured California chardonnay with rich, ripe melon,

vanilla and popcorn notes that are generous and

mouthcoating. 13.5%

£9.50 £114.00

US10011
3 E

Chateau Ste Michelle Columbia Valley Riesling 2020
Washington State riesling is gaining traction and with this

intense lime-and-lemon scented, peachy, just off-dry

example, it’s easy to see why. 12%

£9.95 £119.00

US10061
2 E

Farmhouse California White 2020
This unusal blend of palomino, pinot gris, muscat,

chardonnay, and viognier creates a refreshing yet full wine

with peach, nectarine and tropical flavours and a very soft

finish. 13.5%

£9.95 £119.00

US9891
2 E

Sand Point California Sauvignon Blanc 2020
Bright tropical style of sauvignon with lots of pineapple and

ripe citrus flavours. Pure and fresh with a lovely softness and

style. Drink this year. 12%

£11.50 £138.00

US10071
2 E

McManis Viognier 2020
A classic viognier with apricot and peach flavours and a soft

velvety mouthfeel. A small addition of chenin blanc keeps

this white refreshing, reflecting its unoaked style. Drink this

year. 13.5%

£11.95 £143.00

US10081
2

Bogle Vineyard California Chardonnay 2020
A ‘proper’ California chardonnay, 50% aged in American oak

for eight months to give rich vanilla and nutmeg spice. The

other half is aged in steel to retain the fresh peach and

lemon character. Drink now to 2025. 14.5%

£12.95 £155.00

US10211
C 2 E

Fess Parker Santa Barbara Chardonnay 2020
Green-apple, melon and citrus notes are supported by a

little French oak vanilla, and a dry refreshing style. Drink now

to 2025. 14%

£17.00 £204.00

US9921
C 2

Tablas Creek Patelin de Tablas Blanc Paso Robles 2019
This complex Rhône-style blend from the rolling hills of Paso

Robles, has a floral honeysuckle and sage note with orange

zest, fennel and nectarine on the vibrant, slightly saline mid-

palate. Blanched almonds and tart peaches develop as the

wine opens up. Wonderful wine to pair with a roast chicken!

Drink now to 2025. 13%

£18.00 £216.00

US10451
C 1

Sandhi Central Coast Chardonnay 2020
Sandhi have a reputation for poised and flint-scented

chardonnays and this Central Coast appellation wine won’t

disappoint. Taut with green apple, preserved lemon and

struck match, this is well balanced and refreshing. Drink this

year. 13%

£22.00 £264.00
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HALVES & LARGER BOTTLES
We list below wines available by the half bottle, magnums and in larger formats. Half

bottles of dessert wine are available in the sweet and fortified section on page 154.

HALVES

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING
Ref C new vintage key to codes on page 156 Bottle Dozen

CH332A2
1

Half bottle of The Society’s Champagne Brut NV 12.5% £17.50
per half

SG2132
1

Half Bottle of Nyetimber Classic Cuvée Brut NV 12% £18.00
per half

CH462
1

Half bottle of Boizel Brut Réserve NV 12% £18.50
per half

CH12
1

Half bottle of Pol Roger Brut Réserve NV £22.00
per half

RED

CL262 Half bottle of The Society’s Claret 2020 13.5% £4.50
per half

IT32962 Half bottle of Montepulciano d’Abruzzo Vigna Corvino
2020 13%

£4.75
per half

RH60312
E

Half bottle of The Society’s Côtes-du-Rhone 2020 14% £4.75
per half

BJ8772
E

Half bottle of The Society’s Beaujolais-Villages 2020
13.5%

£4.95
per half

RH60832 Half bottle of Ventoux Les Traverses, Paul Jaboulet Aı̂né
2020 14%

£5.25
per half

CB5782
C

Half bottle of Château de Pitray, Castillon Côtes de
Bordeaux 2018
With deep ruby red colour and a rich, plummy bouquet, this

is an opulent merlot-based claret from the excellent 2018

vintage. 14%

£5.95
per half
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CB6472
C

Half bottle of Château Bel Air Perponcher Rouge
Réserve, Bordeaux 2019 13.5%

£5.95
per half

RH61382
C

Half bottle of Côtes-du-Rhône Rouge, Guigal 2018 14.5% £6.25
per half

AU23992
E

Half bottle of Bleasdale Bremerview Langhorne Creek
Shiraz 2019
Pure and vibrant Australian shiraz. Blackberry, vanilla and

plums on the nose, with a twist of pepper and great

concentration. The ripe tannins fall into place on the long,

fruity finish. 14%

£6.50
per half

BJ9242
C

Half bottle of The Society’s Exhibition Fleurie 2021 13% £6.95
per half

IT32902 Half bottle of Valpolicella, Allegrini 2020 13% £7.50
per half

BJ9222 Half bottle of Château de Beauregard, Fleurie Poncié
2020
This is a fine, perfumed wine with the hallmark freshness

and supple texture. 13%

£8.50
per half

RH60652 NEW Half bottle of Crozes-Hermitage Les Jalets, Paul
Jaboulet Aı̂né 2018 14%

£8.95
per half

SP16452 Half of Muga Reserva, Rioja 2017 14% £9.50
per half

RH55172
C

Half bottle of Crozes-Hermitage Domaine de Thalabert,
Paul Jaboulet Aı̂né 2018
Very fine and very fruity rhône and with well rounded

tannins. Drink now to 2032. 14%

£12.50
per half

WHITE
PW9072
2

Half bottle of Casa Ferreirinha Planalto Branco Reserva,
Douro 2020
A super-reliable crowd pleaser from Portugal, this is a fresh,

dry white from high-altitude vineyards which bring freshness

to the resulting wine.Lower yields in 2020 have brought a

little more weight and depth to the wine, nicely balanced by

the refreshing acidity. 13%

£4.50
per half

FC39952
1 G

Half bottle of Jurançon Sec Chant des Vignes, Domaine
Cauhapé 2019
Admirable fruity Pyrenean white from one of the top estates,

this is exhilarating and fresh, with flashes of grapefruit and

pineapple. 14%

£5.75
per half
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on page 156 Bottle Dozen

IT33862
C 1 G

Half bottle of Pecorino Abruzzo Contesa 2021 13.5% £5.95
per half

BW7192
C 2

Half bottle of Château Bel Air Perponcher Blanc Réserve
Bordeaux 2021 12%

£6.25
per half

BU82502
C 2 E

Half bottle of The Society’s White Burgundy 2021 13% £7.95
per half

IT31922
1 E

Half bottle of Soave, Pieropan 2020
Absolutely benchmark Soave with an alluring white-flower

bouquet, a touch of blanched almonds and citrus peel. 12%

£7.95
per half

IT34472
C 1

Half bottle of Verdicchio Classico Superiore, Villa Bucci
2020
A lovely crisp, dry Italian verdicchio with lemon, chalk and

apple notes. 13.5%

£7.95
per half

AL16202
1

Half bottle of Alsace Riesling, Trimbach 2020
Refreshing young riesling with the precision typical of this

famous name, best known for its fine, dry rieslings. 13%

£8.50
per half

US10212
2 C E

Half bottle of Fess Parker Santa Barbara Chardonnay
2019
Drink now to 2024. 13.5%

£10.50
per half

LARGER BOTTLES

CHAMPAGNE & SPARKLING
SG2114
1

Magnum of Blanquette de Limoux Réserve Antech
Drink this year. 12%

£26.00 £156.00
per six

SG2804
2

Magnum of Nino Franco Brut Prosecco Superiore NV
This super Prosecco has great concentration of apple and

pears with an elegant fine mousse that lengthens the finish.

Drink this year. 11%

£29.50 £177.00
per six

CH334
1

Magnum of The Society’s Champagne Brut NV £69.00 £414.00
per six

CH464
1

Magnum of Boizel Brut Réserve NV 12% £73.00 £438.00
per six

CH14
1

Magnum of Pol Roger Brut Réserve NV £88.00 £528.00
per six
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

CH40204
1

Magnum of Bollinger Special Cuvée Brut NV 12% £99.00 £594.00
per six

RED
IT32624 Magnum of Chianti Rùfina, Villa di Vetrice 2018

A lovely ripe Chianti, with red-cherry and strawberry fruit,

spice and oregano notes. In its magnum format it makes the

perfect wine for a celebratory dinner or party. Drink now to

2024. 13%

£17.00 £102.00
per six

RH56924 Magnum of Ventoux Les Traverses, Paul Jaboulet Aı̂né
2019
The 2019 vintage of this delicious Rhône red is as full-

bodied as its predecessor, lusciously fruity and ripe. What

makes the difference is the feeling of fresh fruit on the

palate. Drink now to 2025. 14.5%

£18.00 £108.00
per six

IT31984 Magnum of Salice Salentino Riserva, Vallone 2018
Full of generous, ripe, sweet blackberry fruit, this comes

from old bush-trained negroamaro on Vallone’s San

Pancrazio vineyard in Italy’s heel, and it brings you a taste of

the warm south with every mouthful. Drink now to 2026.

13.5%

£19.50 £117.00
per six

RH61384
C

Magnum of Côtes-du-Rhône Rouge, Guigal 2018
Drink now to 2027. 14.5%

£24.00 £144.00
per six

AU22434A
E

Magnum of d’Arenberg The Footbolt McLaren Vale Shiraz
2017
The bestselling red made by the talented (and famously

loud-shirted) Chester Osborn. A full-bodied, blackcurranty

blockbuster from Australia. Drink now to 2026. 14.5%

£27.00 £162.00
per six

US10604
E

Magnum of Louis M Martini Napa Valley Cabernet
Sauvignon 2016
Abundant blackberry and blackcurrant fruit, with elegant

cedar and vanilla notes develooping on the rich, full-bodied

palate and long finish. This is crying out for a rib of beef.

Drink now to 2031. 15%

£70.00
per

magnum

£420.00
per six
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

BJ8874 Magnum of Domaine Jean-Marc Burgaud, Morgon Côte
du Py 2019
The Côte du Py vineyard is on a plateau on top of a hill,

where the schist soils produce wines combining controlled

power and minerality in an original way. The overall effect is

of intensity and elegance and, like most Morgon, this

Beaujolais has great ageing potential. Drink now to 2029.

13%

£32.00 £192.00
per six

FC40004
C

Magnum of Minervois La Livinière Cuvée Cantilène,
Château Sainte Eulalie 2018
Drink now to 2027. 14.5%

£32.00 £192.00
per six

RH61464
C

Magnum of Crozes-Hermitage Les Jalets, Paul Jaboulet
Aı̂né 2019
Drink now to 2026. 14%

£32.00 £192.00
per six

CS11864 Magnum of Château de la Commanderie, Lalande-de-
Pomerol 2018
Drink now to 2028. 14%

£33.00 £198.00
per six

PW6554 Magnum of The Society’s Exhibition Douro 2014
We’ve been holding back these magnums of our Exhibition

Douro, made for us by Quinta do Vale Meão, to allow a little

more age. Now’s the time to reap the reward! A fragrant,

well-structured Portuguese blend of traditional grapes, all

foot-trodden in granite lagares. Decant in advance. Drink

now to 2026. 14%

£33.00 £198.00
per six

RH49945 5-Litre Box of Côtes-du-Rhône, Famille Jaume
With a touch of spice to the flavour, this is made with

grenache and syrah grapes from young vines, giving the

wine a freshness that makes it perfect for parties. Drink this

year. 14%

£46.00 £552.00

RH60674 Magnum of Châteauneuf-du-Pape Saintes Pierres de
Nalys, Guigal 2018
This is a lovely, rich-tasting yet well-rounded Châteauneuf,

laden with ripe, figgy fruit and spice. Perfect for a

celebratory occasion. Drink now to 2026. 14.5%

£75.00 £450.00
per six

RH41394 Magnum of Châteauneuf-du-Pape, Clos des Papes 2014
Nothing is made without effort and so it is with this vintage

of Clos des Papes. More pickers were used and more

grapes discarded but the result is quite exceptional. Kirsch

and Mediterranean herbs, spice and fig combine in this

wonderful Châteauneuf. Drink now to 2038. 14%

£106.00 £636.00
per six
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

RH57644 NEW Magnum of Cornas Sabarotte, Domaine Courbis
2016
This full-bodied meaty syrah is the top wine at Domaine

Courbis. Very rich and complex, this is a wine that will

positively sing with game. Drink now to 2032. 13.5%

£115.00 £690.00
per six

ROSÉ
FC42574
1

Magnum of Coteaux d’Aix en Provence Rosé, Château
Vignelaure 2021 13%

£31.00 £186.00
per six

WHITE
SA16054
2 E

Magnum of Rustenberg Chardonnay, Stellenbosch 2019
One of the most consistent barrel-fermented chardonnays in

the world of wine, this is creamy, toasty, lemony Cape

chardonnay to count on. Drink now to 2024. 13%

£27.00 £162.00
per six

FC42418
C 2

3-Litre Box of Côtes de Gascogne Tariquet Classic 2021
Vibrant, fruity white from south-west France that is

deliciously light and refreshing. Drink this year and next.

10.5%

£28.00 £336.00

IT31994
2

Magnum of Soave Ca‘Visco, Coffele 2020
Fresh peach and apricots on the nose, a lovely mouthfeel

and texture supporting the fruit and mineral notes on the

palate and a refreshing crisp finish. Drink now to 2024.

12.5%

£35.00 £210.00
per six

AA3584
2

Magnum of Rainer Wess Old Vine Krems Reserve Grüner
Veltliner 2020
Made from vines over 100 years old, this is a very special

Austrian grüner with remarkable intensity, elegance and

complexity. While drinking beautifully in its youth, with

peach, citrus, quince and pepper notes, with age this will

develop savoury spices and increasing layers of depth and

deliciousness. Drink now to 2029. 13%

£39.00 £234.00
per six

RH57554
2

Magnum of Vacqueyras Blanc Vieilles Vignes, Clos des
Cazaux 2019
Barrel-aged, roussanne-dominated Rhône white that exudes

class and is balanced to perfection. Drink now to 2028.

13.5%

£46.00 £276.00
per six
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SWEET WHITE WINES
Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

IT33641
C 6

Moscato d’Asti Sourgal, Elio Perrone 2021
With the flavour of sweet fresh grapes, blessed with floral

scents and the hauntingly delicate aroma of white peaches,

this is a gently effervescent, low-alcohol Italian delight. 5%

£8.50 £102.00

SA18412
8

NEW Half bottle of The Liberator ‘The Francophile’
Natural Sweet Chenin Blanc, Paarl 2018
Light and delicious South African dessert chenin with 160

grams of residual sugar, hints of citrus and pineapple and a

pure, long finish. 11.5%

£8.50
per half

FC41801
8

Cabidos Vin Doux, Cuvée Saint Clément, Petit Manseng
2016
A gorgeous southern French nectar from late-picked petit

manseng, sweet yet balanced by tingling freshness. On a

par with Sauternes, rich, voluptuous and sweet. 12% 50cl.

£9.95 £119.00

GR2291
C 8

Samos Anthemis 2015
Luscious, sweet Greek vin doux naturel muscat with

beguiling honey and caramelised-orange aromas. 15% 50cl

£9.95 £119.00

PW7711
8

Casa Ermelinda Freitas Moscatel de Setúbal
An authentic Portuguese sweet treat, with the heady aroma

of caramelised citrus rind and orange blossom, with honey,

hazelnut and barley sugar on the palate. Keeps well in the

fridge, and works well with tonic too. 17.5%

£9.95 £119.00

RH61321
7

Viognier, Vendanges d’Octobre, Coteau Saint Giraud, IGP
Ardèche, Vignerons Ardéchois 2020
From the excellent Vignerons Ardéchois, this is a gorgeous

late-harvest viognier grown at altitude in the Ardèche. Sweet

but not cloying, with flavours of ripe peach and apricot. Drink

now to 2023. 12.5% 50cl.

£11.95 £143.00

FC39971
6

Jurançon ‘Ballet d’Octobre’, Domaine Cauhapé 2019
Not too sweet and with a seam of fresh acidity to keep

everything light and airy. A lovely wine to be enjoyed with

fruit salads, fruit tarts or cheese. Drink now to 2025. 13%

£13.95 £167.00

FC41381
8

Monbazillac, Château Pech La Calevie 2019
This is a glorious, succulent and peachy nectar from the

Dordogne, made in the style of a Sauternes. Though fully

sweet, it retains great delicacy and freshness. Drink now to

2026. 13%

£13.95 £167.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

US10112
8

NEW Half bottle of Quady Essensia Orange Muscat 2019
Wonderfully sweet and rich, this American dessert wine has

intense flavours of peach, blood orange and apricot and is a

perfect match for an indulgent chocolate pudding (either in

the glass or poured on top!) Drink now to 2028. 15%

£16.00
per half

FC41721
7

Domaine Tariquet, Dernières Grives, Côtes de Gascogne
2018
Late-harvested sweet white made from the local petit

manseng grape variety. This is honeyed and rich with

tropical fruit flavours yet tinglingly fresh. Drink now to 2026.

11.5%

£16.00 £192.00

FC41831
C 9

Gaillac Vendanges Tardives Renaissance, Domaine
Rotier 2016 50cl
This has become an almost mythical wine winning countless

awards. It is made from 100% loin de l’oeil, picked with noble

rot. It is intense and concentrated with flavours of apricot

and quince that would go with blue cheese and fruit-based

pies and tarts. Drink now to 2029. 12%

£17.00 £204.00

AU10522
9

Half bottle of Stanton and Killeen Rutherglen Muscat 12
Years Old
A gloriously rich Australian sticky which oozes treacle and

raisin flavours. Drink over the next 12 months. 18%

£18.00
per half

RH61411
C 8

Muscat de Beaumes-de-Venise, Domaine des Bernadins
2020
Luscious, full and fruity dessert white from the Rhône made

from a black-skinned variety of muscat that brings an

enchanting bouquet. Drink now to 2026. 15%

£18.00 £216.00

BW7101
8

Ulysse Cazabonne, Sauternes
A blend of 2014, 2015 and 2016. Deliciously peachy, this

comes from a brilliant Sauternes producer (whose name we

can’t reveal). Incredible value by any yardstick. Drink now to

2031. 14.5%

£18.50 £222.00

AL15991
6

Gewurztraminer Vendange Tardive, Cave de Turckheim
2018
Late-picked Alsace gewurz is a rare treat, delicious on its

own, or to serve with tasty cheese: Munster is the classic

match. Drink now to 2026. 13% 50cl.

£20.00 £240.00

FC35111
7

Rivesaltes Ambré, Domaine de Rancy 1998
This is a rare treasure from the south of France, a round and

complex-tasting sweet fortified white that has been aged in

cask for 20 years. Perfect with blue cheese or anything

chocolatey. Drink now to 2027. 18% 50cl.

£21.00 £252.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

LO15991
7

Coteaux du Layon 1er Cru Chaume, Château de la
Roulerie 2018
Classic golden nectar with over 150 grams of residual sugar,

with burnished orange citrus and honey perfume and

tempting hints of tarte tatin (for which it should make a

delicious match). Drink now to 2028. 11% 50cl.

£25.00 £300.00

HU1541
6

Royal Tokaji Aszú 5 Puttonyos 2016
Outstanding Aszú from the highly regarded 2016 vintage,

showcasing flavours of lime, apricot, peach and sweet cedar

that will develop greater complexity over time. Drink now to

2036. 11.5% 50cl.

£27.00 £324.00

FC37311
7

Muscat Cap Corse, Domaine Arena 2016
This is a tiny appellation restricted to a few rugged acres in

the far north of Corsica. A vin doux naturel with the flavour of

fresh mint and citrus, this has a light and delicate touch. Pair

it with a citrus-flavoured soufflé. Drink now to 2024. 16%

£27.00 £324.00

IT32661
C 7

Orvieto Classico Superiore Muffa Nobile ‘Calcaia’,
Barberani 2018
A prizewinning Umbrian gem with an entrancing bouquet

and flavours evocative of honey and apricot. It is fully sweet

but with a delightful lightness of touch. Drink now to 2030.

10.5%

£27.00 £324.00

GE11582A
9 E

Dr Loosen Riesling Estate Eiswein 2016
Ernie Loosen bottled his stunning German Eiswein in

quarter-size bottles, making it the perfect pudding wine for

two. Riesling grapes were picked in a frozen state in

November on the first really cold night of the year for

intense sweetness and fruit. Drink this year. 7% 187ml.

£30.00 £360.00

JU1732
C 9

Half bottle of L’Étoile Vin de Paille, Domaine de
Montbourgeau 2017
Drink now to 2032. 14%

£32.00
per half

BW5611
8

Château Doisy-Védrines, Barsac 2015
A harmonious and expressive wine with exceptional balance

and lift. Notes of pineapple and candied orange on the nose

and palate, with a creamy finish. Drink now to 2035. 13.5%

£35.00 £420.00

CA182
9

Half bottle of Vidal Ice Wine Signature Series, Peller
Estates 2016
Peller are a leading producer of ice wine, and this Canadian

gem is worth seeking out. Fully sweet, with pure fruit

flavours, this is an absolute treat with anything sweet or a

cheese plate. Drink now to 2024. 11%

£39.00
per half
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Ref key to codes on page 156 Bottle Dozen

BW4342
8

Half bottle of Château Climens, Barsac 2011
Great complexity, with exquisite richness perfectly balanced

by a marked freshness that will guarantee a long life and

many more years of enjoyment. Drink now to 2040. 13.5%

£45.00
per half

FC38091
7

Rivesaltes, Domaine de Rancy 1970
The Roussillon holds many treasures such as this that

remain relatively little known, which is just as well as they

are so rare. This is a 50-year-old nectar of great complexity

and persistence. Drink now to 2040. 18% 50cl.

£78.00 £936.00

SWEET RED WINES
AU14211A
7 E

Bleasdale The Wise One Tawny
A ten-year-old fortified Australian blend of grenache, shiraz

and verdelho, matured slowly in small oak casks. Complex,

nutty, chocolatey and silky. 18%

£11.50 £138.00

SA5881A
8

Nuy Red Muskadel
A pale-pink strawberry-scented South African classic perfect

with chocolate or cheese. Or enjoy in a tall glass with ice,

soda, fresh ginger, a sprig of mint and a squeeze of lemon.

Ready to drink and can be kept open in the fridge. 16.5%

£11.95 £143.00

FC38691
6

Maydie Tannat 2016
Sweet fortified tannat from Château d’Aydie in Madiran. Very

black, very fruity, and delicious with dark chocolate. Drink

now to 2024. 17% 50cl.

£14.50 £174.00
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SHERRY
Sherry is one of the wine world’s most underappreciated treasures. In recent years

there has been an encouraging resurgence of interest, not only because of its ability

to match the colourful diversity of Spanish tapas, but also a wide array of flavours from

around the gastronomic world. One of the most exciting food wines, and extraordinarily

good value.

Tim Sykes
Buyer for Bordeaux, Beaujolais & sherry

FINO & MANZANILLA
Ref C new vintage key to codes on page 156 Bottle Dozen

SH1192
1 E

Half bottle of Solear Manzanilla, Barbadillo
A crisp and tangy manzanilla with plenty of yeasty character

and lovely balance, from one of the top names in the coastal

town of Sanlúcar de Barrameda. 15%

£5.95
per half

SH571
2 E

The Society’s Fino
Lovely bready, appley fino. The secret of its success is that

fino varies greatly from butt to butt and we select only the

best ones. A perennial member favourite. 15%

£6.95 £83.00

SH531
2 E

Romate Fino Perdido
Rich, dry, mature fino, about eight years old, with an intense

bready nose. Broad and ample with a lovely fresh finish. 15%

£7.95 £95.00

SH931
1

Alegria Manzanilla
Wonderfully aromatic, pale and vibrant wine, light in texture

but intense in flavour. Dry and refreshing with the lovely salty

tang so typical of high-quality manzanilla. 15%

£8.95 £107.00

SH1462
C 1

Half bottle of Inocente Fino, Valdespino
Top-quality single-vineyard sherry with remarkable

complexity and finesse. Enjoy well chilled with tapas. 15%

£8.95
per half

SH591
2

Lustau La Ina Fino
La Ina Fino retains its distinctive character, offering the most

intense flor aromas of all finos. Very appley and yeasty. 15%

£9.95 £119.00

SH341A
1

Hidalgo Pastrana Manzanilla Pasada
Superb, mature, nutty manzanilla from the fine Pastrana

vineyard in the Miraflores region, which has long produced

the finest wines in the Hidalgo cellars. 15%

£12.50 £150.00
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DRY AMONTILLADO, OLOROSO & PALO CORTADO
Ref key to codes on page 156 Bottle Dozen

SH401
3 E

Romate Don José A Selection of Oloroso Medium Dry
Full-bodied and round on the palate without being sweet,

this is a flavoursome, warming sherry from Sánchez Romate.

17.5%

£9.50 £114.00

SH441
3 E

Romate Maribel A Selection of Amontillado Medium Dry
A mind-bogglingly complex amontillado, with layers of

diverse, delicious flavour. 19%

£9.50 £114.00

SH411
4 E

The Society’s Exhibition Mature Medium Dry Oloroso
Blend
Dark, powerful and fragrant oloroso. Years of barrel-ageing

have concentrated the flavour. 20.5%

£12.95 £155.00

SH671
3 E

Cayetano del Pino Palo Cortado Solera
Dry, elegant yet intense, with a nutty aroma and lovely

hazelnut and vanilla flavours, this palo cortado is something

of a rarity. 20%

£14.95 £179.00

SH1381
2

Don Zoilo Collection Dry Amontillado 12 Years Old,
Williams & Humbert
A beautifully balanced dry amontillado with notes of orange

peel and hazelnuts. Long, mellow and satisfying, this is a

benchmark example from an excellent sherry house. 19%

£17.00 £204.00

SH1232
3 E

Half bottle of Sánchez Romate Oloroso Encontrado 1/5
Encontrado, meaning ‘found’, is a very old, rare oloroso that

has never before been bottled. With a lovely mahogany

colour and complex notes of salted caramel, this is a perfect

foil for rich stews or full-flavoured cheeses. 20%

£17.00
per half

SH552
2

Half bottle of Cayetano del Pino Palo Cortado Viejı́simo
1/5
Pure, exquisite and incredibly concentrated wine with an

estimated age of 30 years. Gorgeous hazelnutty aromas

combine with vanilla from long cask-ageing. 21.5%

£25.00
per half

MEDIUM AMONTILLADO

SH381
3 E

Litre of The Society’s Medium Dry Amontillado Blend
Medium-dry sherry with lovely, rich walnutty flavour and a

rounded, balanced palate. Made by Sánchez Romate. 17.5%

£10.95 £131.00
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SWEET SHERRY
Ref key to codes on page 156 Bottle Dozen

SH1482
9

Half bottle of Don Zoilo 12 year old Pedro Ximenez,
Williams & Humbert
With deep, almost opaque colour and a yellow tinge, this

has a mature figgy bouquet and bags of intense, ripe, dried-

fruit character on the palate. Sweet but not cloying and with

a very long, lingering finish. Superb. 18%

£8.50
per half

SH421
7 E

The Society’s Exhibition Mature Medium Sweet Oloroso
Blend
Wonderfully fragrant old oloroso, concentrated by long

cask-ageing. Its explosive figgy flavour is rich but never

cloying. 20%

£12.95 £155.00

SH1311
7

Williams & Humbert As You Like It Amontillado Medium
Sweet
This astonishing sherry has rich dried-fruit flavours which

have grown mellow and complex during long barrel

maturation. Medium-sweet and rich yet fresh, this can be

enjoyed with blue cheese, a frangipane tart or on its own.

20.5% 50cl.

£31.00 £372.00

PORT
Our range of Ports includes those bottled ready to drink without the need to decant,

and those that slowly mature in the bottle and require decanting. Tawny Ports are

best served cool, but not over-chilled and we recommend even fine vintage wines

should not be served too warm as the temperature will naturally rise in the decanter

and glass. A wider selection is available online.

Joanna Locke MW
Buyer for Loire, Alsace, Portugal & South Africa

PORTS THAT DON’T NEED DECANTING

PN121
7

The Society’s Port
A young tawny-style Port that’s as delicious before a meal as

after. 19%

£10.95 £131.00

PN261
7

Graham’s Natura Reserve Port
From the Symington family’s organic vineyards. Rich and

smooth and ready to go, this wine does not need decanting,

just a plate of cheese or a comfortable sofa and willing

friends. 20%

£12.95 £155.00
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Ref C new vintage key to codes on the inside front cover Bottle Dozen

PN271
4

Graham’s Fine White Port
Sold at home and abroad, this crisp, fresh white Port is

delicious served over ice, or as a long drink mixed with

tonic. Just add sunshine and transport yourself to a

restaurant terrace in Portugal. 19%

£12.95 £155.00

PT2431
7

The Society’s LBV Port 2015
Generous late-bottled pouring Port with dark-berry and

spice flavours and a long, smooth finish. 20%

£13.50 £162.00

PN111
7

The Society’s Exhibition Tawny Port, 10 Years Old
Made for us by the Taylor Fladgate Partnership, this is a

fragrant tawny on the drier side, with a smooth, silky texture

and subtle oak nuances from ageing in small oak barrels.

20%

£17.50 £210.00

PN161
7

Graham’s Tawny Port 20 Years Old
Outstanding 20-year-old tawny, with typical Graham’s

richness. Its soft texture combines with remarkable

freshness, leading to a long, nutty finish. Drink this year and

next. 20%

£39.00 £468.00

VINTAGE AND CRUSTED PORTS
Our Ports are carefully stored so that they reach you in perfect condition. Vintage and

Crusted Ports throw a natural deposit (sediment, or ‘crust’) in bottle and therefore

need decanting.

PN231
7

The Society’s Exhibition Crusted Port, Bottled 2013
This blend was bottled by Symington Family Estates in 2013

and comprises three earlier vintages. Intense in colour,

voluptuous and rich, with the aromas of ripe black fruits –

plums, blackberries – given greater complexity by the start

of more herbal, woody notes. Drink now to 2030. 20%

£17.00 £204.00

PT2671
C 7

The Society’s Exhibition Vintage Port 1980
Recently recorked, labelled and shipped directly from the

Symington family’s cellars, this fully mature wine hails from

the Smith Woodhouse stable. A now rare example of a 40-

year-old vintage Port, where evolved tannins meet silky,

sweet fruit complemented by the rich, earthy notes of

maturity. Drink now to 2025. 20%

£62.00 £744.00
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MADEIRA
Serve malvasia at room temperature to enjoy it at its best; sercial and verdelho should

be served ‘cellar’ cool, or only lightly chilled. All styles should be stored upright, and

keep well once opened. More single-vintage Madeiras, perfect for anniversaries, may

be found on our website at thewinesociety.com/fortified

Joanna Locke MW
Buyer for Loire, Alsace, Portugal & South Africa

Ref key to codes on page 156 Bottle Dozen

MA391
5

Barbeito Rainwater Reserve
Made from 80% tinta negra and 20% verdelho, aged in

French oak casks for five years. The tangy freshness in the

verdelho makes it perfect served slightly chilled. 18% 50cl.

£13.95 £167.00

MA21
7

The Society’s Full Rich Madeira, 3 Years Old
Good-value, warming sweet Madeira that’s too good to just

be used in cooking! 19% 75cl.

£14.50 £174.00

MA181
8

Henriques and Henriques Malvasia, 10 Years Old
Intense and deep-coloured malmsey, showing complex

notes of fig and walnuts on the nose and more than a hint of

caramel and coffee on the rich palate. 20% 50cl.

£20.00 £240.00

MA231
5

Blandy’s Verdelho, 10 Years Old
Medium-dry and amber-tinged with keen acidity, a long,

mellow finish and delicate caramel and coffee flavours. 19%

50cl.

£20.00 £240.00

MA241
5

Henriques and Henriques Sercial, 10 Years Old
Drier and with livelier acidity than the bual and malmsey

styles, this smooth, crisp and nutty amber glassful may be

served chilled as an aperitif, or with cheese. 20% 50cl.

£20.00 £240.00

MA221
6

Henriques and Henriques Bual, 15 Years Old
Lusciously golden, this has a beguiling richness and hints of

raisins, nuts and caramel with a concentrated finish. 20%

50cl.

£25.00 £300.00

MA551
5

NEW Henriques & Henriques Colheita Single Harvest
Verdelho 2007
A rare single-vineyard Madeira, with luscious notes of

caramelised orange and the hint of smokiness typical of the

verdelho grape, silky smooth texture and powerful long

finish, lifted by invigorating acidity. A wine to savour, with or

without food. 20%

£40.00 £480.00
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SPIRITS

WHISKY
The Wine Society has a long tradition with whisky, historically sending empty sherry

butts and Port pipes north to be ‘filled’ and stored. Look out for a few special rare

releases to come.

Sarah Knowles MW
Buyer for Italy, Champagne, North America & Spirits

SCOTTISH BLENDED
Ref 70cl bottles unless otherwise stated Bottle Dozen

WY521
E

Litre of The Society’s Blended Scotch Whisky
An exclusive blend for The Wine Society, this is based on

Highland and Speyside malts making for a lighter, hay and

honey-scented, easy-drinking blend. 40%

£22.00 £264.00

SCOTTISH MALTS

WY531
E

The Society’s Speyside Blended Malt Scotch Whisky
A lovely medium-bodied dram, our eight-year-old malt

shows great elegance and sweetness, with grassy and

yellow-fruit flavours and hints of cedar and honey. 40%

£20.00 £240.00

WY481 The Society’s Exhibition Speyside Single Malt Scotch
Whisky, 12 Years Old
This Speyside has a lovely bouquet of honey and orchard

fruit. The palate is very smooth, with a vanilla sweetness that

balances the powerful fruit well. 40%

£32.00 £384.00

WY791 The Society’s Exhibition Islay Single Malt Scotch Whisky,
8 Years Old
A classic Islay malt, with smoke and peat on the rich nose.

More iodine-like flavours develop on the palate, balancing

the fullness of the style. 40%

£32.00 £384.00

WY831 Ledaig Isle of Mull Single Malt Scotch Whisky, 10 Years
Old
Distilled at Tobermory on the Isle of Mull, this is a fully

peated, non-chill-filtered island-style single malt, with sweet,

smoky nose, and floral flavours on the rich palate before a

long finish of iodine, clove and barley. 46.3%

£41.00 £492.00
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Ref 70cl bottles unless otherwise stated Bottle Dozen

WY841 Deanston Highland Single Malt Scotch Whisky, 12 Years
Old
A bourbon barrel-finished, non-chill-filtered Highland single

malt with a rich wheat, cereal and toffee nose leading to

candied orange peel, caramel and nuts and a touch of

salinity on the long, smooth finish. 46%

£41.00 £492.00

WY921 Kilchoman Machir Bay Single Malt Scotch Whisky
From the Isle of Islay, this peated malt whisky has been

matured in ex-bourbon barrels and oloroso butts. It has a

complex nose with a touch of iodine and dried orchard fruits

and walnuts, prunes and vanilla notes develop on the

palate. 46%

£46.00 £552.00

WY861 Glenfarclas Speyside Single Malt Scotch Whisky, 15 Years
Old
Still independently family-owned, this is one of Speyside’s

classic and best malt whiskies. Matured in sherry casks for a

full, rich style, this is a complex dram packed with flavours of

candied peel, malt, sweet sherry and fruitcake. 46%

£49.00 £588.00

WY1011
E

West Cork Blended Irish Whiskey Bourbon Cask
This distillery was set up by three mates looking for a

dramatic career change! The company is based in

Skibbereen and this is a delicate blend of grain (75%) and

malt (25%) whiskey matured in bourbon casks, with a

smooth style and citrus, vanilla, sultana and cracked-pepper

flavours. 40%

£26.00 £312.00

WY1031 Elijah Craig Small Batch Bourbon
Elijah Craig is named after the pioneering Reverend who is

credited as the first distiller to age his whiskey in charred

oak barrels. With an intense vanilla bean, cinnamon and

nutmeg baked apple, nut brittle and candied citrus character

this is perfect for sipping, or making a great Old Fashioned.

48%

£45.00 £540.00

BRANDY: COGNAC, ARMAGNAC & CALVADOS
From Cognac and Armagnac to Calvados, these rich, full-flavoured, complex spirits

are regaining the limelight, and are a delicious finish to a great dinner.

Sarah Knowles MW
Buyer for Italy, Champagne, North America & Spirits

BY481 The Society’s Brandy
Good value simple grape brandy which has dried-fruit

character and spice. 40%

£18.50 £222.00
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Ref 70cl bottles unless otherwise stated Bottle Dozen

BY371 Domaine Tariquet Bas-Armagnac VSOP
An amber-coloured seven-year-old Armagnac with a

bouquet of prunes and baked bread. Smooth and well

rounded with a fine oak-and-vanilla finish. 40%

£28.00 £336.00

BY381 The Society’s Cognac VSOP
Produced by family-run independent Cognac distiller

Château d’Orignac exclusively for The Wine Society, this

excellent VSOP is far older than the required four years.

Cedar, fruitcake and walnuts linger in this full-flavoured

artisanal spirit. 40%

£29.00 £348.00

OS111 Château de Breuil Calvados VSOP
This classic Calvados is perfect for autumnal sipping. Enjoy

neat or over ice at the end of a meal to aid the digestion.

40%

£37.00 £444.00

OS73501 Calvados du Pays d’Auge VSOP
There’s a huge concentration of apple in this Calvados, with

an elegant light and dry finish to the palate. 42%

£39.00 £468.00

BY471 Château de Monbel Bas Armagnac 1997
This 24-year-old brandy has incredible concentration and

complexity, with flavours of figs, prunes, walnuts and

fruitcake. Best enjoyed in a large balloon glass. 42%

£48.00 £576.00

BY441 Frapin VSOP Grande Champagne Cognac
This is a very fine VSOP Cognac to sip, with complex dried-

fruit, honey, apricot and vanilla notes developing beautifully

with time in the glass. 40%

£52.00 £624.00

BY501 The Society’s Exhibition Grande Champagne Cognac XO
Delamain manage this XO for us from some of their best

barrels. It has an average age of 25 years in cask, and has

incredible complexity and concentration as a result. As it

warms in a large glass the aroma is heady with peach,

apricot, fresh shortbread and almond, with intensity on the

palate and a long finish. 40%

£72.00 £864.00
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GIN: LONDON DRY
Gin is experiencing a huge revival in popularity, with craft distillers opening all over

the UK. Look out for a rotating list of gins here, with more to come online.

Sarah Knowles MW
Buyer for Italy, Champagne, North America & Spirits

Ref Bottle Dozen

GN281 The Society’s London Dry Gin
A classic, juniper-led gin made exclusively for The Wine

Society by master distiller Charles Maxwell, to our own

bespoke recipe. The botanicals include organic coriander,

angelica and orris which add layers of spice and complexity

to this super counter-top gin. 37.5%

£17.00 £204.00

GN351 The Society’s Gin High Strength
For a gin and tonic with an extra kick! Our high-strength gin

is made by Thames Distillers to the same bespoke recipe as

our much-loved Society’s Gin, using natural botanicals. The

only difference is that less water is added prior to bottling

resulting in a stronger aroma and a different dimension to

the flavour. 50%

£22.00 £264.00

GN381 East London Gin
Made a stone’s throw from Victoria Park in East London, this

craft gin has an appealing pink grapefruit top note, and

won’t break the bank! 40%

£22.50 £270.00

GN201
E

Jensen’s Bermondsey Gin
Chris Jensen wanted to recreate a traditional London gin, in

Bermondsey, an area of London’s docklands that has a rich

gin and distillation history. Juniper, citrus and coriander-

heavy, this craft gin would make an excellent martini. 43%

£32.00 £384.00

GN401 Kew London Dry Gin
A welcome return for this popular gin now made by The East

London Liquor Co. in partnership with Kew. The botanicals

come directly from the famous gardens, including Douglas

fir, lavender and sweet orange to create a fresh balanced

aromatic gin, presented in a vibrant gift box that celebrates

the pollinators! 42%

£32.00 £384.00

GN361 Henners Gin
Henners is a vineyard in East Sussex, and this gin’s base

spirit is distilled from chardonnay, pinot noir and pinot

meunier, and then infused with high-quality botanicals, all

distilled on site in a copper pot still. 45%

£36.00 £432.00
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Ref Bottle Dozen

GN241 Brighton Gin
Using local botanicals from the South Downs, this is a lovely

light gin, with citrus and juniper notes. Distilled beside the

seaside, it’s perfect in a long G+T with a slice of orange to

bring out the citrus notes, or in a summer punch with

cranberry juice, soda, lemon and summer berries. 40%

£39.00 £468.00

RUM & VODKA
VA31
E

Litre of The Society’s Vodka
Made exclusively for us in London, this English grain-based

vodka is pure, clean and smooth. 37.5%

£21.00 £252.00

RM61
E

Angostura 7-Year-Old Caribbean Rum
A rich toffee and banana-scented molasses-based rum from

Trinidad and Tobago’s famous Angostura distillery. Aged in

ex-bourbon American oak barrels for a minimum of seven

years this is a great rum for cocktails or simply sipping. 40%

£26.00 £312.00

LIQUEURS: FRUIT & HERBAL
Liqueurs are often vital to some of the best cocktails, but these are great authentic

products in their own right from some of the best producers in the world.

Sarah Knowles MW
Buyer for Italy, Champagne, North America & Spirits

Ref 70cl bottles unless otherwise stated Bottle Dozen

VE75131
3 E

The Society’s Chambéry White Vermouth
We have been working with expert producers Dolin for

many years and this exclusive product really overdelivers.

From Savoie, this white-wine based liqueur draws on local

herbs and flowers for its distinctive, elegant style. 17.5% 75cl

£9.50 £114.00

VE11
E

Dolin Red Vermouth de Chambéry
A benchmark red vermouth made by Dolin to an 1820s

recipe. Using over 35 herbs, roots and spices, this is off-dry

but not too sweet, with plenty of sarsaparilla, citrus-peel,

clove and cinnamon flavours. Perfect in a Manhattan or

Negroni. 16% 75cl.

£9.50 £114.00
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Ref 70cl bottles unless otherwise stated Bottle Dozen

LR51
E

Gabriel Boudier ‘Fontbonne’ Crème de Cassis de Dijon
The blackcurrant (cassis) harvest in Dijon perfumes the air,

and the best distillers are able to capture this aromatic

heady experience. This Crème de Cassis only uses fresh

blackcurrant in its production and really is a treat over ice

cream, or mixed with white wine as a Kir, or Crémant for a Kir

Royale. 20% 50cl

£11.95 £143.00

VE41
5

NEW Bramley and Gage English Dry Vermouth
Edward and Penny Kain have owned a fruit farm for more

than 30 years, and have always made a very successful

range of fruit liqueurs. The distillery is now run by Michael

and Felicity, who have expanded on their parents’ distilling

success to include this special vermouth made using 12

botanicals and fruits. 18%

£11.95
per half

£143.00

LR131
7

Pineau des Charentes, Château d’Orignac
A delicious digestif – if you find full-strength Cognac a little

strong this is a great alternative. Made from Cognac

sweetened with red grape juice just after harvest, this is a

rich nutty, figgy delight. 18% 75cl.

£17.50 £210.00

LR141
E

Gabriel Boudier ‘Fontbonne’ Curaçāo Triple Sec
Made for The Wine Society by Gabriel Boudier and distilled

with curaçāo orange peel, this is then aged in glass

demijohns for five years, creating a very pure liqueur.

Perfect in classic cocktails from Cosmopolitans to

Margaritas. 40% 50cl.

£18.00 £216.00

LR111
E

Sloe Motion Sloe Gin
Hand-picked sloes from Yorkshire steeped in London gin

produce this cherry-and-almond flavoured ruby liqueur. 26%

£21.00 £252.00

BEERS & CIDER
Our core range of beers has proven to be well received by members and we

approach it quality-first, as with our wines. We are happy to introduce a brand-new

cyder from The Newt in Somerset, which is highly recommended. To discover our full

range of beers and ciders head to thewinesociety.com/beer

Freddy Bulmer
Buyer for New Zealand, Australia, Austria, Eastern Europe & Beer

Ref Bottle Dozen

BE1911 The Society’s English Lager
A crisp, refreshing craft lager, made by Braybrooke Brewery

in Market Harborough. This ‘mini-Pilsner’ is inspired by

classic Czech lagers, made using German hops, on a

Hungarian brew kit, by an Italian brewer. 3.8% 330ml bottle.

£2.50 £30.00
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Ref Bottle Dozen

BE2271 The Ordinary Bitter, Anspach & Hobday, Bermondsey
A great modern take on a very classically English style of

beer. Anspach & Hobday have stayed true to good ordinary

bitter but have given it a slight refresh. This is the perfect

session beer and balances malt sweetness and hop

bitterness perfectly. A traditional style which is

complemented by American hops. 3.7% 440ml can.

£2.50 £30.00

BE2433 Nico Köln Lager, Orbit Brewing, London
Inspired by the Kölsch beers of the German city of Cologne

(Köln) this is an easy-drinking, highly refreshing beer which is

stylistically similar to lager but is brewed like an ale. The

nose has fragrant apple, citrus and herbal notes and the

palate shows a lovely balance of hop and malt character.

4.8% 330ml bottle.

£2.75 £33.00

BE2281 Light Bulb Extra Pale Ale, Verdant Brewing Co., Penryn
This perfect pick-me-up from the extremely highly regarded

Verdant Brewing Co in Cornwall is crisp, citrus and orange

driven and utterly refreshing. All the flavour of a top pale ale

but with the crunch and freshness usually associated with

lager. Unfiltered (so hazy) and hopped with simcoe and

centennial hops. 4.5% 440ml can.

£2.95 £35.00

BE1361A3 Faith Pale Ale Northern Monk Brew Co., Leeds
Quite simply one of the best pale ales in the country. A

perfectly balanced, charmingly aromatic and elegantly

textured ale which is intentionally hazy. Delicious, full-

flavoured beer. 5.4% 440ml can.

£3.25 £39.00

BE2291 The Porter, Anspach & Hobday, Bermondsey
Anspach & Hobday are famed for the quality of their porter

and so it made perfect sense to add it to our core beer

range. This is delicious and flavoursome, with notes of

cacao, dark chocolate, lovely bitterness and a hint of milky

coffee. A long and complex example of this traditional dark

London style. 6.7% 440ml can.

£3.50 £42.00

BE2613 Cidre Biologic Bouché de Normandie 2021
A traditionally produced, only lightly filtered (and therefore

slightly hazy) medium-sweet Normandy sparkling cider,

produced organically. Drink it cellar-cool. 5.5%

£5.95 £71.00
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Hundreds of additional wines available online at thewinesociety.com

SPIRITS: APPLE JUICE, LOW ALCOHOL, CORDIAL & OLIVE OIL
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APPLE JUICE, LOW ALCOHOL, CORDIAL & OLIVE OIL
Ref 75cl bottles unless otherwise stated Bottle Dozen

BE2333A3 Weissbier Alkoholfrei Klosterbrauerei Andechs Germany
Few make low-alcohol or alcohol-free beer as well as the

Germans, so perhaps it’s no surprise that this 0.5% weissbier

should be every bit as delicious and flavoursome as its

much more boozy counterparts! This is vibrant and fruity

with notes of orange zest, vanilla, cloves and a little spice.

0.5% 50cl.

£2.25 £27.00

WA352
E

Thorncroft Elderflower Cordial
Only the petals of fresh wild elderflowers are used in this

highly concentrated cordial. 33cl

£2.50 £30.00

WA361
E

James White Suffolk Cox’s Apple Juice
Delicious juice packed with sweet, ripe fruit.

£2.50 £30.00

WA371
E

James White Suffolk Bramley Apple Juice
The Bramley apple produces a crisp, tart and perfectly

refreshing juice.

£2.50 £30.00

WA281
4 G

Gratien and Meyer Festillant Sparkling Sans Alcool
A delicious dealcoholised fizz from Gratien and Meyer,

makers of The Society’s best sparklers.

£4.50 £54.00

KI74011
E

Litre of The Society’s Finest Extra Virgin Olive Oil
Cold-pressed, delicate and aromatic oil, for drizzling on

salads, bruschetta, pasta or whatever else you fancy.

£12.95
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WHAT THE LIST PRICE INCLUDES 
UK duty and VAT and, where applicable, free delivery to a UK address (please 
visit thewinesociety.com/delivery for information on delivery options and charges). 
Orders not eligible for free delivery incur a charge of £5. Prices are valid until 10th 
October 2022, but The Society reserves the right to alter prices without notice 
(E&OE). 
Payments for orders will be taken in line with our terms and conditions.

DELIVERY & COLLECTION
For UK delivery options visit thewinesociety.com/delivery. Members in most parts of 
the country can choose to take delivery by Society van or elect to use our free name-
the-day carrier service that allows members to nominate the weekday they would like to 
receive their wines. For wines needed in a hurry, The Society’s next day delivery service 
covers most UK addresses. Orders need to be placed by midday Monday to Friday 
for delivery on the next working day. Please check your consignment on arrival, and 
report any damage immediately. Claims for non-delivery, breakage or leakage are only 
accepted within 28 days of expected delivery.
Collection: Wines can be collected from our Stevenage Cellar Showroom or in Northern 
Ireland from Newry, County Down. Call 01438 741177 or visit thewinesociety.com/
delivery for more details.
Export: For deliveries overseas please contact export@thewinesociety.com or call 
01438 741177. For more information visit thewinesociety.com/export

WINES IN LIMITED SUPPLY
The Society reserves the right to ration, reduce or cancel orders already taken and 
acknowledged to ensure fair treatment.

ALCOHOL LEVELS
Alcohol percentage by volume is indicated for each wine or spirit. Occasionally there will 
be slight variations from the published figure. Alcohol levels are only a guide to a wine’s 
fullness; other factors such as tannin and extract in red wines also contribute to the 
overall impression of weight and the note on the wine should make this clear. Units of 
alcohol are increasingly printed on wine labels. A UK unit of alcohol is simply measured 
by multiplying alcohol by volume. Thus a standard 13% 75cl bottle of wine will contain 9.8 
units of alcohol.

Alcohol by volume % 14.5 12.0 9.0

Units per standard 75cl bottle 10.9 9.0 6.8

Having a couple of drink-free days a week helps keep the number of units in check and 
is the advice given by drinkaware.co.uk – visit their website for more information.

DELIVERY & PAYMENT
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PRIVACY NOTICE
We take our responsibilities in looking after your 
personal information seriously. Our Privacy Notice 
gives you information on your rights and our 
obligations under the Data Protection legislation. 
It was revised on 20th January 2022 (version 3.5 
and can be requested in writing and/or is available 
online at: thewinesociety.com/privacy-notice
When you register as a member of The Wine 
Society, you will be agreeing to the use of your 
personal information by us for the purposes stated 
in the Privacy Notice. Your information is used to 
ensure the full range of our products and services 
are available to you and that you are kept up to 
date with company information, offers and news. If 
you do not want to receive information from us, you 
can let us know by emailing 
memberservices@thewinesociety.com or calling 
Member Services on 01438 741177. Information 
about you is stored securely and will only be 
accessible to people that need to see it to carry 
out their responsibilities. Sometimes we will use 
carefully selected third parties to act on our behalf 
to deliver services to you, but we always require 
them to keep your information safe and ensure 
they will never use your personal data for their own 
marketing purposes. 

Under the terms of the current Data Protection 
legislation, you have rights that are detailed in 
section headed ‘Your Rights’ in the Privacy Notice. 
This includes the right to  request a copy of the 
details we hold about you on our internal systems. 
Much of this information is already available in 
the member area of our website. If you would like 
anything additional to this, you will need to make 
a Subject Access Request in writing stating your 
name, share number and a contact address and 
phone number to:
The Company Secretary, 
The Wine Society, Gunnels Wood Road, Stevenage, 
Hertfordshire, SG1 2BT

We want to make sure that the personal data we 
hold about you is up to date and accurate. If any 
of the details are incorrect you are able to update 
them using your online account or by letting us 
know and we will amend them for you. 

The Privacy Notice is available to view here at: 
thewinesociety.com/privacy-notice

MEMBER RULES
You can view The Wine Society Rules here at: 
thewinesociety.com/society-rules

QUALITY
If wine is received in an unsatisfactory condition, 
please retain it and report the fault at:
thewinesociety.com/reportaproblem 
or call us on 01438 741177. Wines are affected 
over time by the conditions in which they are 
stored. We do not accept responsibility for the 
quality of wines which have deteriorated owing to 
time, or storage in inappropriate conditions.

ORDER CANCELLATION
Under regulations covering distance selling 
transactions, members have a right to cancel 
their order, in part or in full, for up to 14 working 
days after the day on which delivery is made. If an 
order is cancelled in this way, The Wine Society 
will reimburse the appropriate sum within 30 
days of cancellation. No charge will be made for 
cancellation of the goods except where there has 
been a prior agreement to purchase the goods on 
a sale or return basis (excluding en primeur orders). 
We cannot offer refunds or exchanges for any 
perishable items containing food, unless faulty or 
not as described.

THE COMMITTEE    

Alan Black Chairman Steve Finlan* Chief Executive Mike Thompson
Eleanor de Kanter Deputy Chairman Thomas Foster Tim Wright
Ken Brown Ricard Giner-Sariola
Ben Dreyer* Mohammed Haque

EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT
Steve Finlan Chief Executive Rachel Finn Director of Sales & Marketing
Liz Cerroti Director of Service & Experience         Pierre Mansour Director of Wine
Karen Coates Chief Operating Officer         Emily Roskilly Chief Financial Officer
Dom de Ville Director of Sustainability & Social Impact

THE SOCIETY’S COMMITMENT

Georgina Crowhurst Company Secretary & Legal Counsel 

*Co-opted committee members
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